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Internatonal Magic Magazine
VANISH

I am is always looking at ways to get information out to magicians 
in new and exciting ways. I am very pleased to announce that 
VANISH MAGIC MAGAZINE in partnership with Murphy's Magic 
has just launched:

www.magicnewsflash.com
This is a great website with content from past editions of VANISH 
plus video reviews, the latest news and products from around the 
world and more. It has been in the making for many months and 
will officially launch in a week, but readers of VANISH can get a 
sneak preview right now. Make sure to share it with your friends 
so we can build momentum within the magic community. I'd like 
to thank everybody at Murphy's Magic for working on this and in 
particular Luke Dancy who has done an amazing job with the site.

We also have some great news for those of you who would like 
to get help with your magic act. Magic consultant and illusion 
designer Thomas Moore has offered to do a series of Show 
Doctor type articles or  "Lets Do Notes," for those that would like 
professional critique.  Just submit your videos, any length from an 
8-minute spot to a 50 minute show is welcome. The important thing 
to remember is Thomas wants to see exactly what the audience 
sees rather than a promotional video. He is looking for stage or 
larger shows. 
Submissions can be sent to vanishmag@thomasmoorecreative.
com and he will pick a couple each month trying to cover as many 
genres as possible across the year.

I would like to thank Hal Meyers who worked on the feature story 
this edition. Hal did the editing and layout for the story on South 
African magician Mahommed Moorad, or as he is known in his 
country Mo Magic. Mo's story proves that if you have a dream then 
hard work and belief in yourself will pay of.  I look forward to seeing 
where Mo's journey goes next.

Paul Romhany

EXCITING NEWS ...

FROM THE
EDITOR

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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Slaight Family Foundation to recognize excellence in magic.

For details, visit:

http://www.magicana.com/slaight
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Improve your magic 
wtih cards that feel 
better and shuffle 
flawlesly:

“Richard Turner has 
finally created what I 
feel is the best quality 
Bicycle playing cards 
I’ve had in my hands.”
-Bill Malone

“I made the Gold Seal 
Bicycles for the 
professional -they are 
the Gold Standard in 
playing cards!”
-Richard Turner 
“The Chest”

“The Gold Seal 
Bicycles are great!” 
-Lennart Green

Turner Traditionally Cut   using BEE   Stock Paper.

http://eepurl.com/lP_EH
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MICHAEL GILES
A TRUE ARTIST

We just learned today and are excited to 
share with our members that the AMA/Magic 
Castle's own general manager and friend, Joe 
Furlow, will be honored with an Excellence in 
Club Management (r) Award in 2017. We hope 
you will all join the Boards in congratulating 
Joe on receiving the prestigious Mel Rex 
Award, one of three, annual award categories 
which recognize extraordinary industry 
contributions and private club management 
by the experts in the country.

Joe will be honored here at the Magic Castle 
on a date in the new year (to be announced) 
and again at the 2017 Club Managers 
Association of America World Conference, Feb. 
7-11, in Orlando, Fla., where a special dinner/
reception will be held to honor the winners.

The AMA Board nominated Joe in recognition 
of his contributions over the past five years in 
club-wide improvements. At the time that Joe 
came to our club, we felt fortunate to have 
this talented professional working at the AMA, 
and to benefit from his experience. Needless 
to say, the AMA is a one of a kind organization, 
with a very special mixture of interests, 
services, and needs. We are always reminded 
that no mere "cookie cutter" formulas for 
private clubs will ever work at our club. 

On January 8th 2017 we lost an amazing man and an equally amazing talent in magic.  
As readers will be aware Michael was diagnosed with Pancreatic Cancer last October. 
He and his wife Melanie began to battle the disease but the cancer progressed faster 
than anticpated. On Sunday, January 8th, his physical journey finally came to an end at 
4:02pm (PST). He is survived by his wife, Melanie Giles, his son Tylor Giles and his grandson 
Zackary. Michael was 56.
As a tribute to Michael I will be leaving the two editions of VANISH he appeared in FREE for 
everybody to read and find out what a wonderful and caring artist he was. 
Visit www.vanishmagazine.com to read those back copies.
 
The following was the introduction to one of those articles by Chipper Lowell, and I 
wanted to share it here again .... 

"The audience is mesmerized. Completely. Before them, stands a master illusionist slowly 
circling his beautiful partner onstage who just happens to be delicately balanced atop a 
large harp. There are no visible means of support, and yet there she is. Floating. Suspended

It’s easy for a photographer to capture ‘moments’ like these in Michael Giles’ act. It lends 
itself well to still images because Michael frames his routines like a pro.There is a definite 
personality that pushes through where the illusions themselves become secondary, and a 
sincere passion for the craft that is displayed by both Michael, and his onstage partner and 
wife, Melanie Giles.

I’ve known Michael for many years now and have always valued him as a true friend, with 
a remarkable capacity for caring and wanting to do the right thing.  That stuff can’t be 
taught. It’s just inherently Michael. He is the type of person that once he puts his mind to 
something, he just doesn’t give up. I greatly admire that quality about him, along with his 
loyalty, friendship, and his seemingly never-ending set of work skills, covering occupations 
ranging from performing to carpentry, illusion building to graphic design, and more. Much 
more.  ..." Chipper Lowell

THE ACADEMY OF 
MAGICAL ARTS

ANNOUNCEMENT

NEWS
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HOUDINI
BOARD GAME

REMEMBERING
PAUL DANIELS

Dorothy Dietrich and Dick Brookz of The Houdini Museum here.

Exciting news.  Our KickStarter is about to become one of the more successful 
campaigns in magic history. Our Houdini project Houdini-Opoly is about to get fully 
funded, on KickStarter!  Now at 98% in less then 3 weeks, and 43 days to go. Many of 
the perks have sold out.   This is exciting. The campaign will end March 9.

Our goal is to create a beautiful Houdini collectible game that is fun to play, but is also 
historically accurate. 

We are hoping to send it out to be made by Houdini’s birthday which is March 24.   A 
limited edition.  The only sure way to get it is to order it on KickStarter. KickStarter has a 
great reputation and brings the Houdini-Opoly project to a wider audience. KickStarter 
is very risky. All or nothing. We are projected to go over the top any day.

As a tribute to the great magician Paul Daniels, 
we are delighted to announce a special and 
unique Rabbit in a Hat badge.

Produced in collaboration with Debbie McGee, 
Paul’s widow, the badge is symbolic of his 
enduring popularity as an entertainer, television 
personality and of course a hugely talented 
magician.

Paul died in March 2016, shortly after announcing 
his diagnosis of an inoperable brain tumour.
Debbie says: “He died four weeks and five days 
after the diagnosis. I still miss him every day. I still 
love spending time with our rabbits – they make 
me think of him.

“I am really proud to be able to work with Brain 
Tumour Research in this way and I think Paul 
would have been too. I hope everyone will buy 
at least one of these badges – by wearing one, 
you’ll be remembering Paul and supporting vital 
brain tumour research.”

BUY YOUR BADGE HERE or on ebay

Kickstart at 98% full with less than 3 weeks to go ....

As one of the more important people 
in the magic trade you can help us go 
over the top, and then some!

A sample of the progress of the game, 
a video, and the KickStarter process can 
be seen at the following link..

https://www.kickstarter.com/
projects/1726279887/houdini-opoly-
fun-exciting-legend-and-magic-hero-b

and

http://HoudiniOpoly.com

Our commitment to magic and 
Houdini has allowed us to grow a great 
friendship with the international magic 
organization, The Society of American 
Magicians, which Houdini pioneered.  
They have begun to directly help with 
the upkeep and repair of Houdini’s 
grave site.

For decades we have  been helping 
to encourage and prove in our field 
that there can be a place for women 
in magic, including recently hosting 
DellODell.com and JoanBrandon.com.
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Ultimate Control BT has more than double the features and is just as easy to use 

with more reliable equipment
 

Get in on the Kickstarter program and save!
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1. Replacement for ANY damages for ANY reason INCLUDED

2. Removable, customizable toe or floor switch
3. Completely wireless…completely

4. Large color display
5. Low battery vibration signal on remote
6. Out o6. Out of range vibration signal on remote

7. Touchscreen control
8. Cross fade

9. Three fade out settings
10. Cloud backup of tracks and playlists
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Who are you?
Its an often repeated but rarely understood phrase by the great Robert Houdin “The conjurer is an  actor
playing the part of a magician” when you step out on stage you are portraying a character; how removed
that character is from your real life persona is largely irrelevant what is important is that you are
portraying a character and that what you are doing is (or should be) no different to what an actor does;
to understand and breath life in to that character.

It's all too easy to say as a performer that “I'm not acting, I'm just being myself” on stage and whilst
that might be appropriate for a singer or comedian magic performance inherently involves an element
of fantasy, storytelling and deception that means that you really are acting outside the parameters of
normal life. You don't REALLY saw people in half, lock women in tiny boxes and make giant silver balls
float in your day-to-day existence so when portraying this on stage you are having to act. You are an
actor portraying a character and as such it is essential that you refine and develop that character
to ensure that in these moments “he” is every bit as real and believable as when he's doing something
more mundane. By utilising the basic techniques of actors you can elevate your character by adding a
consistency and believability to your performance – providing the subtle clues that help your audience
engage with your character, be willing to suspend their disbelief and enjoy the show.

Every character you see in film, TV or theatre has been through a process of character development;

sometimes months or years of research to understand how they tick and why they do what they do so that

when they're presented to an audience they seem like real people within the world of their performance.

For TV drama’s whole teams of people build up back-stories of character's previous life which is then used

to guide choices in everything from their future storyline to the style of decor they fill their house

with, what type of glasses they wear to how they move. Far from res
tricting you proper character development

processes help you distil the essence of who your character is an
d provides you with answers as to whether

a trick is suitable for your show, whether this is the right music to use and what you should say. By

staying within character parameters you help your audience on their journey and when you do something

against character you make your audience stop and question what you're doing which is rarely a good

thing for magic. Jeff McBride’s character is one of a world traveller who embraces and demonstrates

mysticisms and ideas from ancient cultures and this is portrayed 
through every word he speaks, the clothes

he wears and every move and gesture within his performance. If Jeff wheels a box covered in oriental

decals on stage to a piece of obscure Chinese music and does a trick involving Lotus Blossom and Rice his

audience are willing to trust him and enjoy the experience because this is exactly the sort of thing his

character would do. If a slick wise-cracking comic magician with a thick New York accent who swears a lot

suddenly wheels a box on stage covered in Chinese decals and start doing the Lotus Blossom and Rice trick

it’s something totally against character. That's not to say that the trick doesn’t work on some level as a

piece of magic but it does mean that he cannot present it in the same way as Jeff would and has to

re-evaluate the patter, music and routine to find the styles and elements that justify your character

doing this. This may read like a very extreme example but look at other shows and you'll find magicians

who in one “scene” play a wisecracking comic then a split second later present a macabre routine that

involves impaling their assistant with a dozen flaming spikes (complete with screams) to an epic film

score, then seconds later switch to some 90's soft-rock to perform a double levitation sequence
 full of

romance and soft-focus, each routine (stylistically and narratively) contradicting the previous one. It's

not just these big themes but also the little touches; if a magician can conjure doves, balls of fire,

motorbikes and even girls out of thin air... but then has to find a cigarette lighter later in the show to

set fire to something? A magician who is able to make huge boxes split in half and move, doors spring open,

wineglasses smash, all with a simple gesture and yet in another sequence have to fiddle with catches and

switches to open a much smaller door in another prop? These inconsistencies pull your audience (all be

it briefly) out of their state of wilful disbelief and make them question what's going; at best they assume

you've briefly lost your powers but much more likely is that they realise you had no powers in the first

place, the whole thing was a lie and that you are too poor to have “electric switches and motors” fitted

to all of your props! By staying within the world of the character you have created you are able to

get-away-with so much more and will present a show that inherently feels more cohesive, more magical and

more bookable to your audience.

Character development is a simple process that can be summed up with just 3 words. Who? What? Why?
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Who?
Starting with your character ask yourself “who is he” sit down and write out his story, where did he come from, what does he do when

he's not on stage, are his assistants “assistants” or “minions”, what sort of music does he like, why is he on stage presenting these

“impossible” things instead of working as an accountant? Decide and debate each of these elements (and all the other questions each of

these answers produces) until you've forged a template for your character; you're aiming to create a set of “rules” that then help you

answer every other question and decision in your show. If your character is some sort of eccentric steam-punk inventor then every

prop you present should have a slightly “home-made” & functional feel to it so that they more resemble scientific apparatus rather than

glittery magic boxes. You should dress in a steam-punk style, chose music that feels home-made or twisted (maybe a heavy metal band

playing a piece of classical music?) treat your assistants as assistants, frame each performance as a demonstration, occasionally have

things go slightly wrong and above all, NOT use “magic” powers. A gesture that makes a door open, a wave of the hands to make

someone levitate, a bare-handed vanish of an item would all be examples of traits that don't fit your character. Using some sort of

“remote control” to make a door open, levitating someone over your home-made “anti-gravity-tron” and making an object vanish

accidentally by blowing it up in your latest clean-o-matic gizmo would all be traits that do fit your character.

If your character is a “real” magician then decide what era (or planet) he's from and choose an appropriate costume, treat your

assistant as minions and ensure that every prop you use is simplified  as much as possible – if you have the power to make someone

vanish then the box shouldn't be covered in roller blinds and doors, it should be the most simple box possible to do the job. If you have the

power to make doors open and boxes move by themselves then ensure that you NEVER open a door with your hands – always do it with a

gesture or have an assistant do it for you. If you make things levitate then make sure you never have to pick up any heavy object in the

rest of the show. Choose music that is either very simple or very epic depending on the style and tone of your performance.

What?What can your character do – does he posses actual magical powers, is he an inventor who has harnessed
little-known scientific principles or is he an accidental magician who finds mysterious & magical things happen
around him without ever actually being in control. Decide how powerful each of his skills and traits is – if he
can make things move is it only little objects or huge objects; and if it is huge objects then they should be

an exertion whilst moving a tiny object should be simple and effortless. If he's an inventor then do all of his
inventions work flawlessly the first time or do tricks go wrong (i.e. comedy effects) or does he carry some

sort of tool kit which he occasionally uses throughout the performance to fine-tune a prop before
demonstrating it? If he's not in control of the magic then how much influence does he have – will the girl

float anyway or does he need to guide her in to position, is he still looking for an explanation as to why this
stuff happens or has he learnt to enjoy the magic and simply wants to share the wonder with his audience(a la Doug Henning)

Why?
Why are you doing this performance? There's always the simple answer “to entertain” but that would be missing the point. If

you're an “inventor” do you have a passion for science that means your show is actually (in your characters eyes) some sort of

scientific lecture to educate the audience? Is this performance the zenith of your career or does your character see this

lecture as just a warm-up for the day when he gets to lecture at the Royal Society of Inventors? If you're the accidental

magician then are you performing because you're desperate for someone to help you escape from this world or (like someone

with a very big nose) have you learnt to accept it and simply demonstrate it because other people want to point at you?
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Who are you?
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involves impaling their assistant with a dozen flaming spikes (complete with screams) to an epic film

score, then seconds later switch to some 90's soft-rock to perform a double levitation sequence
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motorbikes and even girls out of thin air... but then has to find a cigarette lighter later in the show to
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switches to open a much smaller door in another prop? These inconsistencies pull your audience (all be
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you've briefly lost your powers but much more likely is that they realise you had no powers in the first
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Who?
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he's not on stage, are his assistants “assistants” or “minions”, what sort of music does he like, why is he on stage presenting these

“impossible” things instead of working as an accountant? Decide and debate each of these elements (and all the other questions each of

these answers produces) until you've forged a template for your character; you're aiming to create a set of “rules” that then help you

answer every other question and decision in your show. If your character is some sort of eccentric steam-punk inventor then every
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someone levitate, a bare-handed vanish of an item would all be examples of traits that don't fit your character. Using some sort of

“remote control” to make a door open, levitating someone over your home-made “anti-gravity-tron” and making an object vanish

accidentally by blowing it up in your latest clean-o-matic gizmo would all be traits that do fit your character.

If your character is a “real” magician then decide what era (or planet) he's from and choose an appropriate costume, treat your

assistant as minions and ensure that every prop you use is simplified  as much as possible – if you have the power to make someone

vanish then the box shouldn't be covered in roller blinds and doors, it should be the most simple box possible to do the job. If you have the

power to make doors open and boxes move by themselves then ensure that you NEVER open a door with your hands – always do it with a

gesture or have an assistant do it for you. If you make things levitate then make sure you never have to pick up any heavy object in the

rest of the show. Choose music that is either very simple or very epic depending on the style and tone of your performance.

What?What can your character do – does he posses actual magical powers, is he an inventor who has harnessed
little-known scientific principles or is he an accidental magician who finds mysterious & magical things happen
around him without ever actually being in control. Decide how powerful each of his skills and traits is – if he
can make things move is it only little objects or huge objects; and if it is huge objects then they should be

an exertion whilst moving a tiny object should be simple and effortless. If he's an inventor then do all of his
inventions work flawlessly the first time or do tricks go wrong (i.e. comedy effects) or does he carry some

sort of tool kit which he occasionally uses throughout the performance to fine-tune a prop before
demonstrating it? If he's not in control of the magic then how much influence does he have – will the girl

float anyway or does he need to guide her in to position, is he still looking for an explanation as to why this
stuff happens or has he learnt to enjoy the magic and simply wants to share the wonder with his audience(a la Doug Henning)

Why?
Why are you doing this performance? There's always the simple answer “to entertain” but that would be missing the point. If

you're an “inventor” do you have a passion for science that means your show is actually (in your characters eyes) some sort of

scientific lecture to educate the audience? Is this performance the zenith of your career or does your character see this

lecture as just a warm-up for the day when he gets to lecture at the Royal Society of Inventors? If you're the accidental

magician then are you performing because you're desperate for someone to help you escape from this world or (like someone

with a very big nose) have you learnt to accept it and simply demonstrate it because other people want to point at you?
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Each of these three questions should also filter down to every trick you use and every

decision you make – what would  character do with this prop? Why would  character have

something like this and do these things with it for this audience? When you put something

in a box ask why would your character do this and what would your character expect to

happen? When you borrow an object from a spectator ask what object would my character

borrow and why would he need to borrow it? An inventor magician would want to borrow

gadgets (phones, glasses, MP3 players) whilst a real magician would be interested in more

natural items like a ring or a flower, a more formal classical magician
 would borrow a

handkerchief whilst a comedy magician would borrow a tie... but never the other way around.

When choosing music, lighting, scenery, choreography always ask these three questions and

refer back to the back-story you've created for your character to see if they really fit – a

Victorian inventor magician or a “real powers” magician wouldn't perform
 on a stage full

of 90's aluminium truss, flashing lights, lycra-clad dancers gyrating to 90's rock classics;

however a rock-star magician would; however he wouldn't be wearing the same costume as the

other styles, nor would he present the same effects in the same style. The “real” magician

might do everything with his mind or gestures but that might be physically exhausting,

painful or might bring out other traits that he strives to keep secret; a nervous tick, a

twisted streak, a stutter?

There are an infinite number of characters, an infinite number of back-stories and an

infinite number of traits they can have developed as a result. It doesn't matter what

character you choose to portray (although choosing one you're happiest to be associated

with is probably a good idea) or the rules that exist within the world he inhabits as long

as you ensure you stick within those rules.

Perhaps the clearest way to surmise the importance of identifying and respectingyour character is my “Superman's ladder” rule. In Superman films & stories he has aclearly defined set of powers and everyone accepts that these powers are OK andnormal within this character’s world. Also within the world of Superman you seepeople using ladders and that OK because plenty of people use ladders... but thinkfor a moment just how instinctively wrong (even jarring) it would be if in the middleof an episode Superman had to use a ladder to reach something a few feet off theground? Likewise you'll never see Superman struggling to open a regular door orswitching on a kettle. There no one thing specifically wrong or false about theseactions yet within the world of that character it would be a major deviation fromthe truth that has been created throughout the rest of the performance. These areall things that Clark Kent would do but for Superman it could only be legitimisedand explained away if there was a whole story about how he had suddenly lost someof his superpowers and thus the entire episode would ultimately be about thisrather major problem his character was experiencing. Likewise in your performanceit is essential that you find your own set of rules and inhabit them absolutely,scrutinise every detail so that the world your character inhabits is as real andbelievable as possible, only then will you be able to bend those rules to create realmagic!

It’s like Superman using a ladder!
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MK CUPS 
LIMITED EDITION

THE MK PROFESSIONAL CUPS GENERATION II ARE SOME OF THE 
MOST UNIQUE CUPS AND BALLS YOU ARE LIKELY TO EVER SEE. AS 
AN OWNER OF THE 'WEATHERE' SET I CAN TELL YOU THESE ARE A 
WORKING MAGICIAN'S DREAM. DEFINATELY NOT YOUR NATURAL 
PATINA.  THESE CUPS HAVE BEEN CHEMICALLY TREATED TO GIVE 
THEM A TOTALLY FRESH LOOK UNLIKE ANYTHING EVER SEEN IN THE 
HISTORY OF THE CUPS AND BALLS.  THE PROPRIETARY CHEMICAL 
PROCESS WAS DEVELOPED FOR A MAJOR COMPANY IN THE AWARDS 
MARKET WHO I'VE COMISSIONED TO TREAT A SMALL NUMBER OF MY 
MK PROFESSIONAL GENERATION II CUPS.

Fowing in the footsteps of the original 
MK Professional Cups, these cups were 
designed through years of trial and error.  
The Generation II cups are simply an 
extension and advancement over the 
ones Michael Kaminskas released almost 
20 years ago.  While all MK Professional 
Cups are valuable as collectibles given 
their superb craftsmanship and very 
limited quantities, they were made for 
workers and will stand up to the use 
and abuse of a lifetime of performing.  
Mike Rogers (of cups and balls baseball 
fame) once asked Michael, "Why limit 
the number of sets?".  His response was, 
"Quite frankly, I wasn't in it for the money.  
The only reason the MK Professional Cups 
existed in the first place was because I 
couldn't find any cups on the market that 
met my extremely high standards... so 
began my journey for the perfect cup."  

Having gone through several revisions 
before the final product, Michael sold 100 
sets to simply recoup his losses and pay 
for the very expensive tooling.
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 Much in the same way is Generation II.  Again, 
he felt he could make his cups even better... so 
it was back to the drawing board.  Prototype 
after prototype and NOT with a 3D printer.  Each 
prototype meant cups spun, more performing, 
and more tooling.  From the first prototype of 
Generation II to the final product it has been an 
arduous three year journey.  True to the original 
MK Professional Cups, subtle tweaks make the 
Generation II cups perform even better than the 
original!  
 
Once Michael had the final design,  heneeded 
to focus on production to produce the absolute 
best  cup available today with NO EXCEPTIONS!  
What he decided on is a combination of modern 
age and old world techniques -- something that 
has NEVER been done before.  Typically, a cup is 
either spun on a lathe (old world technique) or 
created with a 3D printer or CNC milling machine 
(modern techniques).  The manufacturing of the 

“  THE GENERATION 
II CUPS ARE SIMPLY 
AN EXTENSION AND 

ADVANCEMENT OVER 
THE ONES MICHAEL 

KAMINSKAS RELEASED 
ALMOST 20 YEARS AGO" 

Generation II cups is nothing 
short of groundbreaking.  By 
combining a fluid forming 
metal process called 
hydroforming with the 
ancient art of metal spinning, 
I was able to produce a cup 
that is far more consistent 
in wall thickness than 
traditionally spun cups, with 
the advantages of a harder, 
stronger metal in the finished 
product and a smoother cup 
surface with less draw marks.  
The result is nothing short of 
amazing!
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WHAT MAKES MK CUPS 
SO SPECIAL?

• In a word...QUALITY!  All the cups 
must pass a stringent quality con-
trol check.

• Each cup is hydroformed and hand 
spun out of heavy gauge brass and 
copper.

• The cups are what would be con-
sidered "medium sized" and fit the 
average hand like a glove, making 
them very easy to manipulate.

• New distinct finishes that are 
meticulously applied eliminating 
imperfections.

• New for Generation II is a hall-
marked "MK" stamp in each cup 
signifying it as an original.

• A larger more spacious "attic" for 
flexibility in routining. i.e. - Tommy 
Wonder pom poms.

• Less flared skirt than the original 
MK cups for less wobble in stacking 
without sacrificing speed.

• Higher bead than the original cups 
now allows (3) 1 1/8 inch balls to 
rest on top of a single cup even 
with the cups stacked together. 

• Wider and shallower dimple than 
the original MK Cups to  facilitate 

moves such as "Cup Rolls", "Tip 
Off's" and "The Galloping Post".

• Larger mouth bead for better 
aesthetics and a more secure grip 
while performing moves such as 
the "Cup Thru Cup" sequence.

• Shorter stack height than most 
"medium" cup sets on the market 
means less space taken up in your 
case or on your performance area.

• I wouldn't put my name on it if I 
didn't stand behind it 100%.

"Made for the discriminating perform-
er.  The MK Professional Cups... When 
class meets a classic."
Eric DeCamps

"The Michael Kaminskas cups are 
beautiful.  The best I've seen.  It's time 
to replace my Johnson Cups."
Mike Miller

"The Michael Kaminskas cups are BAD 
ASS!  So is he for that matter.  I bought 
the original set 20 years ago and 
thought they were great then.  The 
new updated style tweaks and state-
of-the-art manufacturing process 
makes these cups some of the finest 
cups on the market.  The hydroform-
ing (a word I just learned) process, 
ensures optimum integrity.  The balls 
have a great weight, size and feel.  I 
had the opportunity to see, feel and 
play with a set of the Brass, Copper 
and the most unique cups with some 
sort of acid wash faux patina that 
make it look borderline psycadelic.  
NEVER seen a cup like that before.  
With only 100 sets being made in 
this run, I recommend you buy one of 
each!"
Tom Frank
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WHAT MAKES MK CUPS 
SO SPECIAL?

• In a word...QUALITY!  All the cups 
must pass a stringent quality con-
trol check.

• Each cup is hydroformed and hand 
spun out of heavy gauge brass and 
copper.
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Mike Miller
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of-the-art manufacturing process 
makes these cups some of the finest 
cups on the market.  The hydroform-
ing (a word I just learned) process, 
ensures optimum integrity.  The balls 
have a great weight, size and feel.  I 
had the opportunity to see, feel and 
play with a set of the Brass, Copper 
and the most unique cups with some 
sort of acid wash faux patina that 
make it look borderline psycadelic.  
NEVER seen a cup like that before.  
With only 100 sets being made in 
this run, I recommend you buy one of 
each!"
Tom Frank
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All the classic works of the great master of magic, 
Robert-Houdin, under one cover, lavishly illustrated 
with hundreds of beautiful prints, engravings, and 
photos. Robert-Houdin (1805-1871) revolutionized 
the art of magic with his incredible stage mysteries 

and lifelike automata, and he thankfully left a 
number of books recording his philosophy and 

techniques. In Essential Robert-Houdin, you'll find:techniques. In Essential Robert-Houdin, you'll find:
The Secrets of Conjuring and Magic:

Considered one of the finest magic books ever, 
featuring coin sleights and effects; card techniques 

including palming, false shuffles, cuts, and 
stacked-deck work, with twenty card effects; Cups 

and Balls methods and routines; stage effects 
including the Linking Rings, and Robert-Houdin's 

performance theories and essays on gimmicks, 
stagecraft, and psychology.stagecraft, and psychology.

Card-Sharping Exposed:
Robert-Houdin's pioneering work on card handling, 

with dozens of card techniques and routines. The 
Secrets of Stage Conjuring: A dozen great stage 

pieces plus the inside techniques of Robert-Houdin's 
theatre and optical theories.

The Memoirs of Robert-Houdin:
The most complete version of Robert-Houdin's 
wonderful autobiography ever published, with 

material previously omitted from earlier editions. 
You can now enjoy the complete work that 

Robert-Houdin envisioned.
The Priory:

The unbelievable secrets of Robert-Houdin's The unbelievable secrets of Robert-Houdin's 
automated house, with remote-control gates and 

automatic timers.
Plus selections from Robert-Houdin's 

never-before-translated scientific writings, a 
complete bibliography, and full index.

Pages 664 - Hardbound
Over 350 illustrationsOver 350 illustrations

(Regular $100)
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Jeremy Hanrahan is the owner/gaffer at the Hanrahan Gaff Co located in 
Ontario Canada. His company supplies some of the biggest magic companies 
in the world. His extensive knowledge in the art of gaffing keeps him busy with 
consulting and prototyping for some of the biggest names in magic today. His 
small, but always sold out retail site www.gaffedcard.com caters to unique bou-
tique card and deck gaffs that are almost non-existent on the market today.

 www.gaffguy.com

Vitreous (vitrēs/)

Adjective -like glass in appearance or physical 
properties.

Vitreous, at its heart, is a labor of love. The deck 
itself is dedicated to David Griffith, father of the 
creator Jeremy Griffith. The design elements 
are inspired by the stain glass windows of a 
cathedral in Nantes, France. 

The back design is borderless and has a 
"bleeding edge" pattern.  Parts of the pattern 
retain their presence along the edge of the deck, 
even while it is squared. The Ace of Spades (as 
well as the logo) is based on the inside view of 
the french cathedral. The jokers are statues of 
guardian angels. They were inspired by a statue 
in the courtyard of a church in Costa Mesa, 
CA. One holds a stone book, while the other 
holds a 10 of Spades, the card that has become 
synonymous with Jeremy. 

And finally, the King of Hearts has been altered 
to bear the face of David Griffith, a wrench in his 
hand instead of a sword, because of his tendency 
to build far more than to cut down. Throughout 
the deck, the latin saying "Cui Servire Est 
Regnare" is placed as a motto, which means 
"Who serves is who rules." And to top it all off the 
cards themselves have been pre-arranged and 
sealed so that when they are first opened, they 
are one out-faro away from Mnemonica.

DECK REVIEW
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DIAMOND JIM TYLER

GIRAFFE PUZZLE
BRAIN TEASER: Make a giraffe out of five 
toothpicks (Fig. 1). The challenge is to 
move one toothpick from one place 
to another to create a similar-looking 
giraffe.
 
SECRET: Simply move the toothpick as 
show in Figure 2. You’ll notice that it is 
the same giraffe only facing a different 
direction.
 
As simple as this is you’ll find that it re-
ally stumps people. I’d like to thank my 
friend Martin Gardner for showing me 
this. Martin is a fountain of knowledge 
and the author of more than 70 books 
on various interesting subjects. He 
was kind enough to write the fore-
word of this book and make me feel 
like a superstar. If you like simple little 
tricks, like the ones in this book you 
are holding, then find Mr. Gardner’s 
book The Encyclopedia of Impromptu 
Magic. In my vast library of amuse-
ments, his impromptu magic book is 
my favorite. Can you tell his work has 
had a profound effect on me?

 

BAM

“

Diamond Jim’s book Pockets Full of Miracles: Secrets 
from the Repertoire of a Professional Close-Up Magician 
is currently out of print and considered a classic. His 
new Bamboozlers series is receiving rave reviews from 
his peers.

Nowadays, DJ performs, writes, gives private lessons 
and group lectures, invents routines and markets magic 
effects all over the world!

www.diamond-jim.com

“I have been blessed with a talent that amuses and 
amazes people. I have a lifetime of experience under 

my belt and yet I continually strive to make myself 
and my act better than the day before."

Diamond Jim

BAR BET

http://www.gaffedcard.com
http://www.gaffguy.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.gaffedcard.com
http://www.gaffguy.com
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COIN GRIFTER 2.0

WAYNE FOX
A professional magician for the last 23 years, A member of the Inner Magic Circle with gold star of 
performance, an expert in Coin Magic and creator of The Knockout Prediction Outdone, 5221, Safe 
Keeping and Obliter8. Co presenter of The Wizard Product Review. A consultant for stage and screen. 
Famously received a standing ovation for his complete sell out Lecture Tour 'ChatterFox' at The 
Magic Circle HQ London 

www.magicfoxproducts.com

BEGINNER MAGIC

DAVID PENN & SEAN HEYDON
Sean Heydon & David Penn are professional magicians and the stars of the Wizard Product Review.
Every month that perform and explain a great beginner's magic effect and give extra tips on perfor-
mance. This episode features a great rope effect.

http://www.magicfoxproducts.com
http://www.magicfoxproducts.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcSdaihHQkM
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LOUIE FOXX 
DASHING TO
THE CLEANERS
Effect:  Two handkerchiefs magically tie themselves together with the aid of an 
Amazon Dash Button. 

Needed:  You’ll need 18 or 24 inch two (silk) 
handkerchiefs, two small rare earth magnets, a 
bowl and an Amazon Dash Button.

(http://amzn.to/2iFpP6m)

Set Up:  Put one of the magnets in the corner of 
one of the handkerchiefs (Figure 1) and tie a knot 
around it. (Figure 2) 

Make sure the magnet is completely tied 
inside the knot.  Repeat this with the second 
handkerchief.

Put the handkerchiefs away in your case, so 
that they magnets don’t stick together.  The 
bowl starts in your case or on the table and the 
Amazon Dash Button is in your pocket. 

1
2

Routine:
 “I had a lady after a show once accuse me of being up to 
dirty tricks. I told her all my tricks are for fun, not scams like 
the shell game, three card monte or the state lottery.  I’ve 
personally never played the lottery, because I understand 
how math works.    She stopped me and told me that my 
dirty tricks weren’t what I was doing, but what I was using.  
My handkerchiefs were dirtier than a crooked politician 
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running for re-election.”

Take out the handkerchiefs and put them on opposite 
ends of the table, making sure the magnets don’t touch.  
The magnet ends are towards me. 

“It’s hard keeping thing clean when you travel as much as I 
do.  I’ve been in more hotel rooms than the Gideons!”
 “Here’s something I came up with when I thought about 
what that lady said.  When I notice that something is dirty I 
throw them in a bowl.  This is a very special bowl, it was my 
grandmothers, she left it to me…when she forgot to take it 
home at Christmas.”

Set the hanks into the bowl one at a time.  The first one 
you hold by the magnet end and lower it in, so the mag-
net ends up sitting on top.  The second one you lower in 
with the magnet first, so it attaches to the magnet in the 
first handkerchief.  Leave the corner opposite the magnet 
of the second handkerchief free so you can easily grab it 
later.
 “I picked up one of these.”

Take the Amazon Dash Button out of your pocket and 
show it. 
“It’s an Amazon Dash.  You push it and amazon delivers what 
you need.  This one is for Tide Detergent.  You push the button 
and the handkerchiefs become TIED.” 

Grab the end of the second handkerchief and pull it out to 
show the two handkerchiefs have now tied together!  
“It doesn’t make them cleaner, it reminds me to buy new 
clean ones!”

Notes:  
I personally prefer using a magnet over a small rubber 
band to create the illusion that the handkerchiefs are tied 
together.  It gives a much cleaner display as you lower 
them one at a time into the bowl. Obviously if you were 
doing a Sympathetic Silks type routine with more than 
one phase the rubber band is the way to go. 
Here’s a quick demo of what the trick looks like: 
https://www.facebook.com/LouieFoxxShow/vid-
eos/1204239919621932/
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THINGKING

INSIDE THE

SQUARE

BY WAYNE ROGERS
The Square Circle invented by Louis S Histed is 
a wonderful self-contained Black Art produc-
tion item that can be utterly wasted by stuff-
ing it with silk scarves and other meaningless 
rubbish. 

I feel that It is not the quantity of items pro-
duced that can make or break this effect, but 
rather the nature of the items. I always select 
th ree dimensional movie, or book character 
toys that children can relate to. 

BASIC PRINCIPLE 
The Square Circle consists of two visible nesting tubes. 
Outer tube has a cut-out "window"or two. The second 
tube is seen through the cut-out. 
A third, inner secret tube is covered with black velvet. 
The outer tube is lined with the same velvet. When you 
remove the second tube, the secret tube is invisible 
thanks to the velvet. Only use top quality silk velvet. 
Make your Square Circle BIG. I was lucky to have bought 
mine from Supreme Magic around 1970. It is a large 
Castle design. I like the fact that it is large because I can 
lower the tubes over a small child and lift them right 
through to show that the castle is empty. This is far 
more convincing than just showing the tubes. 
I rebuilt the inner tube from aluminium and made the 
front concave to enhance the black art effect. This looks 
more convincing than a flat panel. I bent one top edge 
of the inner tube over to form a hand grip. That was 
important for the climax I will explain below. 

THE LOAD 
During the years I worked this routine my final load was 
a live white rabbit, so I made a horizontal division half 
way down the inner tube. The load went in the top and 
the rabbit sat below in his separate compartment so it 
could not get crushed by the load. 
I produced 4 items before the rabbit. There was the 
snake, "Khan" from Jungle Book (bought from a Disney 
Store), A very realistic(?) "Shrek" figure, a rabbit in Hat 
picture silk (yes, I do use one silk) and a rabbit puppet 
that was obviously a "fake"
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“ This is far more convincing than 
just showing the tubes. I rebuilt 

the inner tube from aluminium and 
made the front concave to enhance 

the black art effect.

The climax to the production was a VISUAL 
TRANSFORMATION of the fake rabbit into a real 
one. There were no mechanical devices to go 
wrong. It was all in the handling and timing. 
Imagine you have just produced the fake rabbit 
and tried to make it look"real" but the children 
know it is fake and you take full advantage of 
this situation. 

Finally, you hold the fake rabbit high up over 
the Square Circle, pause, then drop the fake 
down into the open inner secret tube. Immedi-
ately your hand follows the falling fake rabbit 
and enters the top of the tubes. 

You grasp BOTH the inner secret tube AND the 
second tube TOGETHER. Quckly lift out both 
tubes to reveal the live rabbit through the 
outer tube cut-out window. The visual effect is 
that you drop a fake rabbit into the top of the 
Square Circle, and it comes to life as it lands at 
the bottom. The live rabbit emerging from the 
dark often does not move for a couple seconds, 
and when he finally does, the effect is quite 
startling.

THE INNER TUBE
(See photo on next page of the inner tube.)

Note the concave front covered in black velvet. 
Snake, Shrek, rabbit silk and fake fur rabbit are 
loaded. The live rabbit sits below the centre di-
vider in a separate compartment out of harm's 
way.

Place the Square Circle on a recessed tray. A 
quick release strap that goes around and holds 
all three tubes securly together. This way you 
can load the live rabbit and props, and carry 
them as one unit.

THE SUPREME MAGIC CASTLE

Outer tube is 26 cm square x 45 cm high Rabbit emerges when revealed. 
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During the years I worked this routine my final load was 
a live white rabbit, so I made a horizontal division half 
way down the inner tube. The load went in the top and 
the rabbit sat below in his separate compartment so it 
could not get crushed by the load. 
I produced 4 items before the rabbit. There was the 
snake, "Khan" from Jungle Book (bought from a Disney 
Store), A very realistic(?) "Shrek" figure, a rabbit in Hat 
picture silk (yes, I do use one silk) and a rabbit puppet 
that was obviously a "fake"
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just showing the tubes. I rebuilt 

the inner tube from aluminium and 
made the front concave to enhance 
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The climax to the production was a VISUAL 
TRANSFORMATION of the fake rabbit into a real 
one. There were no mechanical devices to go 
wrong. It was all in the handling and timing. 
Imagine you have just produced the fake rabbit 
and tried to make it look"real" but the children 
know it is fake and you take full advantage of 
this situation. 

Finally, you hold the fake rabbit high up over 
the Square Circle, pause, then drop the fake 
down into the open inner secret tube. Immedi-
ately your hand follows the falling fake rabbit 
and enters the top of the tubes. 
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tubes to reveal the live rabbit through the 
outer tube cut-out window. The visual effect is 
that you drop a fake rabbit into the top of the 
Square Circle, and it comes to life as it lands at 
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dark often does not move for a couple seconds, 
and when he finally does, the effect is quite 
startling.

THE INNER TUBE
(See photo on next page of the inner tube.)

Note the concave front covered in black velvet. 
Snake, Shrek, rabbit silk and fake fur rabbit are 
loaded. The live rabbit sits below the centre di-
vider in a separate compartment out of harm's 
way.

Place the Square Circle on a recessed tray. A 
quick release strap that goes around and holds 
all three tubes securly together. This way you 
can load the live rabbit and props, and carry 
them as one unit.

THE SUPREME MAGIC CASTLE

Outer tube is 26 cm square x 45 cm high Rabbit emerges when revealed. 
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LEFT AND ABOVE: INNER TUBE 
VIEWED FROM ABOVE (LEFT) 
AND ABOVE IS STRAP HOLDING 
EVERYTHING IN PLACE.

“The audience goes in to 
hysterics.  You pick up the 

duck and bring him out for 
one last round of applause. 
Tell the audience they can 
keep any cards that are left 

on the floor.

Fold a large Harry Potter towel and 
place it over the load to hide the castle 
until you are ready to perform. 

FULL PRODUCTION SEQUENCE 

lnspitation for this part of the routine I 
owe to my friend and fellow performer 
Jon Zealando. Jon gets more millage 
out of the production of a live rabbit 
than any other mgician I have seen. 

My production commences by 
placing the castle on the table in one 
movement by lifting the strap and 
bringing all the compomemts together. 
The strap is then unhooked. 

I lift the outer tube and show it to a 
small child in the front row. I ask the 
child to stand and look through the 
tube at them. I ask if they would like to 

look in side. The tube is lowered over 
them and placed on the floor with them 
standing inside. Keep eye con tact as 
you lower the tube and most children 
are happy to go along with this close up 

"inspection" of the props. Carefully pick 
the child up and lift them out of the 
tube. 

Replace the outer tube on the table 
and pick up the inner tube. Go up to an 
older child and ask them if they would 
like to do the same. Of course they are 
far too big to fit in the tube and you 
place it over their head and look down 
at them. 

Reassembe the tubes and ask who 
would like to see a rabbit. Reach in and 
bring out the snake. Comment that this 

is not a rabbit, then bring out Shrek. Ask 
Shrek what he is doing in there and of 
course he was looking for the rabbit. 
Bring out the rabbit silk and announce 
yu have a rabbit. Of course the picture 
is not what the children want either, 
so you reach back in and bring out the 
fake rabbit. 

You "try" and convince the children the 
fake is real but they don't buy that! Tell 
them it is real. It hopps and everything. 
Hold the fake rabbit and hop up and 
down. Play this up and get as many 
laughs as you can. 

Finally drop the fake into the castle and 
the transformation happens. 

I used this routine to close my show in 
homes, at company children's functions 
and shoipping malls for about 15 years. 
I hope you can adapt it to your own use.
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Something Outta’ Nothing
I know what you are saying. “Three card tricks in three con-
secutive issues? And from a guy who claims to not do
many card tricks?”. True as that may be, I can only defend 
myself by simply saying “…but this is a REALLY good
card trick”.

So, before you go off and make something outta’ nothing, 
here is “Something Outta’ Nothing”.

Effect: 
After a selected card fails to reveal itself (notice how I blame 
the cards, not myself ), the word “NOTHING” is written upon 
the back this incorrect card. Using just a little bit of that 
crazy stuff they call magic, the written word “NOTHING” 
turns into “SOMETHING”. The incorrect card is then turned 
over to reveal…the selected card, truly making something
outta’ nothing.

Needed: 
A deck of cards with two matching Jokers and a marker.
Preparation: Write the word “SOMETHING” on the back of 
a card. Leave about an inch of space on the left side of the 
card before writing the “S” (fig. 1). Place this card face-down 
on top of the deck. Place a face-down Joker on top of this 
“SOMETHING” card. Lastly, place the other Joker face-down 
second from the bottom of the deck.

Presentation: 
Give the deck a shuffle that keeps both the top two and the 
bottom two cards of the pack intact. This is easily accom-
plished by cutting the deck into halves in preparation for 
a riffle shuffle. As you begin the shuffle, simply allow the 
original bottom two cards of the deck to fall first. Finish the 
remainder of the shuffle as evenly as possible but allow the 
original top two cards of the deck to fall last. Square up the 
deck and hold it in left-hand dealer’s position, with the “S” of 
“SOMETHING” at the outer-end of the deck.

Cut the deck and hold a fourth-finger break above the origi-
nal top card. Perform a riffle

force by riffling the outer-left corner of the deck with your 
left thumb, asking your helper to please say “stop”. It is best 
to try and time the speed of the riffle so that you will get to
your break at the same time they say “stop”. Once stopped, 
lift up all of the cards above your break and cut them to the 
back of the face-down deck. Use your left thumb to push
over the top two cards in order to get a fourth-finger break 
below them (fig. 2). Be careful not to expose the writing 
on the back of the second card while doing this. You have 
plenty of space above the writing on the card so this should 
be relatively easy to do. Pull back these top two cards flush 
with the deck, catching your break below them as your 
right hand approaches the double from the side.

Pinch the double in between the thumb and first two fin-
gers of the right hand. Lift this card(s) up to eye level so that 
its face is staring directly at your helper (fig. 3). Turn your
head away so that you are not accused of being a sneaky 
peeker. Place the double back onto the deck.

Under guise of mixing up the cards with a few little cuts, 
you will actually Double Undercut the bottom card of the 
deck up to the top as follows: Buckle the bottom card of
the deck or perform a fourth-finger pulldown in order to 
catch a break above it. Transfer the break to your right 
thumb as you grab the deck from above in right-hand 
Biddle Grip.

Swing cut the top half of the deck into your left hand. Re-
place the right-hand cards on top of the left-hand cards but 
separated from the back by your right-thumb break. Use 
your left hand to take the bottom quarter of the deck and 
cut it up to the top. Repeat this action with all of the cards 
below the thumb break. Transfer the deck back into left 
hand dealer’s position.

Explain that you feel absolutely sure that you are “ON” with 
your attempt to cut their selected card to the top of the 
pack. Remove your marker and write “ON” at the outer-end
of the top card. The “N” should be in roughly the same place 
on the card as the “S” on the“SOMETHING” card (fig. 4).
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Ask your helper if your guess was “ON” 
as you flip the top card face-up for 
confirmation.

Of course, they will say that it is not 
“ON”. Turn this card back face-down 
on top of the deck and ask your helper 
“NO?” as you turn the entire deck end 
for end so that it now reads “NO” (fig. 
5).

They will again say that it is not. Ask 
“It’s not?”. After being told that it defi-
nitely is not, use your marker to add a 
“T” to the end of the “NO” as you say “ 
Yeah, it’s NOT. See?” (fig. 6). It will obvi-
ously look as if you have missed on 
the cut and are now just “stalling” and 
trying to save some sort of magical 
face with your clever comments and 
penmanship.

Once the jig is up, silently stare at your 
spectator as if you were trying to think 
of something else to cover your be-
hind. Let out a big sigh and then take 
the marker and add “HING” to the end 
of “NOT” as you concede the fight by 
stating “I’ve got NOTHING” (fig. 7).

Take the deck from above in right-
hand Biddle Grip and swing cut the 

top half of the pack into the left hand. 
Use your left thumb to push over the 
“NOTHING” card and the card below it 
to the right just enough to get a left-
fourth finger break below them (fig. 
8). Again, don’t push the second card 
from the top too far to the right or you 
may accidentally flash the writing on 
the card below it. Pull both cards back 
flush onto the cards in the left hand.

Rotate your right hand palm-up to 
display The Joker as you state that you 
are going to “quit joking around” and 
get down to the business of finding 
cards (fig. 9).

Begin to rub the “NOTHING” card with 
the face of The Joker on the bottom 
of the righthand cards (fig. 10). Rotate 
your right hand palm-up again to 
show that nothing seems to have hap-
pened to either card yet. As you bring 
the halves together to begin rubbing
again, simply add the two cards above 
the fourth-finger break to the bot-
tom of the righthand cards. Continue 
rubbing as you slowly move your right 
hand toward yourself enough to allow 
the “THING” on “SOMETHING” to be 
seen (fig. 11). Since “NOTHING” also 
has a “THING” within it, all is cool in the 

neighborhood.

Slow down the rubbing action and 
show that the writing has now-
changed into “SOMETHING” as you 
state “There! I think I just made SOME-
THING out of NOTHING” (fig. 12).

Rotate the right hand palm-up to dis-
play the other Joker, which your helper 
will assume is the same one as before, 
as you say “Well, I didn’t do it alone. 
The Joker did his part too”.

Place the right-hand cards beneath the 
cards in the left hand and then thumb 
off the newly-transformed “SOME-
THING” card into the right fingers. 
Table the deck or just put it away as 
you comment “Wouldn’t it be SOME-
THING if this ended up being your 
selected card?”
Slowly turn over th
e card to reveal that it is the selection 
as you astonishingly ask “Well, isn’t 
that SOMETHING? (fig. 13).”

I D E A A  L A B
F R E E  S H I P P I N G  W O R L D W I D E

P E N G U I N  M A G I C
F R E E  S H I P P I N G  T O  U S A
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

TTTS
PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

LIOR MANOR HAS CREATED ONE OF THE MOST INTERACTIVE AND 
HIGHLY ENTERTAINING ROUTINES FOR ANY STAGE MAGICIAN OR 
MENTALIST. THIS IS A VERY UNIQUE PIECE OF THEATRE THAT IS NOW 
BEING USED BY PROFESSIONALS AROUND THE WORLD. TTTS IS A 
SHOW STOPPER FOR YOUR STAGE/MENTALISM/THEATER ACT THAT IS 
DIFFERENT THAN ANYTHING ELSE I HAVE SEEN. 

ONCE PURCHASED YOU WILL HAVE ACCESS TO A LARGE NUMBER 
OF LIVE PERFORMANCES AND TUTORIALS AS WELL AS A SPECIAL 
INVITATION TO SHARE IDEAS WITH OTHER OWNERS OF TTTS.  

Lior Manor has been a professional 
mentalist for the past 30 years. In the 
real world, he is known as an artist who 
specializes in transferring information in 
an entertaining manner. An Infotainer.

Lior is a leader in moderating hi-tech 
conferences and product launches for 
leading companies all around the globe, 
including HP, IBM, Checkpoint, Abbot, 
MSD, Applied Materials, and many others. 
They choose him for his knowledge and 
expertise and how to tie their company 
messages into his effects to convey that 
information in the most effective way.

The Psychic Entertainers awarded Lior 
with the following awards;
• The Dunninger Memorial Award 

– Awarded for Distinguished 
Professionalism in the Performance 
of Mentalism

• The Dave Lederman Memorial 
Award – Awarded for Creativity in 
Mentalism

• The Israeli Union of Performing 
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Artists awarded Lior Manor for a Life Time 
Achievement.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT TTTS
 
 What is TTTS?
What the audience see:  a very funny conversation 
between you and yourself on from the stage to 
the big screen. The conversation can be about the 
company messages or about a new product or it 
can be about any other subject that you want. 
Then there is the Magic, the Mentalisem PART 
which is the big secret. This is the part that you 
find out when you purchase TTTS. It is a a very 
clever revelation or a prediction or some other 
things.  There is a special interaction between the 
screen and the audience, but it is not instructions 
the screen gives to the the audience, it is a real 
time conversation. You will understand only when 
you purchase.

“THERE IS A SPECIAL 
INTERACTION BETWEEN 

THE SCREEN AND 
THE AUDIENCE, BUT 

IT IS A REAL TIME 
CONVERSATION. YOU 
WILL UNDERSTAND 
ONLLY WHEN YOU 

PURCHASE." 

V - Without giving too much 
away can you tell us who 
would benefit or use this the 
most?
Leon - The effect is very good 
for professional entertainers 
magicians or mentalists  who 
work for corporate events
or sales meeting or 
conferences. It can be used in 
Theater shows. I even use it in 
Bar Mitzvas.
The idea is that you can 
tailor make the video to suit 
the event. It can be about 
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a product launch or it can be about 
the company messages or it can be 
about the person who is celebrating 
his 40th birthday. The preparations 
are very easy: you just stand in front of 
a camera,  it can be your iPhone or a 
very expencive camera.  It all depends 
on the budget the company that hired 
you have. It can also be used in a trade 
show and it is a show stoper in any 
case

V - What type of veneues is TTTS suited 
for? 
L -  I know it involves a screen but I’ve 
seen somebody post on the private 
Facebook group they used an iPad 
which I LOVED!
It can be use in a theater or it can be 
use in any place there is a big screen.
It can be used in a trade show and 
it can be used for close up or walk 
around with an iPad. The possibilities 
are endless. 
 
V - What does the purchase include?
L - You get access to a Google drive 
that has many videos of me doing the 
effect in front of real audiences.
You get a lot of videos with more 
ideas and tips and tricks and a lot 
of explanations and you get access 
to a secret Facebook group where 
members are sharing some of their
videos and their variations. And I 
always answer every question.
 
 
V - How long did it take you to really 
get the product to a point where you 
were happy with it and ready to sell it?
L - I started doing it in 1995 and did 
one version on my TV show.
Then I started doing it for the many 
corporate events and conferences I 
was working all over the world.
So I used it for more then 22 years in 
many versions.
I brought it to the stage that it is very 
easy to prepare and very easy to do 
in the show and it is very very easy to 
learn. You just watch me do it once 
and you can do it. I teach you all the 
tips and tricks and to make it and 
everything you need to know 

V - How easy is it for somebody to set 
this up? Is there a lot involved?
L - Easy, easy, easy.  Just take a video 
of yourself talking about (secret secret 

secret ) and you are ready. 

V - What is the reaction from the 
people who have purchased this and 
are using it?

L - I have had great response from the 
people who have purchased it. Some 
of them are very famous in the magic/
mentalisem world and some are very 
famous in the corporate world.  This 
is a show stoper and the effect is 
differnet from anything else that you 
do. 

V - What are some of the unusual 
things that have happened during 
your time performing this?
L - People just love it and I closed 
many other shows because of this 
effect. It can be an up-sale for your 
show. It can be a closer. It can be used 
together with other effects or it can 
be used with the CEO of the company 
or with the Bar Mitzva boy. It is very 
versatile. The key though is that it can 
be custom for each show.

THE COST and WHERE CAN PEOPLE 
FIND OUT MORE ....
L - You dont get any gimmicks so it 
is not easy to pay $500 but you get a 
strong presentation with a very strong 
and clever effect, which people will 
remember then any other effect you 
do now.

TO FIND OUT MORE CONTACT LEON AT
liormagic@yahoo.com
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I am forever thankful to our art form for allowing me to make a contribution to the 
world, for bringing some of my best friendships and tremendous joy associated with 
performing magic.

2002
My adventure with magic began at the age of 21, in late 2002. I was at university, 
studying towards an honors degree in electronic engineering. Whilst there were 
elements of the degree I enjoyed, I questioned if this career choice would make 
me happy. This was a meaningful path for many, I did not see it as mine.

My elder brother is an empowerment specialist and ran weekend seminars. I 
began attending these, and soon learnt individuals could choose the quality 
of life they desired. This insight was an epiphany, within a few months I made 
a conscious intention to discover my passion. 

I was sitting with my best friend, Zahir, working on our electronic design proj-
ect. He suggested we take a break and watch television. I saw American magi-
cian David Blaine performing his “Street Magic” special. I had seen the show, in 
passing, three years before, however had dismissed it as mere camera tricks. That 
night, something inside of me shifted as I saw David astonish and entertain - It was 
a knowing - I knew there and then I wanted to share astonishment, delight and the 
experience of magic with people, thereby spreading joy. There’s a Zen proverb that 
states “When the student is ready, the master will appear.” This was the moment - Da-
vid was the master and my life would soon change forever.

The next day, I called my brother, who performed a few magic tricks when he was in 
school, asking him to pull out his kiddies magic books. I picked up the books and went 
through them intensely. I soon found myself at public libraries looking for magic books, 
� rst one I found was “Expert Card Technique” by Jean Hugard. I went through this cover 
to cover and within weeks was performing card tricks for family at home and close friends.

One Sunday, Zahir and I were playing pool at a pool hall, I took a few moments between games to perform a few tricks on 
the table. Before long, there was a crowd around, watching in anticipation. That was my � rst public performance, I remem-
ber the occasion like it was yesterday, excitedly telling my family about the exhilarating experience when I returned home.

A few weeks later I saw a “cart” selling magic trick box sets in a mall, and approached the person in charge, asking if I could 
demonstrate the sets for a day to gain experience performing for people. He gave me a box and a deal was struck. On the 

day I demonstrated the tricks, he recorded the highest daily sales. I was performing magic for anyone 
who would see it, whether it was random students at university or petrol attendants. One evening, 

a neighbor mentioned a magician would be performing for the launch of the new Harry Pot-
ter book at a popular book store and suggested I attend. Until this moment, I had never seen a 
magician perform live.

My brother and I went to see the magician and I performed a routine for him before his show. 
He was startled and impressed, then invited us to his home to chat magic on Saturday. It was 

… a 21 year old engineering student discovers a passion for the art of magic, nurtures 
and grows it into a full time business, culminating in the realization of a national prime 
time TV series and � rst ever theatre magic tour in South Africa. 

This is his story …
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2003
Craig introduced me to the South African 
Magical Society (SAMS), the country’s oldest 
magic society, established in 1918 and a�  li-
ated with the UK’s Magic Circle,. I joined as a 
probationary member. In later years I would 
take my membership to associate and then 
to full member, receiving multiple awards 
over the years .

I performed at private parties, making 
extra money to purchase magic books 
and DVDs. My real name is Mahommed, 
and I chose the stage name “Mo Magic”, 
I thought it would be catchy and easier 
to remember. I’m pleased to say it was 
a good decision. Magic transcends race 
and religion and “Mo Magic” is appeal-
ing to everyone.

here I learnt about the Magic Lodge of South Africa (MLSA) - a private magic society that met once a month to discuss and 
perform the art of magic.

After a few months I was invited to the MLSA, overjoyed was an understatement! I met Craig Bettridge, who would become 
a close friend and teacher of sorts. We kept in touch regularly. Over the next seven years, we would meet regularly for the 
love of magic. I also met Ric McNamee at the Magic meetings and we became close friends developing a professional 
relationship and personal friendship that continues to last. Ric played a pivotal role as my primary magic consultant and 
assistant for my TV series and national theatre tour.

2004
Upon graduation I accepted a posi-
tion as graduate engineer for Toyota 
South Africa, in January 2004, allow-
ing me to stay in the City of Durban, 
have regular meetings with Craig, 
the MLSA and SAMS. The � rst day 
I walked into the workplace, I knew I would 
rather be performing magic full time, however my logical 
mind made the decision to work, gain experience as an 
engineer, earn an income and use the nights to develop my 
magic skills.

In the � rst month, we attended team building and were in-
troduced to each other and the company’s values and mis-
sion. During one session we watched “Dead Poets Society” 

starring Robin Williams. The focus of the 
movie was each person following their 

path and joy. It felt like the movie 
was speaking directly to me!
During that team building session 
we were asked to write a letter 
from ourself, 10 years into the 

future telling us what we had ac-

complished in the decade. My colleagues focused on their 
engineering careers, the focus of my letter lay with magic. I 
envisioned myself entertaining South Africans at corporate 
events, on stage, television and sharing the experience of 
magic wherever I could. I kept this letter, � nding it 11 years 
later, where everything on the list would 
come to fruition.
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2005
I realized restaurant magic would be a good avenue to 
hone my skills and gain experience but had no idea how to 
go about asking for a job and convincing restaurants this 
form of magic existed. There were no magicians performing 
restaurant magic in my city.

One night, sitting at a popu-
lar restaurant a waiter saw me 
perform an e� ect and asked 
if I would do it for his man-
ager, I obliged, and told him 
magic was popular abroad to 
keep guests entertained while 
they waited for their meal, 
and if there was an issue in the 
kitchen the magician would 
keep patrons happy. I o� ered 
magic for their establishment if 
they were keen. We exchanged 
numbers and the next day, he 
called saying he had spoken with 
the owner and they were keen.

So began a two year restaurant 
magic experience. I performed 
two hours every Saturday. 
Those two years were a tre-
mendous experience. The � rst 
few months I packed as much 
magic in my pockets and 
carried an additional pouch. 
By the end, knowing what 
I needed I employed the 
“pack � at play big” strategy. 
The restaurant experience 
helped build my brand in the 
city. Journalists heard about the 
Saturday magic, attended and 
I received media coverage and 
gained work from it.

Members of SAMS mentioned the 
national magic conference and 
national magic competition. With 
only two and a half years of magic 

experience, I 
entered the 

competi-
tion. 
Members 
of SAMS 
assisted 
streamlin-

ing my act. I entered the close up magic category compet-
ing with seasoned magicians, some professional. I placed 
4th, missing 3rd by a mere point or two. This was a tremen-
dous experience, and discovered magicians really want 
to be wowed by something 

they could not � gure 
out. Whilst my act 
was themed, it was 
more a commercial 
act. At the time I had 
no idea this routine, 
in a year’s time, 
would serve as my 
national TV debut 

In my 24 years, I 
never ventured 
out of South 
Africa. Craig men-
tioned the World 

Championships of Magic - FISM 
2006 in Stockholm, I was in-

trigued and wanted 
to attend, but had no 
idea if I could a� ord 
it. I printed the regis-
tration form, complet-

ing and sticking it on 
my wall. I Looked at it 
everyday, imagining 

attending, meeting ev-
eryone I had seen on the 
website and how exciting 

it would be to meet my 
new heroes.

In December, I 
saw South Af-
rican magician 
Wolfgang Riebe 
present his se-
ries on national 
TV. The second 
South African 
magician 
to have his 
own series. 
I imagined 
performing 
on TV and 
this got 
me really 
excited!!!
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2006
I started performing at corporate 
events without a sense of personal 
style, working in oversized suits. My 
mission was to change the percep-
tion of conjuring in South Africa from 
what I’d observed. I printed pictures of 
leading TV magi-
cians worldwide 
including; David 
Copper� eld, 
David Blaine, Der-
ren Brown, Cyril 
Takayama, Luis de 
Matos and Keith 
Barry. I created 
a poster titled 
“World Class 
Magicians” listing 
the magicians 
countries under 
the correspond-
ing pictures 
and included a picture of myself with 
South Africa under my name. I was 
determined to be an ambassador for 
the art of magic in South Africa.

I had saved enough from the part 
time magic income and working as an 
engineer, to pay for the � ight to FISM. 
Craig and I agreed to share the costs of 
accommodation in Sweden. I was go-
ing and overjoyed! I visited and stayed 
with a UK magician who made contact 
when in South Africa in 2005. I stayed 
with he and his family, and spent a few 
days with another magician whom he 
introduced me to. In return for their 
generosity I helped them streamline 
their routines and gave them lessons 
in performing.

A highlight of the trip was visiting the 
Magic Circle. The President of SAMS, 
at the time (Neil Hazell), emailed Alan 
Shaxon (President of the Circle) telling 
him about my visit. I presented a letter 
from Neil upon my arrival and was 
warmly received. There are no words 
to adequately describe how much fun 
and excitement I was having in my life 
with magic.

Whilst in the UK, I visited a cousin’s 
friend who’d heard about me and 
asked if I would like to perform a show. 
Before I knew it, she arranged a house 
party where South Africans in London 
would pay to see me perform close up 
magic.

After � ve days in the UK, exploring 
the streets as a tourist, then teaching 
and performing at night, it was o�  to 
Sweden for FISM.

This UK and Sweden experience was 
surreal. I was tremendously happy. 
I grew up with bare necessities, my 
dad passed away when I was three 
and a half and my mum did the best 
for her three children as bread winner 
and care giver. I never, in my wildest 
dreams, thought I would be traveling 
abroad for the art of magic.

There were so many highlights. One 
memorable moment was meeting 
Luis de Matos, introducing myself and 
asking him what advice he could give 
a new comer. He was generous and 
thoughtful with his response. He said I 
should not just focus on the tricks but 
bring myself into the magic, looking at 
elements outside magic I enjoy, incor-
porating them into my performance, 
making the magic uniquely mine. Wise 
words which still hold true today. I met 
Luis again at FISM 2012 and Blackpool 
2014 where I reminded and thanked 
him for the advice he gave me.

I knew Banachek, one of the star acts 

lecturing at the event, was born in 
South Africa and made contact with 
him ahead of FISM. Amongst his 
pleasant memories of South Africa, he 
mentioned enjoying Ostrich Biltong (a 
dried meat delicacy). Picture the look 
of surprise when I tracked him down in 
the dealer room, with his friend, Scott 

Wells, I intro-
duced myself 
and handed 
over a small 
package of 
Ostrich biltong 
as a gift. 

… then … 
Imagine my de-
light, one night, 
Banachek in-
troduced me to 
Derren Brown. I 
couldn't believe 

it!!! It was a true fan boy moment. I 
introduced myself and thanked him 
for the contribution his shows made to 
educating the South African public to 
the art of mentalism and magic. Der-
ren was surprised and accepted the 
compliment, as he was unaware his 
shows were airing in South Africa. I still 
have the picture of me with Banachek 
and Derren pointing their � ngers at 
my temples as if they were reading my 
thought.

After FISM, I returned to South Africa, 
then travelled to Angola for my � rst 
ever international performance.

A year after seeing Wolfgang Riebe 
perform on TV, I was invited onto his 
second season as a guest. Power of 
belief, law of attraction, visualization or 
coincidence? You decide. It was here I 
performed my 2005 competition act.
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2005
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streamlin-
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2006
I started performing at corporate 
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2009
Two highlights stand out. The � rst, being ap-
proached by a professor at the graduate School 
where I obtained my honours degree to develop 
magical e� ects to illustrate abstract thoughts 
and concepts as part of a seminar. The profes-

sor had an interest in magic and mentalism, we 
related to each other quite well. Our joint production was 
called “Brain Scam”. We presented in South Africa and then 
at the University of Lincoln (UK) as part of an international 
conference related to consciousness in April.

The second, being invited to perform at the “Stars of Com-
edy and Magic” fund raiser show in Cape 
Town, on the west coast of South Africa. 
I had a candid discussion with seniors 
in magic and asked why there was no 
South African magician who was “the” 
TV magician. I made a personal inten-
tion to become the South African 
magician ambassador.

2007-2008
I grew my brand and was featured on guest slots for di� er-
ent TV and radio programs. Print and digital media cover-
age continued to grow too which helped me expand my 
business. I was developing my stand up act and performing 
at corporate shows part time across South Africa whilst 

managing a full time career.  

By now, the media 
caught on to the 
title “James Bond of 
Magic,” publications 
were using this 
in their features, 
largely based on 
my style of dress. 
This title stayed a 
number of years 

as I continued 
to de-

velop my 
wardrobe with bespoke 

suits and tuxedos, being regarded by many 
as the country’s most stylish and well groomed magician. 
My performing approach is to romance and charm the 

audience, respecting 
them, making 

their magic 
experience an 
inclusive one.
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2010
The year was 2010 and all focus was on 
the World Cup making its way to South 
Africa in June. In February, I applied for 
company leave (magic related). I was 
surprised all my leave had been taken. 
I motivated all my work was up to date 
and I would train a team member to 
cover for the days I would be away, 
however I was told this was a company 
policy issue.

I felt a sense of frustration knowing 
I would rather resign from work to 
perform full time trusting the universe 
would handle the timing. This “leave 
incident” was that gift from the uni-
verse. Being the analytical engineer, a 
HUGE choice stood before me - remain 
in the stable job and perform magic 
after hours, or resign and focus on 
my magic. I thought about this for a 
few weeks and made the decision to 
“follow my bliss” (quote by American 
Joseph Campbell).

The World Cup arrived 
and the � rst year as 
a full time magician 
was challenging 
in terms of regular 
work, however I kept 
positive and worked 
on my theatre and 
TV projects. 

I wondered about 
top performers 
in the world and 
the support they 
had. In particular, 
I thought about 
David Copper� eld 
and imagined it 
would be incred-
ible to have the advice and input from 

his consultants. Soon 
after, I saw Joanie 

Spina (David’s 
choreographer 
and dancer/
assistant) 
was writing a 
monthly column 

for MAGIC magazine called “Directions” 
asking performers to submit their acts 
on video for feedback. I immediately 
jumped 
on this 
and asked 
a friend 
to record 
a 10 min 
set I was 
performing, 
opening for 
a come-
dian’s show. 
The footage 
was shot in 
August 2010 
and featured in the December 2010 
issue. This was by far the best perform-
ing advice I ever received and I am 
forever grateful for it. I was saddened 
to hear of Joanie’s passing a few years 
later and consider her contribution to 
the art form as immeasurable.

With extra time I decided to focus on 
my TV project, I contacted friends who 

worked 
in the 
industry 
along with 
Ric who 
handled 
sound and 
had a keen 
love of 
magic and 
production. 
I paid for 
the pilot and 
together the 
team shot 
a uniquely 
South African 
TV magic 
show, a pilot 

I aimed to give to production compa-
nies to approach networks in South 
Africa.

We shot the project in late 2010 edited 
it and approached production compa-
nies. No network was interested. I was 
devastated, I believed the idea was 

good and this was a missed opportuni-
ty. South African networks rarely aired 
new, untried South African shows 

and were cautious, opting instead to 
license and purchase rights for shows 
and international franchises like “Idols”, 
“Got Talent”  “Big Brother” and the likes 
of “Survivor”.

2011
In 2011, I received a call saying 
the producers of the country’s 
most popular TV magazine 
show “Top Billing” had seen my 
pilot and would be calling to 
feature me on their show. I told 
the person giving me the news 
I would believe it when the pro-
ducers called. Indeed I received 
the call! I was ecstatic. I would 
be the � rst magician featured 
on the show usually highlight-
ing local and international 
guests including Hollywood 
celebrities, musicians, entrepre-
neurs and business moguls. 

Aside from the interview seg-
ment, we included 
e� ects from the 
pilot. I be-
lieve due to 
the quality 
of my con-
tent I was 
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given more 
time com-
pared to other 
segments. 

The incred-
ible public 
response, the 
amount of 
tweets, Face-
book messages 
and calls the 
night the show 
aired, were posi-
tively overwhelming.

I was performing the same magic the day be-
fore and after the show, however, in the eyes of 
the public, I was now regarded as a celebrity or 

a pseudo celebrity. 
The day after, 
walking into 
a grocery 
store, 
people 
were fol-
lowing me 
around 
for pic-
tures and 
auto-
graphs. 
The 
name “Mo Magic” 
began spreading faster and numerous 
opportunities presented themselves. I gained a 
certain level of popularity and in� uence. Don’t 
get me wrong, I made the most of the segment 
and was happy with the result. 

There were two lessons from this experience.

1. I intended the pilot be used to secure my own 
TV series, however, it allowed me the opportunity 
to be featured on a show and content from it was 

used in the segment. The result would be 
spreading magic amongst South Africans 
and grow my business. Lesson: Some-
times we think our goals of going from 
point A to B are best for us at the time, 
however I have come to understand 
the universe has the ability to take 
our course on a tangent. We label this 
detour as failure and lose hope, how-
ever if we let go of attachment to our 
outcome, trusting the new direction 
and open to where it leads, amazing 
possibilities will present themselves. I 

have seen this time and time again.

2. I knew my 
understand-
ing was dif-
ferent from 
the people 
working on 
the TV show. 
I prepare a 
list of pre-
ferred ques-
tions, provided high resolution images, pilot foot-
age and a variety of tricks I felt would adequately 
show the breadth of magic and the impact on all 
ages groups. I recall the producer telling me, in 
all her years, I was the most prepared 
guest. Les-
son: Always 
be prepared 
when the 
opportunity 
arises.

I was featured 
internationally 
by “Gulf News”, 
a publication in the 
United Arab Emirates as part of a feature titled 
“Top of the Charts in South Africa” showcasing a 
few entertainers and entrepreneurs. I was hon-
ored to be the only magician on the list. 
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2012
I began work on my theatre show 
and was given a slot on short notice. I 
grabbed this oppor-
tunity as theatres 
were booked well 
in advance. My 
brother and I wrote a 
show, combining my 
journey from engi-
neer to entertainer, 
incorporating the 
performance of close 
up magic using video 
projection and stand 
up magic. The patter 
focused on insights dis-
covered whilst walking 
my path. We titled the 
show ”Amazing You!” 
… I would be “Amazing 
You!” with my magic and 
at the same time reveal-
ing the Amazing You!”, 
capable of living your 
dreams. The show was a 
success with multiple sold 
out performances Durban. 

I was South Africa’s most media fea-
tured magician of the last ten years, 
a by-product of using every opportu-
nity to showcase magic to the public.

2013
In May 2013, whilst attending a movie 
premiere, I bumped into a colleague 
from the TV industry well know for 
directing movies and theatre. He 
observed my interest from the public, 
asking if I’d thought about a TV show. 
With Dynamos recent success now 
would be a good time to create a 
project. He was delighted to hear 
about my previous pitches. We com-
mitted to work together. After meet-

ings and document 
revisions we sub-

mitted various 
TV specials, 
series and � ller 
segments to 
his colleague 
who owned a 

production company. The documents 
were also submitted to various net-
works. It took 

almost 
a year 
for any 
concrete 
feed-
back.

2014

I found 
the 
letter I 
wrote 
to 
myself 
years 
be-
fore 

whilst working as an engineer. The 
only item not ticked o� , was the 
TV show. I decided to surrender to 
the fact this may not happen, This 
was a signi� cant personal learn-
ing in my life, letting go of this 
attachment to what I thought 
was best. About a year after sub-
mitting a proposal I received a 
call saying we were invited for a 
pitch meeting. When we arrived 
at the network’s o�  ces, having 
� own in specially for the meet-
ing, we were told the meeting 
was cancelled, we’d not been 
noti� ed. 

Working with the network, 
taught me tremendous 
patience. A meeting 
would be resched-
uled. 
I re-

quested to be included in the pitch 
with the network. I read how David 
Blaine astonished TV executives with 
his magic in person and knew if the 
execs had seen me perform, heard 
my story, the pitch would have an 
advantage. We received an invita-
tion for a second meeting and the 
response was incredible. They LOVED 
the magic. A room of adults who, a 
few moments earlier were stern with 
poker faces, were now as excited as 
a group of kids sharing their delight 
and excitement with each other say-
ing things like, “How did he do that? 
Thats IMPOSSIBLE! What just hap-
pened! 

UNBELIEVABLE!”

I was told we would have to meet 
with the premiere channel for the 

network 
who would make 
a � nal decision.
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neer to entertainer, 
incorporating the 
performance of close 
up magic using video 
projection and stand 
up magic. The patter 
focused on insights dis-
covered whilst walking 
my path. We titled the 
show ”Amazing You!” 
… I would be “Amazing 
You!” with my magic and 
at the same time reveal-
ing the Amazing You!”, 
capable of living your 
dreams. The show was a 
success with multiple sold 
out performances Durban. 

I was South Africa’s most media fea-
tured magician of the last ten years, 
a by-product of using every opportu-
nity to showcase magic to the public.

2013
In May 2013, whilst attending a movie 
premiere, I bumped into a colleague 
from the TV industry well know for 
directing movies and theatre. He 
observed my interest from the public, 
asking if I’d thought about a TV show. 
With Dynamos recent success now 
would be a good time to create a 
project. He was delighted to hear 
about my previous pitches. We com-
mitted to work together. After meet-

ings and document 
revisions we sub-

mitted various 
TV specials, 
series and � ller 
segments to 
his colleague 
who owned a 

production company. The documents 
were also submitted to various net-
works. It took 

almost 
a year 
for any 
concrete 
feed-
back.

2014

I found 
the 
letter I 
wrote 
to 
myself 
years 
be-
fore 

whilst working as an engineer. The 
only item not ticked o� , was the 
TV show. I decided to surrender to 
the fact this may not happen, This 
was a signi� cant personal learn-
ing in my life, letting go of this 
attachment to what I thought 
was best. About a year after sub-
mitting a proposal I received a 
call saying we were invited for a 
pitch meeting. When we arrived 
at the network’s o�  ces, having 
� own in specially for the meet-
ing, we were told the meeting 
was cancelled, we’d not been 
noti� ed. 

Working with the network, 
taught me tremendous 
patience. A meeting 
would be resched-
uled. 
I re-

quested to be included in the pitch 
with the network. I read how David 
Blaine astonished TV executives with 
his magic in person and knew if the 
execs had seen me perform, heard 
my story, the pitch would have an 
advantage. We received an invita-
tion for a second meeting and the 
response was incredible. They LOVED 
the magic. A room of adults who, a 
few moments earlier were stern with 
poker faces, were now as excited as 
a group of kids sharing their delight 
and excitement with each other say-
ing things like, “How did he do that? 
Thats IMPOSSIBLE! What just hap-
pened! 

UNBELIEVABLE!”

I was told we would have to meet 
with the premiere channel for the 

network 
who would make 
a � nal decision.
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2015
Whilst waiting for feedback from the network, Ric McNa-
mee and I began preparing a list of potential guests, e� ects, 
stunts, illusions and locations to present on the show. We 
spent hours on our passion project. The frustration of wait-
ing was overshadowed by the joy and excitement of work-
ing on the project. 
 
I made the decision to attend Blackpool 2015, looking for 
suitable e� ects and meeting with TV magicians & consul-
tants, asking their advice.

One night in January, I had a vivid dream - I was at my desk 
and my colleague who worked with me on the pitch called. 
I saw his name on caller ID and answered. He told me we 
had a go ahead from the network. I was ecstatic! I woke up 
the next morning, happy, and during the day the phone 
rang. It was the same colleague! When I answered I imme-
diately told him about the dream and he told me we had 
received a signed letter of intent committing the network 
to the show. The timing of it was UNBELIEVABLE!

We were given a 13 part TV series, each episode being 30 
minutes, I knew a chal-
lenging choice of tricks 
and illusions lay ahead. 
The advanced prepara-
tion with Ric would prove 
invaluable. 

Watching TV magic over 
the years, I looked at cred-
its for the consultants and 
had a good idea who they 
were for popular TV magi-
cians around the globe. 
At Blackpool, I planned 
to approach those in 
attendance and other 
magicians involved in TV 
magic asking for sup-
port. I made contact with 
Anthony Owen, head of 
the UK’s Objective Productions responsible for most magic 
TV content. I read his interview in VANISH magazine about 
TV magic which was invaluable. Unfortunately he wasn't 

attending, I did, however, see Jasz Vegas 
and Ben Hart, two magicians appearing 

in Objective’s most recent TV project 
“Killer Magic”. I approached them 
asking about the challenges they 
faced and insights they could o� er.

Amongst the magicians I ap-

proached, the following were very helpful with their time, 
advice and insight: R Paul Wilson, Michael Weber, Tim Trono, 
Russ Stevens, Garrett Thomas, Luis de Matos, and Ian Row-
land.

One night during the Blackpool convention, I saw Dan 
Albion, Dynamo’s manager. I approached him, introduced 
myself and thanked him for the contribution the “Magi-
cian Impossible” series made toward’s educating the South 
African public to magic as a performance art. It was like 
the Derren Brown moment, from FISM 2006. I think he was 
genuinely taken aback by this comment. I asked if he had 
a few moments and would appreciate his advice and time 
if he could spare some. He immediately took me aside to a 
quieter spot and gave me advice, answering the questions 
I had.

I bumped into a friend from two years before in Blackpool, 
Amanda Eve. When I shared the news about my upcoming 
TV series she was overjoyed and asked if I met Joe Hoey 
from Dublin?” I responded in the negative. She added, “You 
must meet Joe. I’ll � nd him and introduce you.” That was 
it. The next night, Amanda grabbed me, saying “Lets go. I 

found Joe”. She explained 
Joe Hoey had supported 
Keith Barry as a consultant 
with a number of his TV 
series and speaking to him 
would be tremendously 
bene� cial. 

I was introduced to Joe, a 
clinical hypnotherapist by 
profession and a lover of 
magic. He helped profes-
sional athletes with his ser-
vices and was approached 
by Keith Barry when Keith 
received the go ahead 
for his � rst TV special. He 
continued to assist Keith 
on other projects.

Joe and I hit it o�  instantly. We spoke for hours, and aside 
for a few moments when Amanda, Roger Nicot and Michael 
Weber joined us to chat, we were inseparable, speaking 
the same language about TV magic. The picture was taken 
in the same spot. (See 01_Meeting Joe Hoey at Blackpool 
2015 in folder 07_ General Joe Hoey David Blaine Ric Turk-
ish Magicians etc)

By the end of the conversation, Joe mentioned he’d been 
observing my behavior and attitude and would be happy to 
assist me any way he could. First prize would be to help via 
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email and Skype and then arrive a few days before shooting 
and collaborate on site. I was upfront about the budget and 
told him I would motivate for his services, as I 
understood the need to have a professional on 
site. Amongst the advice he o� ered, was this 
nugget of pure gold - “Look at all the e� ects 
you already do and start with those. Group 
them, see if they � t in with the combination of 
themes, locations, and guests and work from 
there.”

I knew South Africans would compare my pro-
duction to the likes of “Magician Impossible”, 
as that was the reference they’d have for TV 
magic. I dealt with this using my personal man-
tra “Do the best you can with what you have, 
where you care, trusting the universe to handle 
the details.” This gave me solace. I wanted the 
magic to be as real as possible, so if asked to 
perform live, I could. This made the selection 
process and creation of new ideas challenging.

At Blackpool, I watched a variety of e� ects and live demon-
strations for tricks Ric and I thought of but had not owned.

From the UK, I went to Istanbul to shop for clothes, � guring 
if I traveled from South Africa, a two hour � ight from Man-
chester to Istanbul would be worth it.

Upon my arrival, 
I received a 
Facebook mes-
sage from Boris 
Buchner, a magi-
cian living in 
Istanbul. We met 
at FISM 2012. He 
visited the next 
night and took me 
out for dinner to a 
restaurant Turkish 
magicians take in-
ternational guests. 
It was a tradition. I 
was told the Turkish magicians 
took David Copper- � eld here, when he performed in 
Istanbul. I met other Turkish magicians including Lee Alex. 
Magic had once again brought together people from dif-
ferent continents and walks of life. I was truly thankful. (See 
pic from the dinner 02_Dinner with Boris Buchner Lee Alex 
and other Turkish magicians 2015 in folder 07_ General Joe 
Hoey David Blaine Ric Turkish Magicians etc)

Boris mentioned other Turkish magicians from the society 

were keen to meet so I agreed to see them the next night. 
This served as my � rst lecture in Istanbul, as Boris trans-

lated my English 
to Turkish. It was 
truly memorable. 
(See pic 03_Lectur-
ing to members of 
the Turkish Magic 
Society 2015 )

I returned to South 
Africa and worked 
on the show, 
regularly meeting 
with Ric, giving 
him the feedback 
I’d received. In the 
meantime, Joe 
surprised me with 
a postal delivery of 
his book “Develop-
ing the mindset of a 

champion” and an audio cd with a meditation on the same.

Joe and I kept in touch over the months, brainstorming 
marketed e� ects that would work well with the locations, 
guests and themes. It turned out the network wanted as 

much magic as possible for a new, untested, magic 
show as they were unsure about the viewing 
results. For them, more magic would be better. 
The � rst episode ended up with 11 e� ects and the 
bullet catch as the episode � nale. I knew as part 
of the formula for TV magic, it was paramount to 
establish a persona and then allow the audience 
to build rapport with the character, this was 
a challenge, as more magic was required per 
episode.

The shoestring budget did not allow for Joe to 
be hired as a consultant let alone be on site in 
South Africa, during shooting. I explained this 
to Joe and said I would pay him a fee from 
my pocket as a gesture of appreciation for his 

support thus far. He did not accept a single cent 
from me and freely continued to assist me as our friend-
ship continued to grow. Not many people are capable of a 
gesture of this magnitude and I will forever be grateful for 
it. Joe continued to share resources and ideas for e� ects, Ric 
and I built momentum with our choice of material.

What I appreciated most about Joe, was his patience and 
support during times when the network made decisions I 
felt were not adding value or in line with my vision for the 
project. My goal was to show magic in its best light and was 
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2015
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ing was overshadowed by the joy and excitement of work-
ing on the project. 
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suitable e� ects and meeting with TV magicians & consul-
tants, asking their advice.

One night in January, I had a vivid dream - I was at my desk 
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I saw his name on caller ID and answered. He told me we 
had a go ahead from the network. I was ecstatic! I woke up 
the next morning, happy, and during the day the phone 
rang. It was the same colleague! When I answered I imme-
diately told him about the dream and he told me we had 
received a signed letter of intent committing the network 
to the show. The timing of it was UNBELIEVABLE!

We were given a 13 part TV series, each episode being 30 
minutes, I knew a chal-
lenging choice of tricks 
and illusions lay ahead. 
The advanced prepara-
tion with Ric would prove 
invaluable. 

Watching TV magic over 
the years, I looked at cred-
its for the consultants and 
had a good idea who they 
were for popular TV magi-
cians around the globe. 
At Blackpool, I planned 
to approach those in 
attendance and other 
magicians involved in TV 
magic asking for sup-
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the UK’s Objective Productions responsible for most magic 
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TV magic which was invaluable. Unfortunately he wasn't 
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and Ben Hart, two magicians appearing 
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asking about the challenges they 
faced and insights they could o� er.

Amongst the magicians I ap-

proached, the following were very helpful with their time, 
advice and insight: R Paul Wilson, Michael Weber, Tim Trono, 
Russ Stevens, Garrett Thomas, Luis de Matos, and Ian Row-
land.

One night during the Blackpool convention, I saw Dan 
Albion, Dynamo’s manager. I approached him, introduced 
myself and thanked him for the contribution the “Magi-
cian Impossible” series made toward’s educating the South 
African public to magic as a performance art. It was like 
the Derren Brown moment, from FISM 2006. I think he was 
genuinely taken aback by this comment. I asked if he had 
a few moments and would appreciate his advice and time 
if he could spare some. He immediately took me aside to a 
quieter spot and gave me advice, answering the questions 
I had.

I bumped into a friend from two years before in Blackpool, 
Amanda Eve. When I shared the news about my upcoming 
TV series she was overjoyed and asked if I met Joe Hoey 
from Dublin?” I responded in the negative. She added, “You 
must meet Joe. I’ll � nd him and introduce you.” That was 
it. The next night, Amanda grabbed me, saying “Lets go. I 

found Joe”. She explained 
Joe Hoey had supported 
Keith Barry as a consultant 
with a number of his TV 
series and speaking to him 
would be tremendously 
bene� cial. 

I was introduced to Joe, a 
clinical hypnotherapist by 
profession and a lover of 
magic. He helped profes-
sional athletes with his ser-
vices and was approached 
by Keith Barry when Keith 
received the go ahead 
for his � rst TV special. He 
continued to assist Keith 
on other projects.

Joe and I hit it o�  instantly. We spoke for hours, and aside 
for a few moments when Amanda, Roger Nicot and Michael 
Weber joined us to chat, we were inseparable, speaking 
the same language about TV magic. The picture was taken 
in the same spot. (See 01_Meeting Joe Hoey at Blackpool 
2015 in folder 07_ General Joe Hoey David Blaine Ric Turk-
ish Magicians etc)

By the end of the conversation, Joe mentioned he’d been 
observing my behavior and attitude and would be happy to 
assist me any way he could. First prize would be to help via 
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email and Skype and then arrive a few days before shooting 
and collaborate on site. I was upfront about the budget and 
told him I would motivate for his services, as I 
understood the need to have a professional on 
site. Amongst the advice he o� ered, was this 
nugget of pure gold - “Look at all the e� ects 
you already do and start with those. Group 
them, see if they � t in with the combination of 
themes, locations, and guests and work from 
there.”

I knew South Africans would compare my pro-
duction to the likes of “Magician Impossible”, 
as that was the reference they’d have for TV 
magic. I dealt with this using my personal man-
tra “Do the best you can with what you have, 
where you care, trusting the universe to handle 
the details.” This gave me solace. I wanted the 
magic to be as real as possible, so if asked to 
perform live, I could. This made the selection 
process and creation of new ideas challenging.

At Blackpool, I watched a variety of e� ects and live demon-
strations for tricks Ric and I thought of but had not owned.

From the UK, I went to Istanbul to shop for clothes, � guring 
if I traveled from South Africa, a two hour � ight from Man-
chester to Istanbul would be worth it.

Upon my arrival, 
I received a 
Facebook mes-
sage from Boris 
Buchner, a magi-
cian living in 
Istanbul. We met 
at FISM 2012. He 
visited the next 
night and took me 
out for dinner to a 
restaurant Turkish 
magicians take in-
ternational guests. 
It was a tradition. I 
was told the Turkish magicians 
took David Copper- � eld here, when he performed in 
Istanbul. I met other Turkish magicians including Lee Alex. 
Magic had once again brought together people from dif-
ferent continents and walks of life. I was truly thankful. (See 
pic from the dinner 02_Dinner with Boris Buchner Lee Alex 
and other Turkish magicians 2015 in folder 07_ General Joe 
Hoey David Blaine Ric Turkish Magicians etc)

Boris mentioned other Turkish magicians from the society 

were keen to meet so I agreed to see them the next night. 
This served as my � rst lecture in Istanbul, as Boris trans-

lated my English 
to Turkish. It was 
truly memorable. 
(See pic 03_Lectur-
ing to members of 
the Turkish Magic 
Society 2015 )

I returned to South 
Africa and worked 
on the show, 
regularly meeting 
with Ric, giving 
him the feedback 
I’d received. In the 
meantime, Joe 
surprised me with 
a postal delivery of 
his book “Develop-
ing the mindset of a 

champion” and an audio cd with a meditation on the same.

Joe and I kept in touch over the months, brainstorming 
marketed e� ects that would work well with the locations, 
guests and themes. It turned out the network wanted as 

much magic as possible for a new, untested, magic 
show as they were unsure about the viewing 
results. For them, more magic would be better. 
The � rst episode ended up with 11 e� ects and the 
bullet catch as the episode � nale. I knew as part 
of the formula for TV magic, it was paramount to 
establish a persona and then allow the audience 
to build rapport with the character, this was 
a challenge, as more magic was required per 
episode.

The shoestring budget did not allow for Joe to 
be hired as a consultant let alone be on site in 
South Africa, during shooting. I explained this 
to Joe and said I would pay him a fee from 
my pocket as a gesture of appreciation for his 

support thus far. He did not accept a single cent 
from me and freely continued to assist me as our friend-
ship continued to grow. Not many people are capable of a 
gesture of this magnitude and I will forever be grateful for 
it. Joe continued to share resources and ideas for e� ects, Ric 
and I built momentum with our choice of material.

What I appreciated most about Joe, was his patience and 
support during times when the network made decisions I 
felt were not adding value or in line with my vision for the 
project. My goal was to show magic in its best light and was 
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passionate and committed to this. Joe assured me I was 
not the � rst TV magician to experience this challenge and 
helped me deal with it. I had to allow things to be as they 
were, especially if they were beyond my control.

It was time to shoot. Other productions have the luxury 
of shooting and editing with time before broadcast, our 
schedule was tremendously challenging. The shoots took 
place in Durban and Johannesburg (a 600km di� erence 
between cities) and was split between with two di� erent 
sets of crew (to minimize costs). The series included magic, 
mentalism, stunts and illusions, an almost impossible task 
with the budget provided.

One major challenge, neither the production company nor 
crew had shot magic before. Ric and I gave direction and 
whilst I’d be shooting, 
he’d be working be-
hind the scenes with 
the director ensur-
ing all was on track. I 
found myself behind 
the camera before 
“set” shots.
    
We � ew to Johannesburg to shoot the pilot episode. One 
of the biggest challenges was celebrities deciding not to 
appear. Some were afraid of what a magic show meant and 
others demanded money. We shot the pilot in two and a 
half days and I returned to Durban. Whilst editing, we con-
tinued the shoot.

The production schedule allowed for the stunts and illu-
sions we planned, as episode endings, to be shot in the city 
of Durban, with a short break followed by shooting in Jo-
hannesburg with celebrity guests and the rest of the street 
magic segments.

In Durban, the format changed and we found ourselves 
shooting street magic between � nale shoots, having to 
allocate time to do in studio voice overs for the pilot. It was 
a series of early starts, long days and late nights. Aside from 
multiple shoots a day, to ensure we stuck to the budget, I 
made notes on our way to the next shoot, so I could send 
the notes to the editor. Why you may ask? The editor was 
based in Johannesburg and I wouldn’t be able to attend the 
edits, so I did the best I could providing notes about camera 
angles, cutting points and so on. I was de� nitely wearing 
multiple caps during this production aside from performer.

We received news from the network to select non-card 
material. Having seen card e� ects in the pilot, the network 
requested no more card magic in the series.

Back to the drawing board 
and time to head to 
Johannesburg to shoot. 
We shot and edited while 
episodes aired weekly. We 
sometimes shot multiple 
sequences a day with 8 
to 9 e� ects per day - and 
burned through material 
at lightning speed.

Ric and I were up early, 
with full days of shoots, 
then headed back to 
the guest house going 
through material for the next day, then be up 
just after dawn. It was insane, but had to be done.

Further challenges lay with the editing being done before 
I had a chance to see a rough cut. This was probably one 
of the toughest experiences for me, because the sequence 
and shot selection of each segment of the show was out of 
my control.

I focused on doing the best I could with what I had, where I 
was.

For me the title sequence of the show was important. I 
scripted this and ran it by a close friend who understood my 
vision for the show. The result follows.

The Title Sequence Narrative:
“Magic exists all around us,

It’s in the beauty of a sunrise,
In the delight of a child’s laugh,

In the memories evoked by a piece of music.
The moments uplift and inspire us.

Using the art of magic,
I create moments,

that astonish, entertain and inspire,
I am Mo Magic.”

Again, with the “James Bond of Magic” title from the media, 
the editor opted for a similar audio track.

The planned title was “Mo Magic” however the network was 
concerned about copyright concerns internationally and 
“Magic with Mo” was the � nal title. It would air prime time 
Saturday nights at 7pm. The show featured me as the main 
character, meeting celebrities in their spaces, and included 
me performing for members of the public at popular loca-
tions.

The TV series ran from October 2015 to January 2016, 13 ep-
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isodes, 30 minutes 
(24 minutes of con-
tent and 5 minutes 
of advertisements). 
The series featured 
over 120 magic and 
mentalism e� ects, 
stunts and illusions 
including the “Bullet 
Catch”, “Blindfold 
Drive”, “A Self Levita-
tion”, “Levitating a 
surfer on a surfboard 
on the Beach” and 
“Escaping from an 
exploding crate 
while being hand-
cu� ed and chained.”  
It also included a few 
more card tricks.

In November 2015, 
I received a twitter 
noti� cation with 
a message I will 
remember for a long 
time. It said “David 
Blaine followed 
you back.” I was so 
excited I immediately 
took a screenshot of 
the noti� cation.  I’d 
followed David for 
years and this mo-
ment was truly special. It felt that by following me he was 
acknowledging my 
contribution to the art 
form. I look forward to 
meeting David in the 
future and telling him 
about the impact his 
contribution made to 
magic, and my life.

I was interviewed by 
the editor of a popular 
print and digital publication who followed and monitored 
ratings for all shows and movies aired on TV. He asked if 
I knew how well the show was doing. I was unaware of 
the ratings and he said the show was in the top ten most 
watched on the channel. He shared a link where I could 
view the ratings. By week � ve the show was making an ap-
pearance as the third most watched South African show on 
the premiere network channel.

I received positive feedback online and made myself 
available to live tweet during each episode.

Before the end 
of the season, 
the TVSA blog 
(a popular, ev-
erything South 
African TV blog) 
featured the 
show as their 
“News of the 
week” saying 

“Magic with Mo has pulled out an Ace for SABC3 
with a whopping increase in viewership since its 
premiere”.

The article included 
the following…
“… a whopping 
increase of 73% 
from the premiere. 
Not an easy feat on a 
Saturday night.

This growth is a 
good example of a 

show slowly building 
by being engaging 
or entertaining. Well 
done, Mo.”

Prior to the end of 
the season the show 
peaked as the sec-
ond most watched 
South African TV. 
The ratings were, 
for me, a gesture of 
appreciation from 

the viewing public. I arranged a 
season � nale viewing and cock-
tail party where I invited guests 

from the � nal episode, media in 
Durban who covered the show in 
their publications and close family 
& friends. At the cocktail party, after 
the viewing, I took a few moments 
to record a video message to thank 
the South African public for their 
support in making the show the 
success it was.        
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based in Johannesburg and I wouldn’t be able to attend the 
edits, so I did the best I could providing notes about camera 
angles, cutting points and so on. I was de� nitely wearing 
multiple caps during this production aside from performer.

We received news from the network to select non-card 
material. Having seen card e� ects in the pilot, the network 
requested no more card magic in the series.

Back to the drawing board 
and time to head to 
Johannesburg to shoot. 
We shot and edited while 
episodes aired weekly. We 
sometimes shot multiple 
sequences a day with 8 
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I had a chance to see a rough cut. This was probably one 
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and shot selection of each segment of the show was out of 
my control.

I focused on doing the best I could with what I had, where I 
was.

For me the title sequence of the show was important. I 
scripted this and ran it by a close friend who understood my 
vision for the show. The result follows.

The Title Sequence Narrative:
“Magic exists all around us,

It’s in the beauty of a sunrise,
In the delight of a child’s laugh,

In the memories evoked by a piece of music.
The moments uplift and inspire us.

Using the art of magic,
I create moments,

that astonish, entertain and inspire,
I am Mo Magic.”

Again, with the “James Bond of Magic” title from the media, 
the editor opted for a similar audio track.

The planned title was “Mo Magic” however the network was 
concerned about copyright concerns internationally and 
“Magic with Mo” was the � nal title. It would air prime time 
Saturday nights at 7pm. The show featured me as the main 
character, meeting celebrities in their spaces, and included 
me performing for members of the public at popular loca-
tions.

The TV series ran from October 2015 to January 2016, 13 ep-
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isodes, 30 minutes 
(24 minutes of con-
tent and 5 minutes 
of advertisements). 
The series featured 
over 120 magic and 
mentalism e� ects, 
stunts and illusions 
including the “Bullet 
Catch”, “Blindfold 
Drive”, “A Self Levita-
tion”, “Levitating a 
surfer on a surfboard 
on the Beach” and 
“Escaping from an 
exploding crate 
while being hand-
cu� ed and chained.”  
It also included a few 
more card tricks.

In November 2015, 
I received a twitter 
noti� cation with 
a message I will 
remember for a long 
time. It said “David 
Blaine followed 
you back.” I was so 
excited I immediately 
took a screenshot of 
the noti� cation.  I’d 
followed David for 
years and this mo-
ment was truly special. It felt that by following me he was 
acknowledging my 
contribution to the art 
form. I look forward to 
meeting David in the 
future and telling him 
about the impact his 
contribution made to 
magic, and my life.

I was interviewed by 
the editor of a popular 
print and digital publication who followed and monitored 
ratings for all shows and movies aired on TV. He asked if 
I knew how well the show was doing. I was unaware of 
the ratings and he said the show was in the top ten most 
watched on the channel. He shared a link where I could 
view the ratings. By week � ve the show was making an ap-
pearance as the third most watched South African show on 
the premiere network channel.

I received positive feedback online and made myself 
available to live tweet during each episode.

Before the end 
of the season, 
the TVSA blog 
(a popular, ev-
erything South 
African TV blog) 
featured the 
show as their 
“News of the 
week” saying 

“Magic with Mo has pulled out an Ace for SABC3 
with a whopping increase in viewership since its 
premiere”.

The article included 
the following…
“… a whopping 
increase of 73% 
from the premiere. 
Not an easy feat on a 
Saturday night.

This growth is a 
good example of a 

show slowly building 
by being engaging 
or entertaining. Well 
done, Mo.”

Prior to the end of 
the season the show 
peaked as the sec-
ond most watched 
South African TV. 
The ratings were, 
for me, a gesture of 
appreciation from 

the viewing public. I arranged a 
season � nale viewing and cock-
tail party where I invited guests 

from the � nal episode, media in 
Durban who covered the show in 
their publications and close family 
& friends. At the cocktail party, after 
the viewing, I took a few moments 
to record a video message to thank 
the South African public for their 
support in making the show the 
success it was.        
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2016
My focus for 2015 was taking magic into peoples homes via 
TV, in 2016 I planned to 
take the live experience 
to their towns across 
the country. I requested 
a date at the theatre 
in Durban and was 
surprised to be o� ered a 
week in February 2016. 
Ric and I worked on the 
theatre show in late 
2015 and early 2016. The 
show debuted in Febru-
ary and sold out tremen-
dously fast and added 
an additional show tak-
ing it to 6 performances 
over � ve nights.

The show features 90 minutes of magic, mentalism, clean 
comedy and concludes with a high paced Las Vegas style 
illusion no one sees coming. The show also includes a 
number of e� ects performed on the series, like the “Ring to 
Bank Vault” … live, the vault suspended on stage. (see pic of 
stage)

Never before has a 
nation wide magic 
tour been attempted 
in South Africa by a 
South African. To date 
I’ve performed the 
show in a number 
of locations. As at 
the end of 2016, the 
theatre tour included 
a total of 19 perfor-
mances across South 
Africa with a number 
of these being sold 
out. 

To inspire a new gen-
eration of South Af-
rican magicians, and 

hav-
ing received numerous requests to 

teach magic, I will be releasing a 
beginner DVD during the tour. The 
DVD will teach 10 basic tricks found 
in numerous beginner books. 

2017
Jan: Visiting Vegas to experience the magic productions and 

connect with magicians. 
Then heading to LA to 
visit the Magic Castle. I 
will be shooting content 
in both cities I will share 
on my social media 
platforms.

I return to South Africa 
end of Jan to prep for 
my upcoming new 
theatre show opening 
in my home city of Dur-
ban, on the east coast, 
in March.

My intention for 2017 is 
to continue sharing joy 

and delight through the performance of my magic and to 
make a conscious e� ort to make more of my magic avail-
able to audiences for "on demand" consumption via the 
internet.

Theatre show pics sent in last email: Courtesy of Abhi Indr-
arajan  

Writing this piece, 
has given me time 
to reminisce. It’s true 
what they say regard-
ing enjoyment of 
the journey and not 
being focused on the 
destination as the pri-
mary source of happi-
ness. I have enjoyed 
each milestone and 
am thankful for it all. 
Magic truly has been 
amazing to me. I see 
it as a gift, I respect it, 
value it and perform 
it for those who are 
interested in it.

If I may be so bold to share some insight 
which has been of value to me along my 
journey.

1. Understand we as individuals can 
choose the quality of life we desire for 
ourselves.
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2. Make an intention for what you want with your magic.
3. Belief that it is possible.
4. What makes you happy? What excites you? This is your 
bliss. Follow it.
5. Take inspired action in the direction of what excites you. 
6. Learn from others but do not compare yourself. We each 
walk own own path.
7. Adopt an attitude of gratitude and acknowledge the sup-
port you receive from others.
8. Pay it forward. How are you contributing to the art form 
in your unique way?

If there is one morsel I would like you to remember from his 
entire article, its this:

“Do the best you can with what you have, where you 
care, trusting the universe to handle the details.”

May the art of magic be as kind to you as it has been to me.
_____________________________________________

Connect with Mo Magic on social media

Web:  www.momagic.co.za
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 MoMagicSA

 Mo Magic

 Mo Magic
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CHARACTER 
DEVELOPMENT
COLIN UNDERWOOD
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“ The inner script is being 
aware of the main points 
from the character brief 

that you wrote up. 

1. The Inner Script 

It is important to know both your inner character as well as the outer one 
that the public see. Integrating and successfully communicating both will 
allow the audience to understand the character immediately. There is also 
a third factor—the environment—which will be covered in a separate 
article. 

A stage act will have the same issues, and you must apply both these 
scripts to your character. 

The Inner Script is being aware of the main points from the character-
brief that you wrote up. (I refer you to the January issue.) The more you 
have these aspects of the character fresh in the forefront of the mind, the 
better the portrayal from the outset. 

CHARACTER 
PERFORMANCES 

These articles are designed to 
inspire and encourage potential 
performers to expand into ‘char-
acter work’. 

The magic content will be dealt 
with in forthcoming publica-
tions, but these initial articles 
are focused primarily on the 
development of the character, 
and then how to structure these 
appearances into a formalised 
show. If you have enough 
experience in these walk-about 
shows, it is possible to create a 
stage show from the material 
used in the street. The advan-
tage of this is that it allows the 
material to be fully worked-in, 
and gives you a character with 
depth. The most important 
aspect I’m going to repeat over 
and over is the importance 
of the character. And, if you 
think laterally, you can apply 
this thinking to all your magic 
shows. 

#magiciansareactorsplay-
ingtheroleofmagicians 

In the first article I discussed the 
choice of character, and writing 
up a character-brief. I urge you 
to go back and read it again. 
Once you have the character-
brief in place, you will have a 
more definitive idea of who your 
character is, and a strong idea 
of what is playing both inwardly 
and outwardly in your charac-
ter’s mind. 

https://youtu.be/yohZERsnhpw
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Colin Underwood currently resides 
in Johannesburg and is considered 
one of the top corporate 
magicians in his field.

This unique multi talented 
corporate entertainer has had a 
diverse and rich career spanning 
nearly 35 years of performing 
professionally around the world. 
He has appeared on numerous 
variety programs on South African 
television as well as in the UK.

He is also booked for many 
character roles and really excels 
at playing different characters for 
large productions at Casinos in 
South Africa.

www.colinunderwood.co.za

WHO IS 
COLIN 

UNDERWOOD?

It is important that the audience relate to your character, so the more ques-
tions you ask and answer to yourself the better. 

Here are a few questions to ask which are very important in both a walk-
about act as well as a stage act: 
• WHO AM I? (This encompasses the main points in the character-brief. 

Am I good or evil? How do I affect the people around me?) 
• WHERE AM I? (Is this a real place? Fantasy? What does it look like?) 
• WHAT AM I DOING? (My mission? Selling? Buying?) 
• WHAT AM I ACHIEVING? (Business? Family issues? Delivering some-

thing? Cleaning?) 
• WHAT IF I FAIL TO ACHIEVE THIS? (The obstacles—both real and imagi-

nary. The carpet gets in your way, as seen in the classic ‘Dinner for One’.) 
• WHO CAN HELP ME ENGAGE? (My audience? Assistant? Fellow actors?) 
• AM I PRESENT? (You might be a daydreaming-type character.) 
• HOW DO I REACT IN SITUATIONS? (Loud bang / Screaming child / Con-

gestion in mall / Foreigner asks directions in a different language) 
• WHAT HAPPENS IF I HAVE SUPER POWERS? (What type of powers? Are 

they permanent? Does it have good or bad points to it?) 
• CAN I COMMUNICATE? (How do I do it? Is it a language? Sign language? 

Gibberish? A mumble [as per Mr Bean]? How do I talk?) 
 
2. The Outer Script 

Obviously, over time it becomes easier going into character. When I prepare 
for my Crazy Business Man character, I put on the costume—but only when I 
place the black rimmed ‘superman’ glasses on, am I in character. 
Finer points to be aware of are the following: 
• How does the character interact with people? 
• How does he/she see the world? 
• What is he/she doing there? 
• Does he/she have unusual body motions, such as moving facial muscles, 

habitual brushing of hair, or a certain peculiar walk? 
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CAPTION: Colin's character the 
Crazy Waiter who he has created a 
walk-about and a stage show for.

“How many times have you 
gone to the circus and the 
clown is taking tickets or 
leading you to the seats—
but not in character?

It is important to maintain these 
character attributes at all times while 
in contact with the audience. If this 
means drinking and eating when in 
public, then ideally you should do this 
in character. (This is extremely tiring—
but correct. It is better to go for breaks 
away from the public.) How many 
times have you gone to the circus and 
the clown is taking tickets or leading 
you to the seats—but not in character? 

The ‘outer script’ is what the audi-
ence relate to. This is enhanced by the 
costume and accessories of the charac-
ter—to be discussed in more detail in 

another article. 

Let us look at my comedy Business 
Man character: Mr Barnaby Smythe. 
He is sloppy with tie slightly undone. 
He wears baggy pinstripe pants, and 
has a briefcase on wheels. On the oth-
er arm is an umbrella. To complete the 
look, he has large black square-shaped 
glasses and a bowler hat. Within the 
case are all the extra props used in the 
routine. He wobbles his lips continu-
ously, and exaggerates facial features 
when surprised or upset. His actions 
are stop-start, and normally end by 
him walking into a wall. 

Knowing all these finer points—and 
knowing how you will portray these 
character attributes—will give you 
more confidence, and something to 
hang your character on. In an area 
where there is a flow of people, you 
can create small sketches, and simply 
repeat the routines. It is obviously 
possible to combine a walk-about 
character—say in a conference setting 
that sets the character for you—and 
then on the night of the awards or the 
Gala dinner you might ‘wander’ onto 
the stage and start a show. I do this 
this with my Crazy Waiter act very suc-
cessfully. 
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IN THE BEGINNING 
YOU WILL HAVE 
INCONGRUOUS 

PROPS BUT SLOWLY 
OVER TIME THE 

CORRECT PREMISE 
WILL ARISE AND 

YOU WILL START TO 
HAVE A THEMED 

ACT.

#PROFESSIONALADVICE 
Think funny all the time. 
Try and force yourself to think of funny situations within 
the environment, or use normal props in an unusual 
way. Join a local dramatic society or improv society, and 
watch as much comedy on TV or YouTube. Make a list of 
the articles common to your character as well as in your 
environment, and brainstorm how to use them in your 
performance. 
I would like to offer you three successful techniques that I 
use in my performances on how to engage the audience. 
LOOPING 
This is the same as for music. You ‘loop’ your skits in a way 
that allows you to continue entertaining spectators that 
are normally flowing through. This type of entertainment 
works great outside a street café where the public in the 
restaurant can watch you engage with passers-by, and 
they are entertained by watching an unsuspecting person 
being the victim of a fun prank. Here, the repetition of the 
gag will increase the entertainment. This is very useful in 
a theatre where you might be a crazy usher. The routines 
should still be structured with a start, and good visual end-
ing. After that, you take a break to reset as necessary. 

ON-THE-MOVE SIGHT GAGS 
Here you create sight gags which bring a smile as you 
move past. For example: Carrying a large number of 
parcels or something unusual such as a long wooden 
pole (Appearing Pole). The comedy and entertainment is 
gained by the interaction while moving from one space 
to another. I finish my floor act by producing the appear-
ing pole from my briefcase of the Crazy Businessman, 
and then walking off with the pole. This allows for a great 
ending—as well as continued engagement as you walk 
away with public ducking out of the way. The long appear-
ing pole is one of the best investments you can make. It is 
both a visual magic trick as well as a tremendous comedy 
prop. 

If you can stilt-walk, I recommend this form of character 
for situations where the venue is overcrowded. This means 
you are seen and can still entertain. However, I caution 
you in terms of your own safety as well as that of others. 
People rarely look up, and can bump into you at inoppor-
tune moments. 
 
STRUCTERED ROUTINES 
These are short routines which can be joined together 
to make a short act in an impromptu-looking way. You 
basically create a form of street show without asking for 
money. I recommend performing an act with the skills 
you have—magic or juggling—and then make comedy 
situations while setting up the show. With experience, the 
character can integrate these skills. (I will be discussing 
magic routines and props in more detail in future articles.) 
As always, start good and end good—and let the middle 
build on its own. Try and create highs and lows in the show 
to create depth. A person who is over-hyper through the 
whole show is too extreme. 

Music is important, and will be discussed in more detail. 
The choice of music will determine the feel or mood. Seri-
ously study the music choices for your act. A more expen-
sive option is to have music written for you. I mentioned 
performing in front of a band and ‘going with the music’. 
This allows you to play and see what works. I can remem-
ber a magic lecture by Tim Ellis, the Australian magician, 
who demonstrated the same linking ring routine with 
three different styles of music. It made a big impact on 
me. 

In the beginning, you will have incongruous props but 
slowly over time the correct premise will arise and you will 
start to have a themed act. But working outside the box 
is also ok as long as the main character essence is clear. 
For example, my business character has a briefcase that 
could be a doctor’s case. I have a stethoscope in the bag, 
to check the spectator’s thoughts!  

Once again, I am available for comment or advice or leave 
something on Vanish Facebook site.  
Info@colinunderwood.co.za 
Instagram sacomedymagic  
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A step by step system to help you bring your dream show into reality
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“ The best way to make 
your dreams come 

true is to wake up.” - 
Muhammed Ali

The Dream Show Series Objective
Very few professional performers will let you 
into their world, and even fewer divulge the real 
secrets of how they developed their acts. Rather 
than sitting alone with your own uncertainty and 
questioning how to put together a great show, 
Bill will try to demystify the process with a step by 
step system to help you bring your dream show 
into reality. If you want to get off the easy chair 
and get to work on your own show, or you want 
to start fresh and create a new show the Dream 
Show Series will motivate you to go from "dream 
show" to "real show”. Let’s begin.

Something You’re Not
As humans we tend to be attracted to people and characteristics 
that we ourselves are not or do not possess. Lance Burton’s FISM 
award winning dove act is something that I idolized and fanta-
sied about as a young magician after seeing him perform on the 
Tonight Show. I bought a set of doves and worked on my own 
dove act for several years in high school thinking I could duplicate 
Lance’s classic act. I was, of course, wrong. I realized, after a lot or 
self-denial, that I didn’t possess the physical type, the personality 
or the discipline to even come close to polish Lance’s shoes. There 
were character traits, natural abilities and genetics that made 
Lance and his act HIM and no one else.  I also realized another 
thing. Lance Burton was no Bill Abbott.  

In recent years I have enjoyed watching Derren Brown’s live shows 
online and have seen him live onstage in the U.K. I am intrigued by 
his wonderful, witty and commanding onstage persona which is 
integrated with the mind bending material that he pulls off so well. 
Unfortunately I have seen countless performers, both magicians 
and mentalists, adopting Derren’s show structure and material.  
This always results in a substandard version of Derren’s hard earned 
marriage of persona and material. And tragically it’s the performers 
who are robbing themselves of their own unique voice, character 
and carefully selected and sequenced material.

One of the reasons performers adopt and steal others material is 
laziness and fear. We are literally taking someone else's hard earned 
performance material honed and edited over numerous perfor-
mances. It’s theft. 
Trapped in Fear - Addicted to Laziness
Fear of failure drives many performers to adopt someone else's 
scripts, lines and material. Why risk making a fool of oneself 
onstage attempting original, untested material, jokes or premises 
when you see something you can take that works for a seasoned 
professional? Because you are missing out big time! The satisfaction 
and excitement of winning over an audience and delivering your 
own script or presenting your own premise is part of what perform-
ing a one-man show is all about!

It’s not easy to be our original selves. It can be hard work to put a 
unique spin on routines that we’ve personally chosen as part of our 
repertoire, but it can result in a huge payoff. Beyond the security of 
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Bill is an internationally 
acclaimed entertainer with 25 
years experience and over 5000 
performances in 11 countries.  Bill 
Abbott has authored 9 books and 
40 online articles, in addition to 49 
products created exclusively for 
professional performers.  Over the 
past 10 years Bill has developed 
an incredibly successful and 
critically acclaimed instructional 
performance arts based 
production company Bill Abbott 
Magic. BAM (Bill Abbott Magic) 
is an internationally recognized 
production company that equips 
and instructs thousands of 
professional performers around 
the globe. BAM is an online 
presence that offers original magic 
effects, illusions and complete 
pro packages that Bill has created 
and developed for professional 
magicians. 
www.billabbottmagic.com

WHO IS 
BILL 

ABBOTT?

knowing that no one will be performing the material quite like you, is the 
excitement that you are bringing the best YOU can be to your audiences.

It Begins with Love
“As I began to love myself I found that anguish and emotional suffering are 
only warning signs that I was living against my own truth. Today, I know, this 
is AUTHENTICITY.” -Charlie Chaplin

The acceptance of ourselves, our strengths, our weaknesses, our own likes 
and dislikes is the beginning of positive change and the desire to bring 
something of ourselves to the stage. To be original is to simply let our origi-
nal selves shine onstage rather than hiding who we are in the dark shadows 
of other performer’s material and presentations.

Nothing Transcends like Personality
You can throw a million dollars into a show performed by a guy with a 
wooden personality and put it up against a show by a personality-driven 
performer working out of his pockets and you can guess who the audience 
will love. The audience always loves a personality. Think of one of your fa-
vourite stage or stand up magicians and although their tricks are undoubt-
edly memorable it is inevitably their distinct personality that makes them 
shine. 

Your Act & You
Most solo magic acts are 30-60 minutes in length. That may seem like a 
short time to communicate who you are and to demonstrate the best magic 
you can do, which is why you need to accentuate your strong points and 
possibly touch on your weaknesses to create a well-rounded and accessible 
onstage persona.

If you have any comments, suggestions or questions about the Dream Show 
Series please connect with Bill at sales@billabbottmagic.com
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This isn't your grandfather's floating ball - first developed in 1998 for a pop-concert arena tour
ORB is the modern twist on this classic illusion - a floating ball of pure light! Measuring 30cm
(12inch) diameter ORB visible on the biggest stage and makes the classic floating ball effect even
more deceptive thanks to its high power, internal light source
eliminating the need for complicated theatrical lighting to
highlight the ball (that also highlights the thread!) making it the
fastest and most practical floating ball for the touring, real-world
working performer to set up.

ORB has been tested with every major thread-based floating ball
hook-up (Abbott's, Okito, Don Wayne, deMatos, d'Hotel) and is also provided with Thomas's
top-secret hook up system designed for performers working large stages & arena's who want to
send the ball floating higher and further than traditional hook-up systems allow. The strong ABS
plastic ball is designed to survive the knocks-and-bumps of touring life, comes complete with
charger (110-240v), remote control and a 300m spool of Thomas's special floating ball thread -
HALF the diameter of every other "floating ball thread" on the market and
absolutely perfect for creating spectacular ORB performances as well as all
the clips, unique smooth-running eyelets and hardware you need to install
this illusion in your show.

The Floating Ball Of Light

ORB has been Thomas's top-secret weapon added to shows all over the world for the past 20 years, now here is your
opportunity to add this unique and spectacular illusion to your show with the complete kit containing everything you need

available to order now for just £450 (including shipping anywhere in the world) but hurry because supplies are strictly limited
and once they're gone

www.thomasmoorecreative.com/orb

16 selectable colours via wireless remote control

http://www.billabbottmagic.com
mailto:mailto:sales@billabbottmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
mailto:sales@billabbottmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
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DIVA AND
HER PRINCE

FEATURE
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“Absolute genius! You made us all 
giggle.” He probably says that to all 
the girls. I don’t care, it works for me.

 I’m uber-delighted to meet Prince 
Charles. (Can you tell from the photos? lol) I’ve 
been a lifelong admirer of his championing of the 
environment, alternative medicine and work with 
young people. He always seems to be a very kind 
and insightful man with a great sense of humour. 

 “I did worry though,” he continued in a 
twinkly manner, “that you were going to pick me to 
tie you up.”

 “I wanted to,” I replied, “I wanted to point 
at you asking for someone intelligent and then say, 
‘No.’ But I didn’t.” 

 He laughed. “I like it when you do this,” he 
said putting his arms straight above his head as I 
am wont to do, rather a lot, on stage. I laughed and 
did again, just for him, by royal command. I think 
I’m a little smitten, he really is such a nice man. I 
hope that he’ll be king one day, I think his kindness 
will serve us well. 

 The call to the Palace came on an ordinary 
afternoon. A sexy heavily accented French voice 
belonging to the suave and magically proficient 
Etienne Pradier www.butterflytrixagency.co.uk 
asked, “Are you free on Tuesday? I was. “Can you do 
ten minutes on stage for Prince Charles?” I could. 
“Good, I’ll give you the details nearer the date.” He 
rang off. 

 “Ooooooooooeeeeeeeooooo!”  That 
was me squealing and jumping about my studio 
like a very excited thing. I stopped and took a 
breath. Then I did another little dance. “Eek, eek, 
eeeeeeek!” They say a cat may look at a king and 
a diva may meet a prince. Actually, I made the last 
bit up. It’s true anyway. 

 A few minutes later, my exuberance 
turned to worry. Isn’t it strange? One moment you 
get a great gift and it’s all hoorah, the next you’re 
thinking “but I would really like it in pink not blue.” 
Thus with this gig. Ten minutes? My act works 
by establishing myself as an proficient magician 
before I bring in the comedy. I need a bit of time 
for that. And what about a stage? The stage in 
the photo of last year’s party was teeny tiny, just 
ten inches off the ground and not really wide 
enough to fit three people. I text Etienne. “Could I 
have fifteen minutes?” Yes. I do a show that night 
and realise that fifteen is still way too short. I 
text Etienne again. “Can I have thirty?” “We’ll see”. 
Hmmm. 

 I arrive at the Palace four hours before the 
show. Security is tight. Even before I get through 
the police and armed security at the gate, I’ve been 
profiled and checked out to the nth degree. I park 
the Divamobile and unload. The room is well lit, 

“A cat may look at a 
king and a Diva 

may meet a Prince.”

“
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walls lined with red flock velvet and 
twenty golden chairs arranged in a 
semi-circle in front of the stage. And 
look! Oh joy and jubiliation!!  They’ve 
built me a proper stage. Three feet 
high, at least four metres square. Some 
angel has backed the wall behind 
me with a beautiful damask rose silk 
curtain which brings out the colour 
of my feathers. There is a proper team 
of sound and light technicians. Such 
a relief. A panting security spaniel is 
sniffing round with his police handler. 
Everything is relaxed. I set up in the 
room behind, lined with great portraits 
of important people I’ve never heard 
of, laying out my props on a huge 
antique mahogany table. 

 As I stand on stage going 
though my act in my mind still hours 
before the two hundred guests arrive, I 
think, “This is it. This is the time to give 
it your best shot.” I decide to do thirty 
minutes whatever anyone says. This is 
my moment. 

 “We want you to use Prince 
Charle’s personal policeman and his 
head of security to tie you up” says 
Prince Charles’ PR manager. He’s not 
joking. Gulp. I don’t argue. You don’t at 
the palace. 

 But you know, I was really 
enjoying it all. I certainly wasn’t as 
nervous as I have been even for my 
own home Sequin Theatre events. 
www.romanymagic.com/the-sequin-
theatre-brighton-uk I had the feeling 
that the audience would be kind. I was 
savouring every minute, after all who 
knows when I’ll be invited back? 

 Once summoned, the party 
guests eagerly ran down to stand at 
the front in a small semi-circle behind 
the front chairs. HRH Prince Charles 
and his wife HRH Camilla the Duchess 
of Cornwall had their chairs at the 
front. With extra cushions. 

 Phew, the show went well. 
My volunteers were funny and easy to 
work with, I didn’t flunk the technical 
magic, people laughed.

 Show done, I ran back to my 
dressing room to dab my face with a 
towel. 

 “Quick! Quick! You’re expected 
in the line.” I dropped the towel and 
sprinted though another gilded 

portrait-lined room to where the band 
and my fellow close-up magicians 
were waiting in a line to meet Prince 
Charles and his wife. I reminded myself 
not to say anything stupid. The first 
time I met David Copperfield, I was so 
nervous my first words were, “You look 
young.” Idiot. (Me not you David, just in 
case you’re reading, and you still look 
awfully young.)

 But you know, when you’ve 
just done a good show, all is well with 
the world. All is fun and twinkle and 
relief. Having a funny chat with Prince 
Charles and the Duchess of Cornwall 
and hearing that they enjoyed my act 
was icing on the cake.  Plus of course, 
they are super kind and gracious. You 
can see that from the photos. Then it 
was even more delightful to meet my 
audience at the party afterwards. The 
handsome head of palace security 
suddenly said, “I”m going to put you 
on my shoulder.” He literally swept me 
up and sat me almost on his head. He’s 
probably suffering from a hernia now. 
Ooh, a girl likes to be swept up on a 
strong man’s shoulders. Just saying. 

 Afterwards I went out for a 
late supper with my handsome French 
close-up colleagues and had a right 
old giggle. This is the life I thought. 
More please. More fun, more magic, 
more everything. May I wish you 
all MORE of everything YOU love in 
2017!!! Abracadabra, may it be so!  
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Nick Lewin:

THE BOAT
ROCKS 

SO YOU WANT TO BE A CRUISE SHIP MAGICIAN?

“How do I get one of those great jobs 
working on a cruise ship?” 

That is the question I am most 
frequently asked by other magicians. 
It is a very good question because 
believe me it is a very fine way to make 
a great living performing magic. I have 
done it for over 40 years and still really 
enjoy working these venues. It is one 
of the few work opportunities for a 
magician that offers more outlets than 
it did a year or a decade ago. There are 
bookings to be filled 52 weeks a year 
onboard luxury liners sailing around 
the world. Even better, these gigs are 
often just a plane ride, or even a drive, 
from your hometown. The purpose of 
this article is to share some of the basic 
information you need to get started.

The first step towards booking one of 
these gigs is to have enough strong 
and suitable material to perform the 
required number of shows. You may 
ask, “How many shows will that be?” 
Unfortunately there is no hard and 
fast answer to this particular question. 
There are variables that fluctuate from 
line to line and also from cruise to 
cruise on the same line. However, a 
good rule of thumb is to be prepared 
to perform a 50-minute show and also 

a totally different 30-minute show. If 
you plan on having this much material 
at your fingertips then you won’t go 
far wrong. In fact this is a pretty darn 
good goal to achieve no matter what 
you want to do, assuming you are not 
strictly a manipulative act with a killer 
eight minutes. Having enough strong 
material is like having money in the 
bank, it makes everything easier.

When I say, “Having material at your 
fingertips…” I really mean it; any 
cruise line that hires you will expect 
you to carry most of your act with 
you as hand baggage when flying 
to an engagement. If you arrive and 
your baggage doesn’t, you will still be 
expected to perform a show, and if you 
can’t deliver one your stock will drop 
so low that you might get a hernia 
picking it up! The situation is a little 
different if you get hired for a long-term 
gig on a ship performing an illusion 
show. However, I am primarily going to 
aim this article at the solo performer 
performing a “fly on, fly off” show, as 
this is almost always the best way to get 
your foot in the cabin door of ship work.

The tricks you perform should be visual, 
varied, and well suited to performing in 

front of an audience that varies in age 
from 9 to 90. The tricks and the patter 
you use will need to be immaculately 
clean and fool proof. Given these 
qualifications, it will come as no surprise 
to you that many cruise magicians are 
performing the same tricks in their 
show. In point of fact, breathtaking 
originality is not what a cruise line is 
looking for. So how do you make your 
presentation of these, sometimes all 
too familiar effects, establish you as a 
performer the cruise line will want to 
book and re-book?

There is actually a very simple solution 
to this; you must add your own 
personality to freshen and individualize 
material that may fail to impress with 
its intrinsic originality. You must create 
a very clearly defined personality to 
stamp you as more than an average 
cookie cutter magician. Talent bookers 
hire entertainers, not just the tricks they 
perform. You can’t simply purchase a 
trick from the magic store and perform 
it as described in the instructions; 
it just won’t impress any of the 
entertainment department or many of 
the passengers. For this reason alone it 
is not recommended that anyone but a 
pretty darn seasoned performer enter 
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Stunning scenery from a 
recent cruise

Nikc's first Seaman's 
Card which is now called 
a Seaman's book.

More scenery from a 
cruise in 2017.

this field, as this is no longer the kind 
of work for a novice magician to hone 
his craft.

The most important person onboard 
that you will need to impress with 
your skills is the Cruise Director. He 
is the individual who is your direct 
boss and whose opinion will cause 

the shipping line to re-book you for 
another contract. By the time you work 
the more exclusive ‘boutique’ cruise 
ships, you will need to worry more 
about comment cards written by the 
passengers. This is a whole different 
story, and in this brief article we will 
focus on the more generalized cruise 
lines that are more likely to book a 

fledgling shipboard performer.

When you start working on cruise 
ships you will definitely need to 
impress your Cruise Director, and he 
has probably been exposed to more 
magic than a host at the Magic Castle. 
Don’t expect him to be impressed 
unless you bring something new to 
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“

Packed house for a show on a recent ship

Nick working a ship in January 2017 

View of people 
coming in to a 
theatre.

IN THIS DAY AND AGE CRUISE SHIPS ARE FILLED 
WITH “REPEAT CRUISERS” AND THEY MAY HAVE 
SEEN A GREAT MANY MAGICIANS DURING THEIR 

VARIOUS VACATIONS.”

the table and his passengers really enjoy it. Some of the 
tricks that have become way to familiar onboard a ship are; 
The Note in Lemon, The Banana/Bandana Trick, The Cut & 
Restored Rope, Snowstorm in China, The Invisible Deck, and 
The Baffling Bra. It is of course possible to breathe new life 
into any one of these classics, but you should either re-invent 
them or leave them at home. In fact leaving the “The Baffling 
Bra” at home even if you have re-invented it is pretty darn 
good advice. 

In this day and age cruise ships are filled with “repeat cruisers” 
and they may have seen a great many magicians during their 
various vacations. Often these passengers are becoming 
as familiar with the stock tricks as the Cruise Directors and 
Production Managers who work on the ship. Making your 
personality unique is as important as your material, and it’s 
an excellent way to win them over. There is always some 
overlap in material amongst performers because of the 
fact you need to fit that much material into a piece of hand 
baggage on your plane journey. Your personality and patter, 
however, is something that needs to be entirely your own, so 
leave the Robert Orben gags at home along with The Baffling 
Bra. 
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Now that you have thought about the shows you will 
be presenting onboard, we move to the second part in 
launching a career as a ship entertainer, getting a booking. 
Note the order in which I place these two steps! Let’s talk 
about how to get that first gig when you honestly believe 
you have a product that will be successful and suitable. 
There are two ways to go about this all-important booking 
process, so let’s look at them both. Some of the best 
commercial acts in magic are working the cruise market, so 
you had better bring your “A Game” to the task if you want 
to join them.

The most direct way to get a cruise ship engagement is 
simply to present yourself to the potential client. One 
piece of really good news about getting hired to work on 
a cruise is that almost every line has a Talent Booker or 
Entertainment Director. These gatekeepers will at some 
point look at your promotional material/DVD and glance 
at your website and if they like what they see, they are in a 
position to issue you a contract for an engagement. If you 
are a suitable candidate and are persistent (without being 
obnoxious) you will eventually find someone who will book 
you. Just keep plugging away and a gig will arrive. Trust me. 
Three simple words--trust me. Many people have followed 
the step-by-step plan I outline in my book, and are now 
performing on cruise ships Since competition is tough, it 
may not happen immediately, but if your show is good it 
will eventually happen.

How do you find the correct person to send your 
promotional material to? That is easy, you do a little Google 
research and then use your phone. Make a short list of 
companies that look promising, get on the phone to the 
corporate office, and then ask the receptionist to whom you 
should mail your promotional material. Incidentally, making 
sure you get the spelling of their name correctly is a really 
good move. Don’t for an instant underestimate the fact that 
bookers often have definite egos, sometimes even bigger 
ones than the performers that they hire.

Your promotional package should contain:-

1. A recent and effective 8X10 color photograph.

2. A short bio that lists the work you have   performed 
which shows you to be a suitable candidate for working 
with their company.

3. A flyer or sheet that describes the strongest selling 
points about your act and also details what you do in the 
show.

4. A short high quality video that honestly represents 
what you do. You can of course also send a link to your 
online video. Better still you can do both. No one is going 
to want to watch a long video though, so keep it tight and 
punchy.

5. If you have a good web site then direct the 
booker’s attention to it. 

Give the Entertainment Director plenty of time to receive 
your video and then you should get on the phone to 
encourage them to view it. Don’t expect him or her to 
watch your video as soon as it arrives as these executives 
receive a great many DVDs. The average Entertainment 
Director’s office can look like an old-fashioned “Blockbuster” 
store with a year’s worth of viewing stored on the sagging 
shelves that frame their office.

The purpose of your call is to be charming and achieve a 
personal rapport as you persuade the buyer to actually 
watch your video. Your phone calls and emails at this point 
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are intended to prove to the buyer that you are the 
kind of person who will be an asset to them working 
onboard one of their ships. This is all about your 
personality and not your act. Your goal is to be strategic, 
but not pushy. To my knowledge there isn’t any cruise 
line that will not consider booking an act who represents 
themselves, providing the performer does so in a 
professional and business like manner. Key point here--
don’t appear to be overly self-important, or worse still, a 
jerk. If you are given a break then it is the booker who is 
doing you a favor and NOT the other way around.

Once you have that first booking, and if it proves to be 
successful, you are in a rather enviable position as that 
single cruise line might well fill up your datebook for the 
next few years. Each cruise sails with a fresh audience every 
cruise, so if you do a good job an Entertainment Director can 
become your best “agent” while you pay them zero percent 
of your salary. On this topic I strongly recommend NEVER 
offering an Entertainment Director any kind of commission 
or kickback; it is unprofessional, sleazy and almost never 
works. Be a professional in your dealings, cruise lines are 
multi-billion dollar corporations so treat them as such.

The second way to get booked on a cruise ship is to be 
represented by an agent who specializes in this kind of gig. 
Both of these two approaches can result in getting you 
that first booking on a cruise ship and each method has 
its strengths and weaknesses. Each requires having good 
promotional material and an even better act---there are no 
short cuts here. 

There are several very valid reasons for coordinating your 
booking through an agent, but keep in mind that any good 
cruise agent will usually be more interested in representing 
you if you are already working for a cruise line, or are 
represented by another agent. A good cruise agent quite 
naturally reacts very conservatively when they are taking a 
leap of faith and introducing a new act to their clients. Never 
forget that even when an agent represents you it is the 
booker who is their client --- never get confused on this vital 
point.

Getting your first agent is done in much the same manner as 
contacting a booker within a cruise line; promo, video, phone 
calls, emails etc. The best part about working with an agent 
is that he or she will represent you to a selection of clients, 
all of whom they already have a relationship with. They may 
also be able to include you in a showcase especially mounted 
for these specialized buyers. However, be aware of the fact 
that they are probably representing quite a few people who 
do exactly the same kind of act that you do. The good news 
is that there are a whole bunch of ships that need similar 
kinds of acts at the exact same specific time.
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represented by another agent. A good cruise agent quite 
naturally reacts very conservatively when they are taking a 
leap of faith and introducing a new act to their clients. Never 
forget that even when an agent represents you it is the 
booker who is their client --- never get confused on this vital 
point.

Getting your first agent is done in much the same manner as 
contacting a booker within a cruise line; promo, video, phone 
calls, emails etc. The best part about working with an agent 
is that he or she will represent you to a selection of clients, 
all of whom they already have a relationship with. They may 
also be able to include you in a showcase especially mounted 
for these specialized buyers. However, be aware of the fact 
that they are probably representing quite a few people who 
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kinds of acts at the exact same specific time.
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“What is the toughest part of working on a cruise 
ship?”
I think any cruise ship performer will agree that usually the 
worst part of the gig is actually getting there! Air travel has 
become increasingly difficult these days, and you are going 
to have to become an accomplished road warrior if you plan 
to enter this line of work. Here are a few tips. 

1 Check your flight details as soon as the cruise line 
sends them to you. Mistakes happen all the time and you 
can avoid glaring errors by carefully examining the ticket 
information they send you.

2 Travel as light as you can. Even so you might 
have to pay excess baggage fees, which may or may not 
be decompensated by your employer. Even if they are 
retrievable, it could be a long time until you get your cash 
back. Pack light and tight.

The most important travel advice I can give you is to arrive 
for your first flight REALLY early. As long as you are at the 
airport ready to catch that first flight then any further 
problems are the responsibility of the cruise line and the 
airline. Screw up and miss that first flight and you are 
responsible right the way down the line, and this can be an 
extremely costly and unpleasant business. Arriving at the 
initial airport early also dramatically improves the chances 
of finding your checked baggage waiting for you at the 
your final destination. Just in case it isn’t there waiting, I 
always travel in an outfit that I can perform in if I really need 
to.

When you eventually arrive on the ship, from the moment 
you walk onboard, the audience for your upcoming show 
will instantly be surrounding you. In many ways you are 
beginning your show the moment you arrive onboard and 
it will serve you well to be very aware of this factor. This 
makes cruise work rather challenging because you will be 
living intimately with your audience both before and after 
your show. You must be polite and friendly while mixing 
with the passengers in a manner that shows you to be a 
class act both on and off stage. The moment you board the 
ship, you may be living the five star life but you have also 
become public property.

3 Be certain that your checked baggage weighs less 
than 50 pounds and be prepared to lie about the weight of 
your two pieces of hand baggage. I have one piece of hand 
baggage that weighs almost as much as my checked bag.

4 Believe that sign about not making any jokes as 
you go through TSA! 

When you leave home make sure you have a functioning, 
and fully charged, smart phone in your possession along 
with cash and credit cards that total enough useable funds 
to get you out of trouble in any emergency. You don’t want 
to find yourself stuck in Mumbai Airport with no cash. 
The city isn’t really as glamorous as “Slum-Dog Millionaire” 
painted it to be.

Make sure you are dressed appropriately while you are 
onboard. The old shipboard rule of thumb is to be dressed 
one step better than the passengers are required to be. In 
cruising there are usually three recommended grades of 
dress: casual, informal and formal. Casual means pants and 
shirt. Informal requires adding a jacket and perhaps a tie 
to your casual outfit. Formal dress means at the very least 
putting on a dark suit and tie. A new trend in cruising attire 
is towards “Country Club Casual;” I suggest you treat this 
mode of attire in the manner I described for informal wear. 
Oh, and don’t even think of packing that Speedo to wear 
poolside. 
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Things have changed a little in recent 
years and the dress code has loosened 
up quite a bit on many shipping 
lines. However, here is a guideline 
which is suggested by one particular 
cruise line--if you look around the 
room and you aren’t the best dressed 
person in it, then something is wrong. 
This is tough advice to argue, and 
foolish to ignore. Once you get to 
know the line a little better you will 
know when this rule is mutable. To 
be honest, on certain lines I am often 
quite comfortable in black slacks 
and an Elvis Costello tee-shirt, but I 
know this line of work and the dress 
demographics slightly better than the 
back of my hand.   

I have written a rather cool little book 
that covers the topic of cruise work in 
detail and it has been an interesting 
challenge trying to compress some 
of the information contained in it 
into this short article. I hope I have 
given some useful information and 
hints about how to approach this 
delightful way of making money 

performing. I suggest you think about 
giving it a shot. You will visit beautiful 
locations, eat plenty of gourmet 
food, and the paycheck almost never 
bounces!  In fact, once you get going, 
the work keeps coming in, and even 
if you change your performing focus, 
it will remain quietly waiting in the 
background, ready to add gigs to your 
datebook when needed

My book “Cruise Magic 101: How 
To Make A Great Living Performing 
Magic On A Cruise Ship” is a detailed 
exploration of this subject. It features 
tricks, tips, and routines that will be 
invaluable to anyone interested in 
further exploring the topic.

It costs $24.95 and signed copies 
can be ordered from http://www.
lewinenterprises.com 

I wish you every success and a hearty 
“Bon Voyage!”
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Their front 
entrance as you 
enter their home.
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MAGIC
Harrison Carroll was one of the busiest 
trade-show magicians in the world. 
In his column he shares many stories 
about the times spent on the road 
travelling and performing and takes 
us on a journey featuring some of the 
biggest stars in magic.

GANGSTER
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ROAD

In the mid-nineteen seventies, the Forks Hotel, 
of Cheektowaga, NY, was a rather interesting 
place. Under the stewardship of Eddie Fechter 
it produced some very talented magicians who 

became renowned in their own right. The Forks was 
one of the first establishments to become what we 
magicians now call a Magic Bar. Fechter, along with 
his wife Evelyn, were its proprietors. The chief magi-
cian was the “Head Forker” himself, Eddie Fechter. 
Magicians would come from far and wide to see this 
incredible man ply his sleight-of-hand in his unique 
magical setting. Today’s F.F.F.F (4F) convention, 
meaning “Fechter's Finger Flicking Frolic,” originated 
at the Forks Hotel. 

During the decades of the nineteen seventies the 
Forks Hotel was packed with audiences anxiously 
waiting to see Fechter and his disciples. The compo-
sition of the crowd was as interesting and diverse as 
the magicians themselves. On any given weekend 
you could find professional athletes at one table, col-
lege professors at another, and construction workers 
at yet another. It wasn’t uncommon to see figures 
from law enforcement and known criminals patron-
izing the Forks on the very same evening. 

Most of the performers got to know these people 
because of their frequent visits.  They would often 
hire any one of us for their private events. One such 
instance stands out in my mind. 

One Sunday morning in 1978 my phone range. It 
was Karl Norman. He was the head bartender at the 

Eddie Fechter 
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F.F. F.F
1 2 3OBIE'S 4F™ convention is 

the "Original Close-Up Magic 
Convention" and the most 
prestigious gathering of close-
up magicians in the world. 
Since 1971 the By-Invitation-
Only event continues to feature 
the best performers, creators 
and lecturers in the world.

The 47th Annual Obie's 4F™ 
Convention will be held on 
April 26-29, 2017. The Guest 
Of Honor will be Rocco Silano.
Rocco Silano has accomplished 
more during his magic career 
than almost anyone. Besides 
winning almost every major 
magic award, at least once, he 
has also appeared on countless 
television shows and has 
toured the world.

"Fechter's Finger Flicking Frolic" 
commonly referred to as the 
4F™ or Obie's 4F™ convention 
was started in April 1971 at the 
famous Forks Hotel in Buffalo, 
New York by Eddie Fechter, Bill 
Okal and "Obie" O'Brien, who 
decided that it would be nice 
to have a convention dedicated 
strictly to the art of close-up 
magic. 

“Fasolino was a frequent visitor 
to the Forks, along with some 
of his fellow members of the 
Magaddino crime family. He 
had been arrested numerous 
times for jury tampering, brib-
ing public officials, and other 
illegal activities. 

Forks and had been with Eddie Fechter for countless years. 
Karl was well known throughout the magic community and 
considered a premier bar magician. His reputation as a top-
notch entertainer was certainly well-deserved, as any magic 
enthusiast will tell you. Anyway, Karl asked me if I wanted to 
work with him at a fundraiser for a man named, Gennarino 
‘Jerry’ Fasolino. 

Fasolino was a frequent visitor to the Forks, along with some 
of his fellow members of the Magaddino crime family. He had 
been arrested numerous times for jury tampering, bribing 
public officials, and other illegal activities. As I was soon to 
discover, this was his biggest legal battle to date because 
it was the Federal Government who was prosecuting him. 
Despite his checkered relationship with law enforcement he 
was very considerate, polite, and likeable whenever he visited 
the Forks.

Jerry was involved with a group who had stolen some very 
valuable paintings and he was trying to ‘fence’ them. The big 
item was Rembrandt’s ‘Le Rabbin,’ stolen from the Musée Bon-
nat in Bayonne, France. The feds had set-up a sting operation 
and caught Fasolino making the deal to sell the painting. So 
Jerry needed to raise money to pay his defense lawyers, and 
his mafia buddies arranged a large fundraising party.

On the phone, Karl explained that we would know some of 
the guests because they were patrons of the Forks. I asked 

Karl Norman 2013

Karl Norman 1976
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Karl how much the job paid. 

“Nothing,” Karl said.

“What do you mean nothing? Fasolino has dropped $20 
bills on my close up pad,” I replied. (Fechter didn’t want us 
taking tips, but it was difficult to pass up such large ones 
like Jerry would drop.)

Now, I had not yet turned full-time professional. I had a 
regular job, so any money made from magic was just extra 
cash from the local shows I did. Besides, I would have 
worked with Karl for nothing, because he was after all - Karl 
Norman. Yet still, there was a principle involved.

Karl continued, “I talked to Peter Piccolo and he said they 
would pass the hat.” Piccolo was also a mob guy. He owned 
hair salons and a beauty school, which I suppose were 
legitimate. About a year later he was gunned down in a 
gangland style killing. 

“Pass the hat, really?” I asked. “Karl, we could come out on 
the short end of this.” 

Karl said, “I wouldn’t worry about it. Those guys throw 
money around like water.” 

I agreed to go. The fact that Karl called me when he could 
have called any of the other guys was enough. But as I said, 
it was a chance to work with the celebrated Karl Norman 
and I couldn’t put a price on that. 

We showed up for the event. I should point out that these 
guys are great audiences. They all played cards so they 
loved card magic. Karl took one side of the room and I took 
the other. 

I performed Ace Cutting at the time, which I was doing that 
night. After a set, a guy asked if I could do it with any deck. 
“Sure,” I said. Darned if he didn’t walk away then return a 
few minutes later with deck of Bicycle Rider Backs in his 
hand. My mind was scrambling. I thought I could show all 
the cards different, cull the aces, do a couple false shuffles, 
and pull it off. But, looking at the deck, it was still sealed. 
It was brand new. “Perfect,” I thought. There would be no 
problem because I knew the aces were every thirteenth 
card. In short, my job just got easier. After cutting the aces 
and meeting his challenge he approached me and offered 
$1000 for me to teach it to him. I would have taught it to 
him in a New York minute for $1000. But I saw this as a 
problem. 

He was under the impression that I could pull aces out of 
any deck which had been shuffled and cut (the aces being 
really lost), at any time. His objective was not to learn a trick, 
but to learn how to cheat at cards. The fact was, I had ma-
neuvered the aces to the top and what I was doing would 
not serve his needs. If I showed him he would be disillu-
sioned, maybe even angry, and in all likelihood he wouldn’t 
pay me. 

I looked at him and said, “Look, it’s taken me twelve years 
to develop the touch necessary to do this. I could explain it 
but you still wouldn’t be able to do it, and I doubt you’d be 
willing to invest twelve years. So there’s no point in showing 
you.” 

He looked me square in the eyes. “Let me see if I under-
stand. You don’t want $1000 to show me how to do that. Is 
that right?” 

“That’s right,” I said. What I wish I could have said was, 
“They’ll probably find you face-down in a dumpster before 
the twelve years are up.” But of course, I’m not a fool, I only 
look like one. 

When Karl and I finished one of the hosts made an an-
nouncement - “How about it for those Card Guys?” There 
was a round of applause and the host continued. “We’re 
going to pass the hat for these guys. Don’t be cheap. They 
came out on a cold snowy night to help Jerry.” 

After a short time, a guy brought up a big bowl full of mon-
ey (they didn’t use an actual hat). The bowl was overflow-
ing with currency, including lots of ten and twenty dollar 
bills. Karl went to the kitchen and secured a paper bag. We 
dumped the money into it. Then we left, agreeing to meet 
at a local coffee shop to split our earnings. 

At the time, I was charging $150 for a show, the average 
local price in those days. When Karl originally called, I was 
concerned that if they passed the hat he and I may not 
make much of anything, much less $150. Well, the total 
count was $680. This meant Karl and I would receive $340 
each. That was a huge haul for doing close-up back then. 
Remember, this was 1978.

Jerry’s fundraiser may have produced enough to cover 
his legal fees. I don’t know. I do know that it didn’t matter. 
He was convicted not only for the painting, but also for 
racketeering and for attempting to coerce the judge. He 
was subsequently sent to prison. But that’s another story for 
another day.
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There is no denying that the history of entertainment includes some really 
messed up stuff. Sure, we’ve had our Shakespeares and Mozarts; but at 
various times, we were also gaga over gladiator battles, cockfights, bear 
baiting, and the cringe-worthy tradition of blackface and minstrel shows.

With all the progress we’ve made moving toward 
nobler forms of theatre, with almost no forms 
of animal torture at all, we tend to think of 
ours as an era of modern entertainment.  Look 
how progressive the theater ha  s become! we 
think, while buyin  g H  amilton tickets on our 
smartphones and basking in the air-conditioning 
and free wifi at our local Starbucks. Truly this is a 
golden age and we pat ourselves on the back for 
all the ways we are far superior to generations 
past.  Yay!

Although we have certainly come a long way, 
it seems to me that there are still some aspects 
of theatrical entertainment that are stuck in the 
dark ages. Let me tell you the story of an act I 
saw recently:

The performer walked onstage and introduced 
a little pill. He told the crowd that anyone who 
took this pill would be compelled to do anything 
he asked. To add even more intrigue to his plot, 
he stated that volunteers would likely be unable 
to remember what happened to them while 
under the influence of the drug. “But trust me,” 
he said, “it’ll be fun.”

A young woman from the audience was brought 
to the stage and given the pill. In an instant, 
she became visibly drowsy and disoriented. 
The performer guided her through a series of 
increasingly embarrassing stunts, including 
the revelation of personal information, private 
fantasies and even the performance of simulated 
sex acts. The audience was encouraged to 
laugh and cheer. “This is fun," the performer 
kept saying, but I couldn’t help feeling deeply 
uncomfortable.

The show concluded with the volunteer 

sobering up, confirming that the pill had indeed 
made her unaware of anything she had done 
during the act, and she was unable to recall 
her actions. With that, she was sent back to 
her seat to a round of applause. The performer 
then pointed out that the entire show had been 
video recorded and everyone should buy a 
copy, joking that “It would make great blackmail 
material.”

I think most of us would agree that this act is 
morally dubious, to say the least. A volunteer 
under the influence of a powerful drug that 
removes their ability to consent should not 
be made to discuss private information, do 
embarrassing stunts, or perform pseudosexual 
acts. This show, which encourages friends, 
coworkers, and strangers to point and laugh 
at someone made vulnerable and then taken 
advantage of for the amusement of the crowd, 
should not be sold as entertainment.

Now take a minute to reread the description of 
the act, but replace that little pill with hypnosis. If 
it’s not okay to remove someone’s consent with a 
drug, then why should it be okay to do it through 
hypnosis in the context of a magic show?

The first hypnosis performance (or hypno show) 
I ever saw gave me an icky feeling I couldn’t 
explain, a sort of unsettling anxiousness in 
the pit of my stomach. Maybe it was just that 
particular performer or the burrito I’d had for 
lunch, but it made me question what I was being 
asked to see as entertainment. After speaking 
with many theatre people, magicians, and 
even a few psychologists who’ve had similar 
experiences, I realized that this sort of act falls 
into a moral grey area that we have avoided 
talking about in the worlds of magic and variety 

“ The first hypnosis performance (or 
hypno show) I ever saw gave me an 
icky feeling I couldn’t explain ... 
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arts.

The narrative a hypno show is selling to the audience 
implies by its nature that it is acceptable to “make” someone 
perform embarrassing or sexual acts for the enjoyment of a 
crowd when that person is in a state of suggestibility similar 
to that created by drugs or alcohol — which, of course, 
it is not. The idea that these shows are usually marketed 
to colleges and universities is even more unsettling, 
considering the recent focus on educating students about 
the importance of consent in an effort to address the 
very real threat of date rape. I vividly remember as the 
entertainment director for ACAD (Alberta College of Art & 
Design) being inundated with promotional material from 

hypnotists with quotes like “I’ll have your students humping 
the walls.”

Whatever the moral implications, hypnosis is a fascinating 
phenomenon that reveals some amazing things about the 
human mind, and it’s certain to wow crowds. I can see why 
people would be drawn to it, and I would even call myself 
an advocate for science and research in this field, but is it 
appropriate to sell it as a comedy show? Is the narrative 
it tells about consent appropriate or even responsible for 
us to be selling to an audience's? Is it okay to toy with the 
minds and lives of audience members as an amusement?

Perhaps I’m missing something or maybe all the hypno 
shows I’ve ever seen have been outliers, but it seems to 
me that this form of magic is inappropriate, both in its 
implications and in its practices. I would argue that we 
should be having more conversations like this, discussions 
about the moral implications of what do as performers. 
Let’s begin to ask ourselves about the true impact of the 
fantasies we create onstage, the messages we send to our 
audience, and how those ideas affect people in the long 
term. And maybe, just maybe, we can agree that it’s time for 
hypnosis to go the way of the minstrel show.
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This month, we’ll be discussing the age-old dilemma 
of how to present magic/mentalism, specifically 
whether it should be presented as genuine or as 
a simple form of entertainment. In a moment, I’m 

going to be asking you a question that I believe to be the 
single most important question you can ask yourself as 
a professional performer. Once answered, you’ll not only 
know exactly how to present your magic/mentalism, you’ll 
also understand new details for your character, how you 
should treat your audience and how to market yourself/
your services. Before we move on however, there is one very 
important prerequisite: hyperbolic discounting.

The term is taken straight out of behavioral economics, but 
one could almost considered it to be a cognitive bias.

Hyperbolic discounting: the tendency for people to 
increasingly choose a smaller-sooner reward over a larger-
later reward as the delay occurs sooner rather than later in 
time.

Example: I rather get 5 $ now than 20 $ in 2 months. 

This is so powerful as they now 
have gotten a peek into what 
they’ll be experiencing in a 
moment. It’s paramount that 
they go through both a high 
and low to balance out and 
“warm themselves up”."

Statistically, hyperbolic discounting tells us that you are 
more likely to gravitate towards the former than the latter. 
You may create justifications for your choice (or other forms 
of cognitive dissonance) such as “if I invested the money, 
it could turn into 30 dollars in 2 months”. Regardless, 
hyperbolic discounting teaches us that your choice is 
heavily biased.

  

Once you fully understand the concept and how it affects 
us, move onto answering this question. Keep this in mind 
whilst answering: there is no right or wrong answer, just 
personal choice.

Do I want to be very successful for a short period of time 
(1-2 years) or successful over a long period of time (15-20)?

I repeat: this may just be the most important question 
you can ask yourself as an entertainer as it will give you 
the foundation for your entire business, so take your time, 
there’s no rush. Another way to phrase it (and the point I’m 
coming to) is: do I want to be a novelty or an entertainer? 
If you ask anyone who is successful (whatever you define 
that as) what they believe the secret to their success to be, 
you’ll more than likely hear a derivative of “add value to the 
world”.

One of the most powerful ways to add real value 
to someone’s life is to give them an interesting and 
memorable experience.

Experience is the REAL currency amongst humans, and 
what better experience than witnessing/taking part in 
something that defies everything one thought they knew 
about reality? If you’re presenting what you’re doing as real, 
you may lead yourself to believe that you’re adding value 
to the world by widening the gap of people’s perception of 
reality and expanding their horizons of the impossible. You 
may even go as far as telling yourself that in doing so, you’re 
inspiring them to try things they wouldn’t have normally 
done/attempted.

For the sake of conciseness, I’ll keep my retort to a purely 
pragmatic one. As far as we’re aware, we don’t know of 
anyone that can genuinely move objects with the power 
of their mind or reveal PIN numbers using genuine psycho-
kinetic powers (my father, formerly a renowned psychic 
researcher, would disagree: but I digress). What’s really 
happening is that by lying to them, you’re doing nothing 
more than deceiving individuals who took time out of their 
day to listen to you; all whilst getting paid obnoxiously high 
fees. An entertainer on the other hand is bound to lie about 
some things, but there is always the overall understanding 
that what you’re presenting isn’t genuine psychic ability 
and the lies are just vehicles to add further emotion to the 
experience. In regards to lying about some things; limiting 
yourself can be an interesting creative exercise, but I enjoy 
using every tool in my toolbox if planning on delivering the 
best experience I possibly can.

Going back to the topic at hand, a few of you can see the 
point I’m coming to; as the very etymology of novelty 
implies it: do I want to be “novel”?
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Understand: as human beings, we 
are fascinated by what’s new/what 
we don’t understand. That’s why we 
have such an emotional/intellectual 
fascination with magic. If you decide 
to be “novel” by presenting everything 
you do as real, you’ll be confronted 
with the innately human tendency 
to shift focus whenever something 
“newer and shinier” is presented. 
Before the internet one could be 
extremely successful being a novelty 
over an extended period of time (just 
look at Uri Geller) but nowadays we 
live in a world that is so over-saturated 
with novelties and “gimmicks” that our 
attention is called away every 15-20 
seconds.

 

Think of it as fashion: our tendency 
to be fascinated with the new and 
unexplainable will never die, but the 
actual thing we focus on can change 
every day.

That’s why David Blaine’s shows 

are SO genius. Because they 
embrace the amazing-ness and 
fascinating properties of humanity 
(by demonstrating something 
seemingly impossible that’s REAL) 
whilst intermixing magic “tricks” that 
are presented exactly as that: feats 
of entertainment. David Blaine has 
found a way to be both novel and 
an entertainer. A novel entertainer is 
good. But a novel and ever-adapting/
innovating entertainer is great.

So take your pick. You can be a novelty 
and present everything you do as 
genuine; but your success won’t last 
long and you’ll be confronted with 
lots of criticism/skepticism. Or you can 
play the long-game, be an entertainer 
and focus all of your attention towards 
creating the best possible experience 
rather than making everything you 
perform so meticulously clean that 
even the most skeptical spectator 
wouldn’t have an explanation. I don’t 
know about you, but I’d start hating 
what I do very quickly if I opted for the 

latter. Now make sure your audiences 
firmly know where you stand. How? By 
telling them. Repeatedly.

And the best way to tell them is 
through your hero story, and that’s 
exactly what we’ll be covering in next 
month’s issue of VANISH

www.MysticMagician.com
See for yourself @
We’ll price match + refund 10% of the difference.

CHEAPEST
The

PRICES IN THE UK!
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perform so meticulously clean that 
even the most skeptical spectator 
wouldn’t have an explanation. I don’t 
know about you, but I’d start hating 
what I do very quickly if I opted for the 

latter. Now make sure your audiences 
firmly know where you stand. How? By 
telling them. Repeatedly.

And the best way to tell them is 
through your hero story, and that’s 
exactly what we’ll be covering in next 
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John Carney wrote “There’s not one great secret  ... there’s a great many little ones” in his fabulous book Carneycopia,  
while talking about the many people who approached Dai Vernon hoping for the “One Great Secret” to help 
their magic.  And it’s just as true in creating success in your magic career as it is in creating success in your magic 
performance. Here are ten little secrets...

TEN 
LITTLE 
SECRETS

TIMOTHY
HYDE

"Open Sesame"  Antoine Galland

OPENINGS

I've been fascinated with Openings for 
as long as I've walked onto stages and 
realised the importance of that first 

30 seconds. Here are a few thoughts and 
two of my pet openings that you can 
model.

My friend Ken Weber in his "must read" 
book Maximum Entertainment, de-
scribes your opening moments on stage 
"as a job interview." They sum you up in 
seconds, so you must be ready,  confi-
dent and project a strong attitude of "It's 
an honor for me to be here with you" in 
your body and facial expression.

He also shares this excellent directors tip. 
Don't start talking as soon as you get in 
microphone range. Wait a few seconds, 
anchor yourself, let them focus on you 
and then begin.

Now, I've seen many presentations by 
Patricia Fripp who is one of the most 

respected presentation coaches in 
the world. Former English hair-
dresser and sister of legendary 
guitarist Robert Fripp, she now 
coaches highly paid speakers 
and corporate CEOs on effective 
speaking. She is a strong advocate 
of the punchy opening.
Don't waste valuable minutes 
saying "good evening Ladies and 
Gentlemen," move on to express 
"how thrilled you are to be there" 
and "hope that they've all had a 
great day."
Get on with it! Launch into some-
thing that grabs their attention 
either by words, props or routine.

 Here's an example from our new 
Palmistry Banner routine.

"I’ve been reliably informed, that 
there are several distinct personality 
types in this room tonight ..."
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Immediately the audience is thinking ...

Who told you?  What are the different types?  Which one am 
I?     They are hooked.

I used to use a similar approach when performing at Cor-
porate Close Up functions.  Breaking into a small group in a 
standing cocktail setting or sitting at dinner, you are invari-
ably going to be interrupting a conversation. So, nothing 
timid, get in there and take control

Here's my exact line. "Ah, there you are! I've been asked by the 
management to show you a miracle."

Once again there's actually quite a lot going on here. "Ah, 
there you are." You imply you've been searching for this 
particular group, they feel special, they pay attention. I usu-
ally clap my hands together as I start, to reinforce this, like 
the nice surprise feeling you get when you find something 
you've thought lost.

"I've been asked by the management"  gives you credibility. 
You're not just a random person interrupting them or trying 
to pick them up. Adjust this wording to suit. If you know the 
name of the CEO, use that. This also puts a bit of pressure 
on the group. Perhaps it's true. We better pay attention. The 
very clever Kostya Kimlat has a similar line he teaches in his 
lecture.

Lastly, well who can resist seeing a miracle! As Darwin Ortiz 
suggests in Strong Magic, then head straight into a short 
routine that hopefully has a climax or surprise as soon as 
possible.

There they are, two openings. Adjust them to suit or model 
what they achieve to create your own strong opening.

 
Who is Timothy Hyde

Timothy Hyde has been a full time performer since 1977 
and is widely acknowledged as one of Australia's busiest 
and most successful magicians. A wide ranging career has 
taken him through street performance, comedy clubs, 
theme parks, trade shows and casino seasons. He now 
works almost exclusively in the corporate sector, both 
speaking and entertaining, with an occasional cruise ship 
assignment.

His online MagicCoach project, running since 1999, includes 
free downloads  

I D E A A  L A B
F R E E  S H I P P I N G  W O R L D W I D E

P E N G U I N  M A G I C
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BIRTHDAY
CARD

MIRACLE

KEN SCOTT:

BIRTHDAY’S CAN BE A LUCRATIVE FOR THE FULLTIME 
PROFESSIONAL OR THE PART TIME PRO.  MY FRIEND NORM 
BARNHART IS KIND OF ENOUGH TO GIVE US ONE OF HIS 
GREAT BIRTHDAY ROUTINES THIS MONTH.  ENJOY! 

FAMILY MAGIC SEREIS

PHOTO: Norm Barnhart

A child’s birthday Party is a hugely 
special day. Being the guest magician 
is a exciting privilege. I love to person-
alize the show by doing this amazing 
trick with a special birthday card that 
is given as a keepsake at the end of 
the astounding magic.  This makes a 
lasting memory along with a keepsake 
that will be treasured into infinity, or 
longer.   
 
This is a bit of a long article but that is 
because it contains all the jokes and 
bits of business that make it super 
fun and funny. It takes a bit of build 
up so that the kids understand the 
impossibility of the effect. This special 
birthday card is made once in the 
computer and then in moments it can 
be personalized for each party.  The 
personalization takes minutes – you 
print and head out the door to the 
birthday bash.

What you need:  Make up a birthday 
card in your computer with some fun 
fonts and a photo of you. If your print-
er allows, use card stock, otherwise 
colored paper is nice, (if you are cheap 

or out of color ink black and white 
works too.) Place it in a pink envelope 
for a girl or blue for a boy – just cause.  
Have an identical card and envelope.  

The Magic: It is a magic show so let’s 
present the birthday card in a magical 
and memorable way so it is cherished 
forever on the mantle next to their 
T-Ball trophy. The magical method that 
I use is the simple yet amazing card 
on rope illusion – Miracle rope Illu-
sion, where a playing card is looped 
on a rope that is dropped into a bag.  
Instead of Bicycle cards the birthday 
card is looped ahead of time on the 
rope and later found in a sack filled 
with mail. You naturally need two 
bright pink envelopes. One is already 
looped per instructions that come with 
this dealer item and the other is shown 
throughout and up to the last minute 
it is tossed into the mail bag. I like to 
have a second “pocket” of brown paper 
sack along one side so the roped card 
gimmick hides there and is un-dis-
turbed by the shaking of the mail bag 
later in the routine.

The Routine: Begin by saying, “Hi Boys 
and Girls”Why? Because that is what 
everyone says???  Nah, skip that and 
just get to it. “Hey Jenny, I wanted to 
send you a birthday card – but I forgot to 
put it in the mailbox!  So here it is…  But 
rather than just hand it to you, like a nor-
mal person, I wonder if you would like to 
get your birthday card by magic?”  

- She nods her head.  It would be much 
easier if I just handed it to you… Let’s 
take a vote.  OK, Everyone… do you 
want me to hand the lovely birthday 
card to Jenny in the malmsey palmsey 
ordinary, easy way… or if would you like 
to see Jenny get her card by magic? Say 
Magic!”  

They all vote for magic… “Wait - - re-
ally? You would rather see it by magic?  
I demand a recount!” Really??!!! If you 
want magic, say ‘Magic’."
They chime in the affirmative for 
magic!  Well if you really want to see a 
tiny itsy bitsy bit of magic I will try a very 
dangerous illusion with this birthday 
card.  But if you really want to see it you 
gotta say – Yay!”
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“OK here it goes.  I will take this paper bag of danger… (a large paper bag) and I will 
put Jenny’s card into it and then I will attempt to find the birthday card - -  blind folded!!” 
Cover your eyes with one hand and reach into the sack and fumble for a few mo-
ments to find the card. Look at the kids and say, “No?” Not good enough for you?”  
They agree. “If you want it to be harder  for me to find her card – say yes!”  
“Aw Come on… how hard does this trick have to be… I will put another piece of mail 
into the bag so there is suddenly a 50% chance of failure. Now that is pretty difficult.  
Anything could go wrong! And - If I do not get your card Jenny, you will get… (look at 
the other piece of mail) a hundred dollars!!!... – off new siding for your home.  OK, I 
have 50% chance of messing up this trick… and it really is dangerous – I could get a 
paper cut!!!!”  

“Wait, I can tell by your indifference that you want this trick to be 
even more difficult… nearly impossible to do??? Yes - I will 
add yet another piece of mail. Hey, this is a letter to your 
mom… from Bill…. Bill? Who’s Bill? Oh wait it is a bill.” 
(Electric Bill)

“But, I want your party to be spectacular Jenny!  
I want you to see the most difficult and impos-
sible magic trick ever. So I will add more mail 
to the sack.  (add more mail then pause and 
look) – Oh look - a card from David Blaine – 
(a 5 of Clubs) and another Famous magician 
sent you a card on your birthday Jenny - it’s 
from Chris Angel (This is a Christmas type card 
with prominent angel on the front).… and 
here is a card from Casper the friendly ghost 
– (Magician opens the card.  Jumps back in 
surprise with shocked look… then magi-
cian turns the card around to show audi-
ence it says, in big letters, “boo”) Then 
comment… “I hate when he does that!”   

Finally pick up a Bicycle playing card… 
oh, this card is from your music teacher… (Blow 
on one edge – This is the ‘playing card’ bit with a 
small harmonica  taped to one edge of card on back so 
they do not see it. But it plays a tune.) Oh it’s a playing card.”  
(OK, it is not original like the rest of this – But hey, it is a new 
joke to them.) 

“Now, to make this the best ever birthday party Jenny has ever had - this 
year – you will see the most incredibly, impossible magic trick ever done…  
in your living room… - in the past half hour.  We could make this super hard by 
adding even more mail…” Holdup hand full of cards and letters… and then 
say. “But we won’t.” Start to put the mail away and the kids say – ‘do it - put it 
in.’
 “You want me to make it harder, by trying to find her card mixed up with even 
more mail? This is now so impossible and difficult - the Postmaster General could 
not even find it!!!”  

Shake the sack of mail reach in and try to find Jenny’s card… “Drum roll 
please.” Magician reaches into the sack and tries to find the special birthday 
card. Looks frustrated, finally looks down in bag and pulls out some of the 
other cards and mail… nothing. “I can’t find Jenny’s card… this is very difficult. 
Oh wait I forgot to put her card in with the others… ” Take it off your magic table 
and put it in. Shake the sack – even bump it on a few heads as you shake it. 
“Ooops turbulence!”

“And now Ladies and gentlemen it is time for the amazing and the impossible.  I will 
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now reach in and find Jenny’s birthday card from amongst 
the 70 to 80 - - million pieces of mail… wait you might think 
I can feel Jenny’s card with my magic fingers. That her card is 
somehow different from the rest of the mail and easy to grab 
because of the high quality paper I used to make her special 
one of a kind card. 
“OK, to make it super difficult I will drop this rope into the bag 
and I will hopefully try to get the rope to tie itself like a cow-
boy’s lasso around one and only one card - Jenny’s Birthday 
card.”  (drop the one end of rope in to the bag leaving the 
other end hanging out  – drop in the right end or it ruins 
the big finish. At this point you are jiggling the rope a bit 
and also doing the dirty work – buy the trick.) 

“And do you want to see it done in an even more super impos-
sible way? Say Yes!” They affirm. “We will make it verrrrry hard 
and have Jenny do it!!!  Jenny, Jenny, Jenny…( this is always 
best if the birthday child’s name is actually Jenny.) 

“Drum roll please…”  Jenny is instructed to hold the other 
end of rope that it hanging just over the edge of the bag.  
You invite her to swirl it a bit gently. Then ask her to slowly 
lift up the rope a bit slowly. Finally she lifts the rope higher 
out of the bag and there on the other end tied onto the 
loop is the Birthday Card for Jenny. 

“Wow did you see that??!!! Jenny did the incredible, amazing 
and impossible magic for you – let’s hear it for Jenny!” (Ap-
plause then lead chant.)   “Jenny, Jenny, Jenny.”  

    Don’t you like it when the kid is the star of the show?

Norm Barnhart is from Minnesota and has 
been a full time entertainer for over 28 
years. In the late 1970’s and through the 
1980’s he toured the U.S. doing over 350 
shows a year at Elementary, Jr. High and 
High Schools with the school agencies.  He 
now entertains at fairs, libraries, and does 
motivational speaking for corporate cli-
ents.  He likes pie and more can be found 
at AboveEverything.com  or  Minneapolis-
Magician.com
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After much anticipation Ken Dyne's infamous version of the 'Tossed Out 
Deck' is being made available (in limited quantity) to the magic and 
mentalism community.

Tossed out deck is one of the strongest openers relied on by top 
professionals around the world, and has been for years. And for very 
good reason. 

Now imagine performing the ‘tossed out deck’ and really naming the 
three thought-of cards individually. That is Passed Out Deck.

Finally The Perfect ‘Tossed Out Deck’ For 
Close Up and Stage

✔ No ambiguity

✔ No pumping

✔ No questions

✔ No peeking

✔ No rough and smooth

✔ No ‘thin’ cards

✔ No dual reality

✔ No pre-show

✔ No stooging

✔ No separating the deck

www.PassedOutDeck.com

Coming Soon:

Starlight       Ember       Super Solid      

http://AboveEverything.com
http://Minneapolis-Magician.com
http://Minneapolis-Magician.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://AboveEverything.com
http://Magician.com
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now reach in and find Jenny’s birthday card from amongst 
the 70 to 80 - - million pieces of mail… wait you might think 
I can feel Jenny’s card with my magic fingers. That her card is 
somehow different from the rest of the mail and easy to grab 
because of the high quality paper I used to make her special 
one of a kind card. 
“OK, to make it super difficult I will drop this rope into the bag 
and I will hopefully try to get the rope to tie itself like a cow-
boy’s lasso around one and only one card - Jenny’s Birthday 
card.”  (drop the one end of rope in to the bag leaving the 
other end hanging out  – drop in the right end or it ruins 
the big finish. At this point you are jiggling the rope a bit 
and also doing the dirty work – buy the trick.) 

“And do you want to see it done in an even more super impos-
sible way? Say Yes!” They affirm. “We will make it verrrrry hard 
and have Jenny do it!!!  Jenny, Jenny, Jenny…( this is always 
best if the birthday child’s name is actually Jenny.) 

“Drum roll please…”  Jenny is instructed to hold the other 
end of rope that it hanging just over the edge of the bag.  
You invite her to swirl it a bit gently. Then ask her to slowly 
lift up the rope a bit slowly. Finally she lifts the rope higher 
out of the bag and there on the other end tied onto the 
loop is the Birthday Card for Jenny. 

“Wow did you see that??!!! Jenny did the incredible, amazing 
and impossible magic for you – let’s hear it for Jenny!” (Ap-
plause then lead chant.)   “Jenny, Jenny, Jenny.”  

    Don’t you like it when the kid is the star of the show?

Norm Barnhart is from Minnesota and has 
been a full time entertainer for over 28 
years. In the late 1970’s and through the 
1980’s he toured the U.S. doing over 350 
shows a year at Elementary, Jr. High and 
High Schools with the school agencies.  He 
now entertains at fairs, libraries, and does 
motivational speaking for corporate cli-
ents.  He likes pie and more can be found 
at AboveEverything.com  or  Minneapolis-
Magician.com
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After much anticipation Ken Dyne's infamous version of the 'Tossed Out 
Deck' is being made available (in limited quantity) to the magic and 
mentalism community.

Tossed out deck is one of the strongest openers relied on by top 
professionals around the world, and has been for years. And for very 
good reason. 

Now imagine performing the ‘tossed out deck’ and really naming the 
three thought-of cards individually. That is Passed Out Deck.

Finally The Perfect ‘Tossed Out Deck’ For 
Close Up and Stage

✔ No ambiguity

✔ No pumping

✔ No questions

✔ No peeking

✔ No rough and smooth

✔ No ‘thin’ cards

✔ No dual reality

✔ No pre-show

✔ No stooging

✔ No separating the deck

www.PassedOutDeck.com

Coming Soon:

Starlight       Ember       Super Solid      
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MAGIC REVIEWS

MAGIC REVIEWS

PAUL ROMHANY & FRIENDS

If you would like to have your product reviewed 
in Vanish, then post it to the Magic Review team.

With an audience of over 100,000 readers your 
product will reach a wider audience than any 
other trade magazine. 

NOTE: We get sent A LOT of magic to review and 
ONLY CHOOSE the products we feel deserve the 
space. Not ALL products will make the review 
column.

Vanish Magazine- Trick Review
PLEASE NOTE: We are based out of BC Canada. 
Contact us to get the shipping address.
editor@vanishmagazine.com

TO ADVERTISE IN VANISH
To place an advert contact the editor for a list of 
price options.  Look at the various advertising 
sizes in this issue and choose the one that best 
suits your needs.

For more information e-mail at:
editor@vanishmagazine.com

Based upon top selling products 
from magic retailers and 
wholesalers, as well as consulting 
with over a dozen professional 
magicians, Paul Romhany reviews 
tricks, DVDs, books and Apps.

MAGIC 
REVIEWS
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DREAM PAD REVIEW 
By Joao Miranda1 

From the creative mind of João Miranda comes a new con-
fabulation effect for close-up, never seen before. 
Dream Pad allows you to predict ANYTHING, from numbers, 
words, places, and even personal information such as a 
spectator ID. 

Here's an example of a basic routine: 

The magician shows a small paper inside of a small box and 
tells the audience that he has written a prediction in it. 

Then the magician says that he had a dream where he had 
made a trip to a certain place, through some kind of trans-
port and by a certain amount of money. 

The spectator is told to name any city or country, any trans-
port and any amount of money, and the magician writes it 
down on a small post it pad, without any cover, in full view 
of the audience (does not use the double writing principle). 
At the end, the magician shows his prediction that was in 
full view the entire time to the audience and it matches 
with what the spectator freely named! 

Dream Pad includes all the gimmicks and video instructions. 

Easy to do, instant reset and very practical. Dream Pad 
allows you to perform what might be one of the greatest 
mentalism close-up effect of all time. 

MY THOUGHTS:
I was excited to get this because the advert promised so 
much. It said NEW and NEVER SEEN BEFORE.  As somebody 
who has spent almost 30 years performing and studying 
and even developing my own methods and routines for 
Confabulation I was expecting something new after reading 
the advertisement. The ad on the website and box says, 
“  new confabulation effect.” Sorry to say there is nothing 
new here.   I was disappointed when I got this because the 
method is pretty much exactly the same as original method 
that was developed years ago and used by Alan Shaxon and 

many others over the last several decades. Disappointed 
also that there were no credits given to those who actually 
created this. Joao has brought NOTHING NEW to the table 
but rather COPIED what others have already released. In the 
instructions Joao claims to have created this, which sadly 
shows lack of research and knowledge of something that 
has been around for well over 40 years and has appeared in 
numerous books.

Having said that let’s look at what you get. You do get ev-
erything needed to do the confabulation routine, and if you 
are familiar with Confabulation then you’ll know the basic 
effect. Items are called out by spectators, you write them 
on a pad and then you show a prediction which can be in 
a box, an envelope or anywhere you like .They do supply 
everything you need from the post-it-note pad to the spe-
cial carbon paper (they use a high quality carbon). You will 
need to eventually replace the  paper on the pad and also 
the carbon supplied.You can buy these from them or just 
look around your local dollar shop for replacements. There 
are a couple of pros and cons about using carbon. The pro 
is that you don’t have to double-write because what you 
write on the paper goes through to the prediction. Also, 
you can write in red pen and the prediction will be in black 
(the color of the carbon). The con is that is still looks like a 
‘carbon’ printed version and there is a little set-up between 
each performance. The carbon paper is very good and the 
final copy doesn’t look like the old carbon paper we used to 
get. This was the best part about this because it showed me 
the advances in carbon paper.  An idea they suggest and 
will save you time is to photocopy and cut a lot of predic-
tions. This way you can have them all pre-folded and you 
just have to put it in the pad and line it up ready for the 
next performance. This is good for restaurant type magic 
where you can easily take a minute between tables to load 
the new prediction.

The final prediction, like the original Confabulation, you will 
need to get to the place you want your prediction to end 
up. For my Dream Prediction Lite this is perfect because you 
can show the prediction inside the clear envelope prior to 
the routine and do the necessary dirty work then load it in 
etc. Those familiar with my effect would find this a good 
way to incorporate this.

Confabulation is a classic of mentalism and magicians and 
there is a reason it is. It’s a very strong effect. 
You get an online video where Joao teaches the routine and 
also shows his clear box, which again is very similar to David 
Regals and other boxes already on the market.
It’s not that I don’t dislike Dream Pad, it’s just that it offers 
nothing new. It’s almost the same as the original and I have 
done this myself for many years exactly like this. All they 
have done is package up something that has been done 
before in a pretty box. It would have been nice if they did 
some research and gave credit to those who actually have 
had this method in print.  Just shows lack of knowledge.

PRICE: $67.50
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
mailto:mailto:editor@vanishmagazine.com
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DREAM PAD REVIEW 
By Joao Miranda1 

From the creative mind of João Miranda comes a new con-
fabulation effect for close-up, never seen before. 
Dream Pad allows you to predict ANYTHING, from numbers, 
words, places, and even personal information such as a 
spectator ID. 

Here's an example of a basic routine: 

The magician shows a small paper inside of a small box and 
tells the audience that he has written a prediction in it. 

Then the magician says that he had a dream where he had 
made a trip to a certain place, through some kind of trans-
port and by a certain amount of money. 

The spectator is told to name any city or country, any trans-
port and any amount of money, and the magician writes it 
down on a small post it pad, without any cover, in full view 
of the audience (does not use the double writing principle). 
At the end, the magician shows his prediction that was in 
full view the entire time to the audience and it matches 
with what the spectator freely named! 

Dream Pad includes all the gimmicks and video instructions. 

Easy to do, instant reset and very practical. Dream Pad 
allows you to perform what might be one of the greatest 
mentalism close-up effect of all time. 

MY THOUGHTS:
I was excited to get this because the advert promised so 
much. It said NEW and NEVER SEEN BEFORE.  As somebody 
who has spent almost 30 years performing and studying 
and even developing my own methods and routines for 
Confabulation I was expecting something new after reading 
the advertisement. The ad on the website and box says, 
“  new confabulation effect.” Sorry to say there is nothing 
new here.   I was disappointed when I got this because the 
method is pretty much exactly the same as original method 
that was developed years ago and used by Alan Shaxon and 

many others over the last several decades. Disappointed 
also that there were no credits given to those who actually 
created this. Joao has brought NOTHING NEW to the table 
but rather COPIED what others have already released. In the 
instructions Joao claims to have created this, which sadly 
shows lack of research and knowledge of something that 
has been around for well over 40 years and has appeared in 
numerous books.

Having said that let’s look at what you get. You do get ev-
erything needed to do the confabulation routine, and if you 
are familiar with Confabulation then you’ll know the basic 
effect. Items are called out by spectators, you write them 
on a pad and then you show a prediction which can be in 
a box, an envelope or anywhere you like .They do supply 
everything you need from the post-it-note pad to the spe-
cial carbon paper (they use a high quality carbon). You will 
need to eventually replace the  paper on the pad and also 
the carbon supplied.You can buy these from them or just 
look around your local dollar shop for replacements. There 
are a couple of pros and cons about using carbon. The pro 
is that you don’t have to double-write because what you 
write on the paper goes through to the prediction. Also, 
you can write in red pen and the prediction will be in black 
(the color of the carbon). The con is that is still looks like a 
‘carbon’ printed version and there is a little set-up between 
each performance. The carbon paper is very good and the 
final copy doesn’t look like the old carbon paper we used to 
get. This was the best part about this because it showed me 
the advances in carbon paper.  An idea they suggest and 
will save you time is to photocopy and cut a lot of predic-
tions. This way you can have them all pre-folded and you 
just have to put it in the pad and line it up ready for the 
next performance. This is good for restaurant type magic 
where you can easily take a minute between tables to load 
the new prediction.

The final prediction, like the original Confabulation, you will 
need to get to the place you want your prediction to end 
up. For my Dream Prediction Lite this is perfect because you 
can show the prediction inside the clear envelope prior to 
the routine and do the necessary dirty work then load it in 
etc. Those familiar with my effect would find this a good 
way to incorporate this.

Confabulation is a classic of mentalism and magicians and 
there is a reason it is. It’s a very strong effect. 
You get an online video where Joao teaches the routine and 
also shows his clear box, which again is very similar to David 
Regals and other boxes already on the market.
It’s not that I don’t dislike Dream Pad, it’s just that it offers 
nothing new. It’s almost the same as the original and I have 
done this myself for many years exactly like this. All they 
have done is package up something that has been done 
before in a pretty box. It would have been nice if they did 
some research and gave credit to those who actually have 
had this method in print.  Just shows lack of knowledge.

PRICE: $67.50
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
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CIGATRATION BY 
CHRIS WESTFALL3 

REJOINED By Julio 
Montoro2 

From the clever mind of Julio Montoro and João Miranda 
comes a visual and original card restoration like no other. 

In this effect a card is chosen and clearly ripped in half, with-
out any cover or hiding anything palmed. 

Each half is signed, one by the spectator and the other by 
the magician. 

Without any cover or special moves the signed halves are 
restored BACKWARDS and PIVOTED against each other, 
making the restored cards a wonderful souvenir that the 
spectators will never forget. 

Comes complete with the very special material, enough for 
60 performances. 

Rejoined comes in red back only.

MY THOUGHTS:
I think I have found my all time favourite torn and restored 
card routine!! Julio has created something that is truly 
unique and the best part is that it leaves the spectator with 
a very unique souvenir that they get to keep. You receive a 
link to an online video - it would have been nice to be able 
to download it but still you can watch it online. It’s about 20 
minutes but they teach you the basic handling and some 
variations depending on your performing situation. You 
can pretty much do this surrounded - the various handling 
cover different working conditions  What makes this so spe-
cial is that when you restore the signed card both halves of 
the card are reversed. This is what makes it such a magical 
moment because not only have you restored the card but 
also reversed each half. It’s a great give-a-way because one 
side has the spectator’s signature and the other has yours. 

One idea I had was to make these up myself using busi-
ness cards. You would need special cards printed but I think 
it would make a fantastic give-a-way for a business card. 

Certainly something worth thinking about. 

The moves are pretty basic but you’ll need to be able to 
do a ‘double’ lift of sorts and a little handling and practice 
is required but nothing anybody who can hold a deck of 
cards should’t be able to handle. You are supplied with 60 
gimmick cards (bicycle) and they are a good variety which 
means you can perform this several times without repeat-
ing the same card. This is a nice touch indeed. I would 
suggest if you love this routine as much as I do then get 
yourself some refills because you’ll definitely need them if 
you do a lot of close-up magic. 

This is what I call a real worker and as I said could be quite 
possible the best torn and restored (certainly most com-
mercial) routine I’ve seen for the working magician.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $49.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

Ever thought about doing "Cigarette Through Coin"? This 
is THE version to perform. It has it all: visual, surprising, and 
utterly clean. The advent of flash paper and keys (as prongs) 
elevate this trick into a strange and wonderful performance 
piece. If you perform in bars or outdoor settings in which 
borrowing a cigarette is possible, you owe it to yourself to 
have this beautiful trick in your repertoire. 

It's now a well-known fact that smoking kills, and Cigatra-
tion will kill in your next performance (but in a good way). 

Running time: 12 mins. approx. 
DVD instructions

MY THOUGHTS:
This uses a gimmick which has been used before for pencil 
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through coin by Ross Bertram. What Chris has done is take 
this gimmick and use it for a cigarette through coin. The 
nice part of this is that the cigarette penetrates the coin 
while the coin is wrapped in flash paper so it’s a very nice 
visual effect.  With his you will need to find somebody that 
smokes, and to be honest that will be the hardest part of 
the trick. Because you need to borrow a lit cigarette your 
performing conditions for this will be very limited. Gone 
are the days where you can smoke at any corporate events 
in hotels or bars or clubs. You would probably need to go 
outside to find somebody with a cigarette, so for this reason 
it’s a trick that is definitely limited these days to a certain 
working environment. If you are with friends who smoke, 
or you smoke yourself then this would be the ideal place to 
do this. Technically this is easy to do as it just uses a Bobbo 
Switch which Chris explains. You will also need some flash 
paper to cover the coin.
You are supplied with a US Quarter, if you wanted it to do 
this in your own currency then you will need to get a coin 
made up  - just a hole in a coin. The nice thing about this is 
that the coin once wrapped in flash paper can be very visual 
as the cigarette melts through the coin. The coin can also be 
examined and at the end if you want to ‘heal’ the hole you 
can do this as well and hand out the other coin. 

In this routine everything can be borrowed which is a nice 
touch as long as you have the gimmick coin in your pocket. 
There is a bonus restoration which happens in the specta-
tors hand.
Because this trick relies on the flash paper and the cigarette 
burning the paper you can’t get the same visual effect if 
you use something else like a pencil, so it really does rely 
on finding somebody who smokes and being in an environ-
ment where smoking is allowed.

This is a good variation on the many versions out there but 
using cigarettes these days really does limit your perform-
ing environment. I know when I ask a crowd of 1500 people 
these days to borrow one cigarette it’s almost impossible 
to find anybody who has one or smokes!! Wow have times 
changed and so magic routines change with the times. 

PRICE:  $15.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
white_logo_dark_background.png

VOLITION BY 
STEVE COOK4 

Volition by Steve Cook is a totally hands off Bank Night ef-
fect perfect for the close-up, strolling or parlour magician/
mentalist. 

Bank Night has long been a favorite with audiences and 
Steve's new take on this classic is a sure fire winner. 

Four colored envelopes are handed to one of your partici-
pants. They mix the envelopes and deal them out. 

The contents of each envelope is revealed and of course 
you have the winning envelope. 

Volition comes complete with colored envelopes (as a bo-
nus there is also a poker sized set included so you can carry 
this with you everywhere) and a full in depth training DVD 
featuring routines and presentations by Steve Cook and 
Peter Nardi. 

Not only that but you will also receive the all-important 
registration code that will give you access to all future tips, 
handlings and routines for this amazing effect. 

Points to remember: 

Easy to do (no sleight of hand required) 
Totally self-contained (nothing added to the envelope) 
Instant reset 
Multiple routine ideas 
Can be performed totally hands off! 

Volition is the Bank Night effect you have been dreaming of! 

Routine idea: 

Imagine showing four cards. Your spectator is asked to mix 
them facedown (so nobody knows the order) they place 
any one of the cards into any of the colored envelopes and 
then mix the envelopes and deal them out. 

Now you state that each card has a prize and whatever prize 
they have received they can genuinely take home. 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwVQflCRENc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlvXPgx7ZV8
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comes a visual and original card restoration like no other. 

In this effect a card is chosen and clearly ripped in half, with-
out any cover or hiding anything palmed. 

Each half is signed, one by the spectator and the other by 
the magician. 

Without any cover or special moves the signed halves are 
restored BACKWARDS and PIVOTED against each other, 
making the restored cards a wonderful souvenir that the 
spectators will never forget. 

Comes complete with the very special material, enough for 
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Rejoined comes in red back only.

MY THOUGHTS:
I think I have found my all time favourite torn and restored 
card routine!! Julio has created something that is truly 
unique and the best part is that it leaves the spectator with 
a very unique souvenir that they get to keep. You receive a 
link to an online video - it would have been nice to be able 
to download it but still you can watch it online. It’s about 20 
minutes but they teach you the basic handling and some 
variations depending on your performing situation. You 
can pretty much do this surrounded - the various handling 
cover different working conditions  What makes this so spe-
cial is that when you restore the signed card both halves of 
the card are reversed. This is what makes it such a magical 
moment because not only have you restored the card but 
also reversed each half. It’s a great give-a-way because one 
side has the spectator’s signature and the other has yours. 

One idea I had was to make these up myself using busi-
ness cards. You would need special cards printed but I think 
it would make a fantastic give-a-way for a business card. 

Certainly something worth thinking about. 

The moves are pretty basic but you’ll need to be able to 
do a ‘double’ lift of sorts and a little handling and practice 
is required but nothing anybody who can hold a deck of 
cards should’t be able to handle. You are supplied with 60 
gimmick cards (bicycle) and they are a good variety which 
means you can perform this several times without repeat-
ing the same card. This is a nice touch indeed. I would 
suggest if you love this routine as much as I do then get 
yourself some refills because you’ll definitely need them if 
you do a lot of close-up magic. 

This is what I call a real worker and as I said could be quite 
possible the best torn and restored (certainly most com-
mercial) routine I’ve seen for the working magician.

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $49.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers

Ever thought about doing "Cigarette Through Coin"? This 
is THE version to perform. It has it all: visual, surprising, and 
utterly clean. The advent of flash paper and keys (as prongs) 
elevate this trick into a strange and wonderful performance 
piece. If you perform in bars or outdoor settings in which 
borrowing a cigarette is possible, you owe it to yourself to 
have this beautiful trick in your repertoire. 

It's now a well-known fact that smoking kills, and Cigatra-
tion will kill in your next performance (but in a good way). 

Running time: 12 mins. approx. 
DVD instructions

MY THOUGHTS:
This uses a gimmick which has been used before for pencil 
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through coin by Ross Bertram. What Chris has done is take 
this gimmick and use it for a cigarette through coin. The 
nice part of this is that the cigarette penetrates the coin 
while the coin is wrapped in flash paper so it’s a very nice 
visual effect.  With his you will need to find somebody that 
smokes, and to be honest that will be the hardest part of 
the trick. Because you need to borrow a lit cigarette your 
performing conditions for this will be very limited. Gone 
are the days where you can smoke at any corporate events 
in hotels or bars or clubs. You would probably need to go 
outside to find somebody with a cigarette, so for this reason 
it’s a trick that is definitely limited these days to a certain 
working environment. If you are with friends who smoke, 
or you smoke yourself then this would be the ideal place to 
do this. Technically this is easy to do as it just uses a Bobbo 
Switch which Chris explains. You will also need some flash 
paper to cover the coin.
You are supplied with a US Quarter, if you wanted it to do 
this in your own currency then you will need to get a coin 
made up  - just a hole in a coin. The nice thing about this is 
that the coin once wrapped in flash paper can be very visual 
as the cigarette melts through the coin. The coin can also be 
examined and at the end if you want to ‘heal’ the hole you 
can do this as well and hand out the other coin. 

In this routine everything can be borrowed which is a nice 
touch as long as you have the gimmick coin in your pocket. 
There is a bonus restoration which happens in the specta-
tors hand.
Because this trick relies on the flash paper and the cigarette 
burning the paper you can’t get the same visual effect if 
you use something else like a pencil, so it really does rely 
on finding somebody who smokes and being in an environ-
ment where smoking is allowed.

This is a good variation on the many versions out there but 
using cigarettes these days really does limit your perform-
ing environment. I know when I ask a crowd of 1500 people 
these days to borrow one cigarette it’s almost impossible 
to find anybody who has one or smokes!! Wow have times 
changed and so magic routines change with the times. 

PRICE:  $15.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com
white_logo_dark_background.png

VOLITION BY 
STEVE COOK4 

Volition by Steve Cook is a totally hands off Bank Night ef-
fect perfect for the close-up, strolling or parlour magician/
mentalist. 

Bank Night has long been a favorite with audiences and 
Steve's new take on this classic is a sure fire winner. 

Four colored envelopes are handed to one of your partici-
pants. They mix the envelopes and deal them out. 

The contents of each envelope is revealed and of course 
you have the winning envelope. 

Volition comes complete with colored envelopes (as a bo-
nus there is also a poker sized set included so you can carry 
this with you everywhere) and a full in depth training DVD 
featuring routines and presentations by Steve Cook and 
Peter Nardi. 

Not only that but you will also receive the all-important 
registration code that will give you access to all future tips, 
handlings and routines for this amazing effect. 

Points to remember: 

Easy to do (no sleight of hand required) 
Totally self-contained (nothing added to the envelope) 
Instant reset 
Multiple routine ideas 
Can be performed totally hands off! 

Volition is the Bank Night effect you have been dreaming of! 

Routine idea: 

Imagine showing four cards. Your spectator is asked to mix 
them facedown (so nobody knows the order) they place 
any one of the cards into any of the colored envelopes and 
then mix the envelopes and deal them out. 

Now you state that each card has a prize and whatever prize 
they have received they can genuinely take home. 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://white_logo_dark_background.png
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://background.png
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7GFKIw5Sxc
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Spectator number one opens their envelope and reveals 
they have won a lollipop. You reach in to your pocket and 
hand them a lollipop. 

Spectator number two opens their envelope to reveal they 
have won your business card. You take a business card out 
of your wallet and hand it to them. 

Spectator number three opens their envelope to reveal they 
have a chance of winning £250,000 you now reach in to 
your wallet and remove a scratch card. 

Now there is just one envelope left, the one they dealt to 
you. You open it (or your spectator can if you wish) to reveal 
you have won your wallet including all the contents!!! 

There are so many routine ideas for Volition, you will love 
the concept!!!

MY THOUGHTS:
Who ever said banknite wasn’t a great effect? I think most 
people who see it actually - although it depends on which 
performer does it. My favorite has to be John Archers but 
that is designed for stage or platform. What makes it so 
great is that it is actually entertaining. Volition can now be 
added to my favorite bank night routines and for those 
doing strolling or close-up this is a great little effect. You are 
supplied with a DVD and some regular envelopes of differ-
ent colors. There are no gimmicks involved but the secret is 
so easy it will fool you badly. You actually get two different 
sizes of envelopes and the smaller ones are perfect because 
they can fit in your pocket. To do this you will need three or 
more people. Peter Nardi shares his routine and I love his 
presentation on this. It’s funny and gives a reason for your 
envelope having some money in it. This isn’t a typcial “look 
what I can do” type bank night. This is fun and has some hu-
mor to it which makes it entertaining yet a mystery as well. 

The method, as I said is very simple but I think that is why 
this fools everybody. This is one of those tricks that will fool 
magicians and lay people. The time delay built in to this 
routine is what makes it so great and everything so fair, 
which it is. The only real work you need to do is to practice 
this so that you are confident with how it works and what to 
say. That is the real work on this trick. A nice feature is that if 
you do walk-about you can easily have a different outcome 
each time you do this, so if somebody were to watch it a 
few times the result would be different. I don’t recommend 
this but it’s worth pointing out.

Steve’s routine is more comedic as far as the final text in 
each envelope and Peter’s is more of a story about his wife 
who made a prediction. Both are good and I am sure you 
could come up with your own presentation once you know 
the secret. This is ideal for any close-up and even stand-up  
style of magic from trade-shows to walk-about conditions. 
If you can carry four envelopes then you can do this. The 
envelopes supplied are different colors however you could 
also perform this with any envelopes and they can all be the 
same color.

This is certainly an effect any person from a beginner to a 
full time working magician could do, and certainly get a 
great reaction from. 

Pack small with play big impact - I love it. 

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

STARLIGHT BY 
CHRIS PERROTTA5 

"A beam of pure light comes to life on your card..then 
weirdly stretches and transforms to predict a chosen card's 
name, a lucky number or even someone's initials!" 

Your spectator uses her own phone's flashlight to focus a 
single ungimmicked beam of light onto the back of a spec-
tator's card. 

In full view the dot of light animates, stretches, then re-
shapes into an H. 

The H then unravels and reshapes itself into the number 8. 

The Eight of Hearts is her chosen card! 

The "8" then unravels and shrinks down to a single dot of 
light..where your spectator then blows it out like a candle! 

Watch the Starlight Demo now: 

Features a super easy PHP no moves, no double-lift switch 
that allows the chosen card and deck to be examined be-
fore and after the light show! 

* Super easy to do. No card skills required. 

* Starlight can be pre-set before your performance to 
morph into any card value...any two digit number or any 
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two initials! 

* Works under all lighting conditions...from dark to light...
indoors and outdoors (When using a borrowed phone's 
flashlight.) 

* Spectator can hold her own phone in her own hand dur-
ing entire effect. 

* Performer has complete control over the light speed...and 
can stop and start the action at will. 

* Resets in seconds. 

* Perform any time...sitting, standing and surrounded. 

Complete with ingenious Bicycle rider back gimmick (Red 
Back only) and instructional download. 

BASK IN THE GLOW 

OF STARLIGHT TODAY!

The best way to review anything is to take it out and 
perform it to see the reactions in the working world. I have 
to tell you people FREAKED when I performed this. It is per-
haps the most unusual card reveal I’ve ever seen. You use a 
light from a borrowed cell phone and a spectator chooses a 
card. A random card is uses and the cell phone light travels 
around the card revealing the name of the chosen card. 
Probably doesn’t read that well but trust me, it’s a KILLER ef-
fect. The handling is very easy and Bro Gilbert does a great 
job teaching various handlings from stand-up strolling to 
a sit down version. Personally I used the basic handling 
because it is easy and there is no need to try and be fancy 
with this. One of the reasons I LOVED this for strolling magic 
is because the gimmick is out of play at the beginning and 
gone by end. People WILL take the deck at the end and take 
cards and try this with their own phone - trust me!!! This is 
one of the effects they will long remember and talk about 
- and try but won’t work.  You receive a gimmick card that 
does all the work for you - if you can hold a card you can do 
this. There is very minimal work on your part the Paul Harris 
team have worked hard to make this super easy.  

I really like the idea of using light from a phone - it makes 
it a modern miracle and if people take a playing card and 
put it over a card they will see a light pinhole through every 
card - so it makes sense. The fact you are able to make that 
light move and reveal numbers or letters is the killer part of 
this.  You are also supplied with a gimmick that enables you 
to have the ‘moving’ gimmick out of play making clean up 
super easy - so the deck can be used for any other routines, 
then when you want to do the trick you can. Also, at the end 
the gimmick is gone and everything is examined.

Set up for walk-about is about one second, so as you walk 
you can set it up. In the download (you can watch it online 
or download) Bro mentions this can be stronger if you 
reveal a spectator’s initials. You could get all fancy and do 
pre-show etc to know somebody’s name but bro just sets 

it up once he gets the information and doesn’t make a big 
deal out of it. If you are a party and there is somebody you 
want to impress find out their name and set it up - you are 
ready to REALLY shock them when you finally show them a 
trick. If you only do ONE trick for that person THIS should be 
it. It will put you in a different level of what they thought a 
magician is.

The handling is easy so anybody from a beginner to a full 
time pro can do this. The gimmick supplied is extremely 
well made. There is nothing for you to do other than watch 
the download with a deck of cards in hand and the gimmick 
and practice.  From experience doing this at a gig I have 
to tell you THIS is what they were talking about. I only did 
the card revelation and was able to change the card a few 
times during the night. You are supplied with something 
special so you can change what they see appear on the card 
through the light. Some letters and numbers are better than 
others so you’ll need to try it out for yourself. The gimmick is 
set up to reveal the 8 H which works really well.

This is one of the most ingenious, visual and PRACTICAL 
pieces of magic I’ve seen in a while. A lot of companies are 
producing magic that isn’t practical for the working magi-
cian, well I can tell you this is really refreshing because it 
works.

EXTREMELY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Pizza Paddle By Rob 
Thompson6 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKzb-gTJeBc
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Spectator number one opens their envelope and reveals 
they have won a lollipop. You reach in to your pocket and 
hand them a lollipop. 

Spectator number two opens their envelope to reveal they 
have won your business card. You take a business card out 
of your wallet and hand it to them. 

Spectator number three opens their envelope to reveal they 
have a chance of winning £250,000 you now reach in to 
your wallet and remove a scratch card. 

Now there is just one envelope left, the one they dealt to 
you. You open it (or your spectator can if you wish) to reveal 
you have won your wallet including all the contents!!! 

There are so many routine ideas for Volition, you will love 
the concept!!!

MY THOUGHTS:
Who ever said banknite wasn’t a great effect? I think most 
people who see it actually - although it depends on which 
performer does it. My favorite has to be John Archers but 
that is designed for stage or platform. What makes it so 
great is that it is actually entertaining. Volition can now be 
added to my favorite bank night routines and for those 
doing strolling or close-up this is a great little effect. You are 
supplied with a DVD and some regular envelopes of differ-
ent colors. There are no gimmicks involved but the secret is 
so easy it will fool you badly. You actually get two different 
sizes of envelopes and the smaller ones are perfect because 
they can fit in your pocket. To do this you will need three or 
more people. Peter Nardi shares his routine and I love his 
presentation on this. It’s funny and gives a reason for your 
envelope having some money in it. This isn’t a typcial “look 
what I can do” type bank night. This is fun and has some hu-
mor to it which makes it entertaining yet a mystery as well. 

The method, as I said is very simple but I think that is why 
this fools everybody. This is one of those tricks that will fool 
magicians and lay people. The time delay built in to this 
routine is what makes it so great and everything so fair, 
which it is. The only real work you need to do is to practice 
this so that you are confident with how it works and what to 
say. That is the real work on this trick. A nice feature is that if 
you do walk-about you can easily have a different outcome 
each time you do this, so if somebody were to watch it a 
few times the result would be different. I don’t recommend 
this but it’s worth pointing out.

Steve’s routine is more comedic as far as the final text in 
each envelope and Peter’s is more of a story about his wife 
who made a prediction. Both are good and I am sure you 
could come up with your own presentation once you know 
the secret. This is ideal for any close-up and even stand-up  
style of magic from trade-shows to walk-about conditions. 
If you can carry four envelopes then you can do this. The 
envelopes supplied are different colors however you could 
also perform this with any envelopes and they can all be the 
same color.

This is certainly an effect any person from a beginner to a 
full time working magician could do, and certainly get a 
great reaction from. 

Pack small with play big impact - I love it. 

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

STARLIGHT BY 
CHRIS PERROTTA5 

"A beam of pure light comes to life on your card..then 
weirdly stretches and transforms to predict a chosen card's 
name, a lucky number or even someone's initials!" 

Your spectator uses her own phone's flashlight to focus a 
single ungimmicked beam of light onto the back of a spec-
tator's card. 

In full view the dot of light animates, stretches, then re-
shapes into an H. 

The H then unravels and reshapes itself into the number 8. 

The Eight of Hearts is her chosen card! 

The "8" then unravels and shrinks down to a single dot of 
light..where your spectator then blows it out like a candle! 

Watch the Starlight Demo now: 

Features a super easy PHP no moves, no double-lift switch 
that allows the chosen card and deck to be examined be-
fore and after the light show! 

* Super easy to do. No card skills required. 

* Starlight can be pre-set before your performance to 
morph into any card value...any two digit number or any 
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two initials! 

* Works under all lighting conditions...from dark to light...
indoors and outdoors (When using a borrowed phone's 
flashlight.) 

* Spectator can hold her own phone in her own hand dur-
ing entire effect. 

* Performer has complete control over the light speed...and 
can stop and start the action at will. 

* Resets in seconds. 

* Perform any time...sitting, standing and surrounded. 

Complete with ingenious Bicycle rider back gimmick (Red 
Back only) and instructional download. 

BASK IN THE GLOW 

OF STARLIGHT TODAY!

The best way to review anything is to take it out and 
perform it to see the reactions in the working world. I have 
to tell you people FREAKED when I performed this. It is per-
haps the most unusual card reveal I’ve ever seen. You use a 
light from a borrowed cell phone and a spectator chooses a 
card. A random card is uses and the cell phone light travels 
around the card revealing the name of the chosen card. 
Probably doesn’t read that well but trust me, it’s a KILLER ef-
fect. The handling is very easy and Bro Gilbert does a great 
job teaching various handlings from stand-up strolling to 
a sit down version. Personally I used the basic handling 
because it is easy and there is no need to try and be fancy 
with this. One of the reasons I LOVED this for strolling magic 
is because the gimmick is out of play at the beginning and 
gone by end. People WILL take the deck at the end and take 
cards and try this with their own phone - trust me!!! This is 
one of the effects they will long remember and talk about 
- and try but won’t work.  You receive a gimmick card that 
does all the work for you - if you can hold a card you can do 
this. There is very minimal work on your part the Paul Harris 
team have worked hard to make this super easy.  

I really like the idea of using light from a phone - it makes 
it a modern miracle and if people take a playing card and 
put it over a card they will see a light pinhole through every 
card - so it makes sense. The fact you are able to make that 
light move and reveal numbers or letters is the killer part of 
this.  You are also supplied with a gimmick that enables you 
to have the ‘moving’ gimmick out of play making clean up 
super easy - so the deck can be used for any other routines, 
then when you want to do the trick you can. Also, at the end 
the gimmick is gone and everything is examined.

Set up for walk-about is about one second, so as you walk 
you can set it up. In the download (you can watch it online 
or download) Bro mentions this can be stronger if you 
reveal a spectator’s initials. You could get all fancy and do 
pre-show etc to know somebody’s name but bro just sets 

it up once he gets the information and doesn’t make a big 
deal out of it. If you are a party and there is somebody you 
want to impress find out their name and set it up - you are 
ready to REALLY shock them when you finally show them a 
trick. If you only do ONE trick for that person THIS should be 
it. It will put you in a different level of what they thought a 
magician is.

The handling is easy so anybody from a beginner to a full 
time pro can do this. The gimmick supplied is extremely 
well made. There is nothing for you to do other than watch 
the download with a deck of cards in hand and the gimmick 
and practice.  From experience doing this at a gig I have 
to tell you THIS is what they were talking about. I only did 
the card revelation and was able to change the card a few 
times during the night. You are supplied with something 
special so you can change what they see appear on the card 
through the light. Some letters and numbers are better than 
others so you’ll need to try it out for yourself. The gimmick is 
set up to reveal the 8 H which works really well.

This is one of the most ingenious, visual and PRACTICAL 
pieces of magic I’ve seen in a while. A lot of companies are 
producing magic that isn’t practical for the working magi-
cian, well I can tell you this is really refreshing because it 
works.

EXTREMELY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $39.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Pizza Paddle By Rob 
Thompson6 

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.murphysmagic.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c061gRna2do
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One of the biggest challenges for kids magicians is finding 
powerful CLOSE-UP effects for children. The Pizza Paddles 
the newest, best solution we've ever seen. With nothing 
more than the simple paddle move (learned within min-
utes on the instructional video) you'll be able to interact 
with kids up close - in a way you can't achieve in a platform 
show. Best of all, the trick is themed around a subject every 
kid loves: PIZZA!

Did you ever see a giant pizza paddle used in Italian restau-
rants to pull large pizzas from hot, brick ovens? Imagine a 
miniature version. Now imagine that you show both sides 
of the 4.5" paddle, give it a shake, and make a tiny and 
oh-so-cute pizza appear. You can "remove" the pizza and 
"eat" it, or you can make it vanish and reappear. Best of all, 
creator Rob Thompson has devised a way for you to visually 
take it right off the paddle and hand the spectator a silver 
dollar-sized pizza.

The Pizza Paddle and the dollar-sized pizzas that come with 
it are "Made in America" to AmazeKids' exact specs. The 
paddle handles like a dream and you can do lots of coin 
moves with the tiny pizzas. Check out the trailer and see 
some of Danny Orleans' ideas. You'll also see a live close up 
performance by Rob Thompson in the restaurant where he 
works every week.

You get:

- The solid wood 4.5" long pizza paddle
- Two pizza coins
- Video instructions which include, studio performance, 
explanation and live performance footage

This is a practical paddle trick for the working pro straight 
from the repertoire of professional restaurant magician, Rob 
Thompson who specializes in close-up family entertain-
ment. Kids love pizza. Their parents love pizza. So you know 
they're going to love the routine you create with The Pizza 
Paddle.

MY THOUGHTS:
If you perform any kind of kids close-up magic then you’ll 
love this fun little routine. It’s very easy to do and so easy for 
the kids to follow. You show a small wooden pizza paddle 
and produce a mini pizza on each side then make it vanish. 
You can do this a few times, each time saying something 
about the pizza such as, “I don’t like that one it’s burnt,” 
then make it vanish. The kicker is that the 2 dimensional 
pizza suddenly becomes a 3 dimensional pizza the size of 
a US dollar coin.  You can put the paddle away and make 
the pizza vanish or do some great little routines like a 
spellbound where the pizza turns in to a dollar. This is a fun 
routine that any magician who works any kind of venue 
such as a restaurant or does strolling magic and there are 
kids there then you should perform this. I took it to a local 
walk-around job where I knew a wide range of kids would 
be there. It caused a lot of laughs and fun and I enjoyed per-
forming it. The paddle is wooden and looks like a mini pizza 
paddle and most kids know what that is. The move is just a 
regular paddle move but looks more natural because of the 

shape of the paddle. This comes with an online tutorial with 
live performances at a restaurant and Rob shows various 
handlings on producing and vanishing the pizza on the 
paddle. It’s very easy to do, a fun routine that kids will love.  
The perfect effect for the close-up magician who needs a 
trick to perform on young kids.

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

GENTLE BY DANNY 
HO7 

Gentle is an extreme coin magic tutorial by Danny Ho. 
You are going to learn seven stunning coin routines and 
two beautiful coin vanishes in this DVD. 

Gentle 
A one coin routine with no moves and it finishes with a 
complete vanish! 

The Trick that Fooled Myself 
A three fly routine that can be performed at shoulder angle 
so the audience experiences magic from the magician's 
view! 

Matrix and Backfire Matrix 
Danny's version of the "Matrix Routine". A real magician 
fooler! 

Jumbo 
A jumbo size coin routine with a jumbo coin complete van-
ish ending! 

Spellbound 
A coin color change routine with the cleanest ending! 

4 Coins
Four coins vanish one at a time! 

And there is more! 
There are two more beautiful coin vanishes that will be 
taught in this DVD! 
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SHARPIE BY ALAN 
RORRISON8 

Guaranteed magician foolers! Let's have a gentle touch on 
coin magic!

MY THOUGHTS

As the title says, “Gentle” which is a good way to describe 
this type of coin magic. It has a nice natural flow about it 
and is designed for the immediate coin worker and above. 
Alot of what you learn are moves rather than routines, or at 
least they are short routines of no more than 20 seconds. 
You could certainly do them by themselves however if 
you were to add them to existing routines you might get 
more from this. There are no live performances but rather 
one-on-one in front of the camera with no talking for the 
explanations. If you are familiar with coin work and the ba-
sic techniques you’ll have no trouble following along. This is 
not for the beginner at all. Each explanation is no more than 
2 or 3 minutes in length, some less.

FOUR COIN VANISH
A vanish of four coins. Some nice handling to make four 
coins in the hand vanish one at a time. This is a great 
example of some clever routining and good hand wash-
ing type technique to show both hands empty at certain 
times during the routine. This will require some practice 
to get working smoothly but a nice vanish of four coins in 
the hand. You will also need to be aware of angles when 
performing this type of vanish.The one thing you need to 
watch is the noise the coins will make each time they vanish 
- in the DVD there is background music over-dubbed so you 
can’t hear any of the coins talking.

ATTFM - This is a rather odd 3 Fly routine where a specta-
tor would need to be watching from behind you, although 
perhaps this is just for the magician who wants to practice 
something that looks good when they watch it. Either way 
it’s a nice ‘gentle’ version with some standard coin moves 
but again you would need to have a knowledge of those 
moves and be able to practice this. Not so much a practical 
routine as it is something to amuse yourself.

GENTLE
A vanish of a coin which is quite angle sensitive and best 
viewed from one angle. If you are familiar with hand wash-
ing techniques then you might enjoy this. There is a nice 
ditch at the end of the coin which I haven’t seen before - 
again not sure how practical this is.

MATARIX AND BACKFIRE MATRIX
This is my favorite routine on this DVD. It’s a lovely Matrix 
routine and a backfire matrix. Again this will take quite a 
bit of work to master and you’ll need to watch the tutorial 
quite a few times and pause to follow what is going on. He 
uses clear cards so you can see the coins however it can be 
slightly confusing at times. The explanation is very short as 
you just follow along with Danny with no talking but just 
moves. If you have the time and don’t already have a good 
matrix and reverse then I would seriously give this some 
consideration. Coin workers will enjoy this one.

JUMBO
Another move based vanish but this time using a giant coin. 
Again lots of hand washing and the final vanish is fairly 
standard vanish so you are left clean. Having said that it has 
nice structure to it with vanish and appearances of a jumbo 
coin. 

BOUNCE VANISH 
I like this vanish a lot. It is exactly as you imagine it would 
be. A coin is thrown from one hand to the other and 
instantly vanishes. This happens because of the way you 
throw the coin and it bounces back in the hand. It will take a 
bit of work but done in a really casual way is a very convinc-
ing vanish.

OVERALL
This is a DVD that coin workers will enjoy. The Matrix was 
my favourite. It is the sort of DVD that you will watch and 
practice a few things on here perhaps adding them to your 
own repertoire. I would have like a bit more in-depth on 
some of the instructions as they are very short. Danny cer-
tainly has the chops for coin work and he has a lovely flow 
about his work. I would definitely say this is designed more 
for the coin worker who enjoys handling coins and playing 
around with vanishes, etc. rather than a working magician. 
You could apply the techniques as I said which would be 
the way get the most out of this product.

PRICE:  $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Alan Rorrison has taken an iconic effect and added his own 
spin on it. SansMinds is proud to present to you Sharpie 
Through Bill. This is a borrowed bill penetration effect you 
can perform at any time and at any place. On top of that, 
it is also reset instantly so you can repeat this effect right 
away if you desired. The perfect effect for a stroll around. 

Once you have it set up it will always be ready in your 
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One of the biggest challenges for kids magicians is finding 
powerful CLOSE-UP effects for children. The Pizza Paddles 
the newest, best solution we've ever seen. With nothing 
more than the simple paddle move (learned within min-
utes on the instructional video) you'll be able to interact 
with kids up close - in a way you can't achieve in a platform 
show. Best of all, the trick is themed around a subject every 
kid loves: PIZZA!

Did you ever see a giant pizza paddle used in Italian restau-
rants to pull large pizzas from hot, brick ovens? Imagine a 
miniature version. Now imagine that you show both sides 
of the 4.5" paddle, give it a shake, and make a tiny and 
oh-so-cute pizza appear. You can "remove" the pizza and 
"eat" it, or you can make it vanish and reappear. Best of all, 
creator Rob Thompson has devised a way for you to visually 
take it right off the paddle and hand the spectator a silver 
dollar-sized pizza.

The Pizza Paddle and the dollar-sized pizzas that come with 
it are "Made in America" to AmazeKids' exact specs. The 
paddle handles like a dream and you can do lots of coin 
moves with the tiny pizzas. Check out the trailer and see 
some of Danny Orleans' ideas. You'll also see a live close up 
performance by Rob Thompson in the restaurant where he 
works every week.

You get:

- The solid wood 4.5" long pizza paddle
- Two pizza coins
- Video instructions which include, studio performance, 
explanation and live performance footage

This is a practical paddle trick for the working pro straight 
from the repertoire of professional restaurant magician, Rob 
Thompson who specializes in close-up family entertain-
ment. Kids love pizza. Their parents love pizza. So you know 
they're going to love the routine you create with The Pizza 
Paddle.

MY THOUGHTS:
If you perform any kind of kids close-up magic then you’ll 
love this fun little routine. It’s very easy to do and so easy for 
the kids to follow. You show a small wooden pizza paddle 
and produce a mini pizza on each side then make it vanish. 
You can do this a few times, each time saying something 
about the pizza such as, “I don’t like that one it’s burnt,” 
then make it vanish. The kicker is that the 2 dimensional 
pizza suddenly becomes a 3 dimensional pizza the size of 
a US dollar coin.  You can put the paddle away and make 
the pizza vanish or do some great little routines like a 
spellbound where the pizza turns in to a dollar. This is a fun 
routine that any magician who works any kind of venue 
such as a restaurant or does strolling magic and there are 
kids there then you should perform this. I took it to a local 
walk-around job where I knew a wide range of kids would 
be there. It caused a lot of laughs and fun and I enjoyed per-
forming it. The paddle is wooden and looks like a mini pizza 
paddle and most kids know what that is. The move is just a 
regular paddle move but looks more natural because of the 

shape of the paddle. This comes with an online tutorial with 
live performances at a restaurant and Rob shows various 
handlings on producing and vanishing the pizza on the 
paddle. It’s very easy to do, a fun routine that kids will love.  
The perfect effect for the close-up magician who needs a 
trick to perform on young kids.

PRICE: $25.00
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

GENTLE BY DANNY 
HO7 

Gentle is an extreme coin magic tutorial by Danny Ho. 
You are going to learn seven stunning coin routines and 
two beautiful coin vanishes in this DVD. 

Gentle 
A one coin routine with no moves and it finishes with a 
complete vanish! 

The Trick that Fooled Myself 
A three fly routine that can be performed at shoulder angle 
so the audience experiences magic from the magician's 
view! 

Matrix and Backfire Matrix 
Danny's version of the "Matrix Routine". A real magician 
fooler! 

Jumbo 
A jumbo size coin routine with a jumbo coin complete van-
ish ending! 

Spellbound 
A coin color change routine with the cleanest ending! 

4 Coins
Four coins vanish one at a time! 

And there is more! 
There are two more beautiful coin vanishes that will be 
taught in this DVD! 
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SHARPIE BY ALAN 
RORRISON8 

Guaranteed magician foolers! Let's have a gentle touch on 
coin magic!

MY THOUGHTS

As the title says, “Gentle” which is a good way to describe 
this type of coin magic. It has a nice natural flow about it 
and is designed for the immediate coin worker and above. 
Alot of what you learn are moves rather than routines, or at 
least they are short routines of no more than 20 seconds. 
You could certainly do them by themselves however if 
you were to add them to existing routines you might get 
more from this. There are no live performances but rather 
one-on-one in front of the camera with no talking for the 
explanations. If you are familiar with coin work and the ba-
sic techniques you’ll have no trouble following along. This is 
not for the beginner at all. Each explanation is no more than 
2 or 3 minutes in length, some less.

FOUR COIN VANISH
A vanish of four coins. Some nice handling to make four 
coins in the hand vanish one at a time. This is a great 
example of some clever routining and good hand wash-
ing type technique to show both hands empty at certain 
times during the routine. This will require some practice 
to get working smoothly but a nice vanish of four coins in 
the hand. You will also need to be aware of angles when 
performing this type of vanish.The one thing you need to 
watch is the noise the coins will make each time they vanish 
- in the DVD there is background music over-dubbed so you 
can’t hear any of the coins talking.

ATTFM - This is a rather odd 3 Fly routine where a specta-
tor would need to be watching from behind you, although 
perhaps this is just for the magician who wants to practice 
something that looks good when they watch it. Either way 
it’s a nice ‘gentle’ version with some standard coin moves 
but again you would need to have a knowledge of those 
moves and be able to practice this. Not so much a practical 
routine as it is something to amuse yourself.

GENTLE
A vanish of a coin which is quite angle sensitive and best 
viewed from one angle. If you are familiar with hand wash-
ing techniques then you might enjoy this. There is a nice 
ditch at the end of the coin which I haven’t seen before - 
again not sure how practical this is.

MATARIX AND BACKFIRE MATRIX
This is my favorite routine on this DVD. It’s a lovely Matrix 
routine and a backfire matrix. Again this will take quite a 
bit of work to master and you’ll need to watch the tutorial 
quite a few times and pause to follow what is going on. He 
uses clear cards so you can see the coins however it can be 
slightly confusing at times. The explanation is very short as 
you just follow along with Danny with no talking but just 
moves. If you have the time and don’t already have a good 
matrix and reverse then I would seriously give this some 
consideration. Coin workers will enjoy this one.

JUMBO
Another move based vanish but this time using a giant coin. 
Again lots of hand washing and the final vanish is fairly 
standard vanish so you are left clean. Having said that it has 
nice structure to it with vanish and appearances of a jumbo 
coin. 

BOUNCE VANISH 
I like this vanish a lot. It is exactly as you imagine it would 
be. A coin is thrown from one hand to the other and 
instantly vanishes. This happens because of the way you 
throw the coin and it bounces back in the hand. It will take a 
bit of work but done in a really casual way is a very convinc-
ing vanish.

OVERALL
This is a DVD that coin workers will enjoy. The Matrix was 
my favourite. It is the sort of DVD that you will watch and 
practice a few things on here perhaps adding them to your 
own repertoire. I would have like a bit more in-depth on 
some of the instructions as they are very short. Danny cer-
tainly has the chops for coin work and he has a lovely flow 
about his work. I would definitely say this is designed more 
for the coin worker who enjoys handling coins and playing 
around with vanishes, etc. rather than a working magician. 
You could apply the techniques as I said which would be 
the way get the most out of this product.

PRICE:  $29.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

Alan Rorrison has taken an iconic effect and added his own 
spin on it. SansMinds is proud to present to you Sharpie 
Through Bill. This is a borrowed bill penetration effect you 
can perform at any time and at any place. On top of that, 
it is also reset instantly so you can repeat this effect right 
away if you desired. The perfect effect for a stroll around. 

Once you have it set up it will always be ready in your 
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ELI MARKS MYSTERY
By John Gaspard9 pocket. 

Watch the live demo now! 

Key Features 
Set up to any market brand 
Perform with borrowed and signed bill 
Resets instantly

MY THOUGHTS:
Before everybody gets their knickers in a knot let me say 
this is NOT Timothy Wenks Misled as performed by David 
Copperfield. First of all Mislead uses a gimmick pencil and is 
a two phase routine. SHARPIE does NOT use a gimmick pen 
and is a one phase routine. The method is very different. So 
for all you magicians who go on to chat forums and com-
plain, and have no doubt NOT seen this product please chill 
out. Sharpie is simply passing a Sharpie marker through 
a borrowed note. There are many versions out there of 
penetrating a pen or pencil through a bill, some with gim-
micks and some without. Copperfield made Wenk’s popu-
lar because he performed it on television, and no doubt 
sparked a lot of these type of effects over the years. You are 
supplied with an instructional DVD which shows you how 
to alter your Sharpie so you can perform the penetration 
effect. Once you have made this, probably take less than 
two or three minutes, you are set to go at all times. The nice 
thing is nobody will even notice what you have done to the 
marker and so can freely hand it out before and after, and 
use it as a regular marker.  You need to do this with paper 
money rather than plastic money because the bill does 
need to stay folded. This will take a little practice to make 
it look clean at a certain point however you do have ample 
misdirection as you hand the Sharpie to the spectator to 
sign the bill or examine the marker. It’s not so much a move 
as it is timing and rhythm. If you use a Sharpie marker at all 
in your magic then you definitely want to have this made 
up because you can perform this anytime with no limita-
tions. You need to be slightly careful of one angle when 
performing this. It’s a nice routine for strolling or stand-up 
with people looking directly face on and it plays well for a 
group of people. 
A great little routine that takes up no space and is set to go 
at anytime. A very visual penetration effect and everything 
can be examined before and after as you are left completely 
clean.

PRICE: $19.95
AVAILABLE: All magic dealers
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

THREE BOOKS By John Gaspard

1) THE MISER’S DREAM
2) THE AMBITIOUS CARD
3) THE BULLET CATCH
4) The INVISIBLE ASSISTANT

1) THE AMBITIOUS CARD
The life of a magician isn’t all kiddie shows and card tricks. 
Sometimes it’s murder. Especially when magician Eli Marks 
very publicly debunks a famed psychic, and said psychic 
ends up dead. The evidence, including a bloody King of 
Diamonds playing card (one from Eli’s own Ambitious Card 
routine), directs the police right to Eli.

As more psychics are slain, and more King cards rise to the 
top, Eli can’t escape suspicion. Things get really complicated 
when romance blooms with a beautiful psychic, and Eli dis-
covers she’s the next target for murder, and he’s scheduled 
to die with her. Now Eli must use every trick he knows to 
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keep them both alive and reveal the true killer.

Part of the Henery Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like 
one, you'll probably like them all! THE AMBITIOUS CARD is 
the first book in the Eli Marks mystery series

THE BULLET CATCH
Newly-single magician Eli Marks reluctantly attends his high 
school reunion against his better judgment, only to be-
come entangled in two deadly encounters with his former 
classmates. The first is the fatal mugging of an old crush’s 
husband, followed by the suspicious deaths of the victim’s 
business associates. 

At the same time, Eli also comes to the aid of a classmate-
turned-movie-star who fears that attempting The Bullet 
Catch in an upcoming movie may be his last performance. 
As the bodies begin to pile up, Eli comes to the realization 
that juggling these murderous situations -- while saving his 
own neck -- may be the greatest trick he’s ever performed.

THE MISER’S DREAM
A casual glance out his apartment window turns Magician 
Eli Marks’ life upside down. After spotting a dead body in 
the projection booth of the movie theater next door, Eli is 
pulled into the hunt for the killer. As he attempts to puzzle 
out a solution to this classic locked room mystery, he must 
deal with a crisis of a more personal nature: the appearance 
of a rival magician who threatens not only Eli’s faith in him-
self as a performer, but his relationship with his girlfriend.

But the killer won’t wait and starts taking homicidal steps to 
bring Eli’s investigation to a quick and decisive end. Things 
get even worse when his magician rival offers his own plau-
sible solution to the mystery. With all the oddball suspects 
gathered together, Eli must unveil the secrets to this movie-
geek whodunit or find himself at the wrong end of the trick.

Related subjects include: cozy mysteries, murder mystery 
series, amateur sleuths, humorous murder mysteries, who-
dunnit mysteries (whodunit), book club recommendations.

MY THOUGHTS:
I have read three of the four books and LOVE them. If you 
are a fan of magic, mystery, and detective type stories then 
you will just love these books. From a magicians point of 
view there are lots of references and a few names thrown in 
you will recognize. These are the types of novels you can’t 
put down because you want to know who killed who and 
how they end. I would love to see these made in to movies 
or TV movies at least because they are so well written and 
keep you wanting more. Actually I read all three books in a 
week. The main character is a full time magician who lives 
with his Uncle who owns a magic shop. Eli Marks somehow 
gets himselve involved in various murders and in most 
cases has to get his way out of them. These are very well 
written and the magic references are so well done that I 
thought it was written by a magician. 
The author, John Gaspard is not a magician but certainly 
done his homework and researcha and I am sure met quite 

a few magicians in his time. You will recognise people you 
know because every type of magician is mentioned in here 
as far as character goes.  The books are smart, well written 
and very engaging. 

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Published by Henery Press and available as hard copy and 
online

Grips, Lines and 
Looks (DVD & 
Book) by Marc 
Oberon

10 

Grips, Lines and Looks is the definitive work from FISM 
award winner Marc Oberon, finally revealing his complete 
system for choreographing and structuring performances. 
Watch them be elevated from simple tricks to powerful mo-
ments of real magic. 

If you have ever wondered how to increase the impact of 
your existing repertoire of material, this beautifully pre-
sented 128-page hardback book and DVD contains the 
answer. This is the system that Marc has used to create 
professional routines that have won him awards at FISM, 
European Close-up Magic Championships, the IBM British 
Ring competition and the Macmillan International, amongst 
others, as well as entertaining audiences at high-profile gigs 
across the globe. Grips, Lines and Looks details the exact 
approach Marc uses, and it explains how you can apply the 
same system to every one of your own performances. 

MY THOUGHTS
I have always thought choreography was something that 
separated the seasoned professional from the amateur 
magician. If you watch any seasoned pro performer you will 
see every move and nuance in their act has been complete-
ly worked out, and is probably there for a reason. It is one of 
the most important things in a performance and something 
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Set up to any market brand 
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Resets instantly

MY THOUGHTS:
Before everybody gets their knickers in a knot let me say 
this is NOT Timothy Wenks Misled as performed by David 
Copperfield. First of all Mislead uses a gimmick pencil and is 
a two phase routine. SHARPIE does NOT use a gimmick pen 
and is a one phase routine. The method is very different. So 
for all you magicians who go on to chat forums and com-
plain, and have no doubt NOT seen this product please chill 
out. Sharpie is simply passing a Sharpie marker through 
a borrowed note. There are many versions out there of 
penetrating a pen or pencil through a bill, some with gim-
micks and some without. Copperfield made Wenk’s popu-
lar because he performed it on television, and no doubt 
sparked a lot of these type of effects over the years. You are 
supplied with an instructional DVD which shows you how 
to alter your Sharpie so you can perform the penetration 
effect. Once you have made this, probably take less than 
two or three minutes, you are set to go at all times. The nice 
thing is nobody will even notice what you have done to the 
marker and so can freely hand it out before and after, and 
use it as a regular marker.  You need to do this with paper 
money rather than plastic money because the bill does 
need to stay folded. This will take a little practice to make 
it look clean at a certain point however you do have ample 
misdirection as you hand the Sharpie to the spectator to 
sign the bill or examine the marker. It’s not so much a move 
as it is timing and rhythm. If you use a Sharpie marker at all 
in your magic then you definitely want to have this made 
up because you can perform this anytime with no limita-
tions. You need to be slightly careful of one angle when 
performing this. It’s a nice routine for strolling or stand-up 
with people looking directly face on and it plays well for a 
group of people. 
A great little routine that takes up no space and is set to go 
at anytime. A very visual penetration effect and everything 
can be examined before and after as you are left completely 
clean.

PRICE: $19.95
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1) THE MISER’S DREAM
2) THE AMBITIOUS CARD
3) THE BULLET CATCH
4) The INVISIBLE ASSISTANT

1) THE AMBITIOUS CARD
The life of a magician isn’t all kiddie shows and card tricks. 
Sometimes it’s murder. Especially when magician Eli Marks 
very publicly debunks a famed psychic, and said psychic 
ends up dead. The evidence, including a bloody King of 
Diamonds playing card (one from Eli’s own Ambitious Card 
routine), directs the police right to Eli.

As more psychics are slain, and more King cards rise to the 
top, Eli can’t escape suspicion. Things get really complicated 
when romance blooms with a beautiful psychic, and Eli dis-
covers she’s the next target for murder, and he’s scheduled 
to die with her. Now Eli must use every trick he knows to 
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keep them both alive and reveal the true killer.

Part of the Henery Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like 
one, you'll probably like them all! THE AMBITIOUS CARD is 
the first book in the Eli Marks mystery series

THE BULLET CATCH
Newly-single magician Eli Marks reluctantly attends his high 
school reunion against his better judgment, only to be-
come entangled in two deadly encounters with his former 
classmates. The first is the fatal mugging of an old crush’s 
husband, followed by the suspicious deaths of the victim’s 
business associates. 

At the same time, Eli also comes to the aid of a classmate-
turned-movie-star who fears that attempting The Bullet 
Catch in an upcoming movie may be his last performance. 
As the bodies begin to pile up, Eli comes to the realization 
that juggling these murderous situations -- while saving his 
own neck -- may be the greatest trick he’s ever performed.

THE MISER’S DREAM
A casual glance out his apartment window turns Magician 
Eli Marks’ life upside down. After spotting a dead body in 
the projection booth of the movie theater next door, Eli is 
pulled into the hunt for the killer. As he attempts to puzzle 
out a solution to this classic locked room mystery, he must 
deal with a crisis of a more personal nature: the appearance 
of a rival magician who threatens not only Eli’s faith in him-
self as a performer, but his relationship with his girlfriend.

But the killer won’t wait and starts taking homicidal steps to 
bring Eli’s investigation to a quick and decisive end. Things 
get even worse when his magician rival offers his own plau-
sible solution to the mystery. With all the oddball suspects 
gathered together, Eli must unveil the secrets to this movie-
geek whodunit or find himself at the wrong end of the trick.

Related subjects include: cozy mysteries, murder mystery 
series, amateur sleuths, humorous murder mysteries, who-
dunnit mysteries (whodunit), book club recommendations.

MY THOUGHTS:
I have read three of the four books and LOVE them. If you 
are a fan of magic, mystery, and detective type stories then 
you will just love these books. From a magicians point of 
view there are lots of references and a few names thrown in 
you will recognize. These are the types of novels you can’t 
put down because you want to know who killed who and 
how they end. I would love to see these made in to movies 
or TV movies at least because they are so well written and 
keep you wanting more. Actually I read all three books in a 
week. The main character is a full time magician who lives 
with his Uncle who owns a magic shop. Eli Marks somehow 
gets himselve involved in various murders and in most 
cases has to get his way out of them. These are very well 
written and the magic references are so well done that I 
thought it was written by a magician. 
The author, John Gaspard is not a magician but certainly 
done his homework and researcha and I am sure met quite 

a few magicians in his time. You will recognise people you 
know because every type of magician is mentioned in here 
as far as character goes.  The books are smart, well written 
and very engaging. 

VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Published by Henery Press and available as hard copy and 
online

Grips, Lines and 
Looks (DVD & 
Book) by Marc 
Oberon

10 

Grips, Lines and Looks is the definitive work from FISM 
award winner Marc Oberon, finally revealing his complete 
system for choreographing and structuring performances. 
Watch them be elevated from simple tricks to powerful mo-
ments of real magic. 

If you have ever wondered how to increase the impact of 
your existing repertoire of material, this beautifully pre-
sented 128-page hardback book and DVD contains the 
answer. This is the system that Marc has used to create 
professional routines that have won him awards at FISM, 
European Close-up Magic Championships, the IBM British 
Ring competition and the Macmillan International, amongst 
others, as well as entertaining audiences at high-profile gigs 
across the globe. Grips, Lines and Looks details the exact 
approach Marc uses, and it explains how you can apply the 
same system to every one of your own performances. 

MY THOUGHTS
I have always thought choreography was something that 
separated the seasoned professional from the amateur 
magician. If you watch any seasoned pro performer you will 
see every move and nuance in their act has been complete-
ly worked out, and is probably there for a reason. It is one of 
the most important things in a performance and something 
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many would probably overlook. With this book Marc and 
Paul have done the magic world a huge service because 
they have brought this important part of a performance to 
light. This 125 page is a hard copy and also includes a bonus 
DVD with all the tricks explained. You get the best of both 
worlds with everything in the book as well as on the DVD.  
You might be tempted to skip to the trick section but you 
will miss the most important part of this book, and some-
thing that will help you more than learning more tricks. The 
thoughts and ideas are Marks and they are written in Paul’s 
words, just in case you are slightly confused how the book 
works.  They really break down choreography so everybody 
can understand it and how to apply it to your own shows. 
They discuss the use of a patter act as well as music. I firmly 
believe that choreography is vital to making a magic act 
look great. If your moves are worked out so you don’t have 
to worry about technique then you will look like you’ve 
been doing magic for a very long time. This book applies to 
EVERY type of act from close-up to stage, and I would easily 
say even family entertainers. I love this quote in the book, 
“The truth is, it isn’t how much we think about our magic, 
rather how clearly we think about it that makes all the dif-
ference.” 

Marc has pioneered a way of defining and implementing 
his own choreography. His work in this book takes what 
magicians know about performance and moves it further 
than I’ve read before. I wish this book was around when I 
first started or at least when I started working on my own 
Chaplin act. Grips, Lines and Looks are elements that Marc 
has put together to help us all in making our acts much 
stronger. He discusses each one of these elements first then 
shows how they all work together.  Knowing and under-
standing these is the fundamental component to an act and 
this is what the book helps you understand and achieve.

I love the fact that the book is filled with examples that are 
related to magic we all know. This makes it easy to under-
stand and I found myself going, “of course! that makes so 
much sense.” You can see how it all fits in to place then start 
to look at your own work. 

Yes there are some tricks at the end of the book. These are 
great routines from Marc’s working repertoire and one in 
particular jumped out at me as a great opening. His bank 
night routine is fantastic and I love the use of colored 
envelopes. It’s designed for platform or stage but has a nice 
twist without making the magician look like a smart arse. 
My favourite in here though is a brilliant opening routine 
that Marc uses on cruise ships called Triangulation. You have 
a spectator call out a shape and a number and you take out 
a large piece of paper from an envelope with the number 
and shape on it - it’s just brilliant and the method is super 
easy and clever. Had I not seen the diagram of how it works 
in the book I would not have known how it worked. For 
close-up workers there are a lot of great effects and his 3 
Fly is fantastic and visual. This is a practical version great for 
walk-about type work.

This book is FANTASTIC and a must read for every magician 
no matter what level. You will learn a lot of and it will make 

you think about your act and hopefully move it forward to 
a much stronger and better place that really connects with 
the audience.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

PRICE: $49.95
AVAILABLE: All magic shops
WHOLESALE: www.murphysmagic.com

NIGHT SHIFT By 
Daz Buckley11 

17 original close up ansd stage magic and mentalism effects 
from Australian magician and illusionist Daz Buckley.

MY THOUGHTS:
This book contains a mixture of both close-up and stand-up 
routines by Australian magician Daz Buckley. Every routine 
has lots of photographs making it easy to follow and under-
stand. Most don't require too much slieght of hand work 
and rely on props you own or have around the house. 
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The first routine iS BLING which is a production of a neck-
lace and finger ring from bare hands. This is followed by A 
Hanful of Silver which is an addition to Bling where you also 
produce three coins after the production of necklace and 
ring. 

Of particular interest to me was a routine called An Opening 
Night. The premise or theory behind this is to use business 
cards but not only provide a solid piece of magic but also 
to leave them with your name and number. The nice thing 
about this routine is that it uses a group of people making 
it ideal for walkaround magic.  It also uses a principle that 
I've written books and produced DVDs about called "Out To 
Lunch." I'm always interested to see what others come up 
with using this technique.

He also includes a full 10 minute walk-around card routine. 
It can be broken down but this is Daz's go to card routine 
when doing any type of walkaround gig.  Most of these are 
easy reset and high impact. Again, lots of photos to help 
make the instruction easy to follow. Some standard moves 
are used to produce some very commercial magic.

Dan's Candle isn't my cup of tea but I'm sure will appeal to 
others. In this routine the magician holds a lighter in one 
hand and a candle in the other. He lights the candle and 
produces a handkerchief from the flame. He then picks up 
the candle and stuffs it up his nose and wipes it clean with 
the handkerchief. 

Finally the Silk In Balloon is a nice effect that would play 
well for kids. In this he takes out a handkerchief and rolls it 
in to a ball in his fist which rather than vanish turns in to a 
balloon which he then blows up.

This book is 56 pages and has a nice mixture of a variety of 
magic.

PRICE: $34.74
AVAILABLE from Amazon or Lulu.com

The Human Xylophone 
– by Keith Fields
www.KeithFieldsMagic.com

$146 US

Six years ago I attended KIDabra in Tennessee. This was my 
first time seeing Keith Fields lecture. To say I was blown 
away would be an understatement. His lecture was fantas-
tic – but when he performed the Human Xylophone in the 
evening show – I was in stitches! I also happened to be one 
of the helpers on stage, and got to see the maestro work up 
close.

If you want to FILL the stage and have eight helpers, with 
a mixture of kids of all ages, and throw in an adult or two – 
plus have a quality 10 minutes of fun and laughter…then 
buy this routine. I say routine again because there isn’t a 
magic trick – more of a magical performance. However, just 
like Kimmo’s The Big Race, I think something like is needed 
in every show to break up the magic trick after magic trick. 
Now, I will admit that this stayed in my magic drawer for 2 
years as I was a little scared of how much effort and memo-
ry work would be needed to pull this off and have it play as 
good as Keith does it.
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many would probably overlook. With this book Marc and 
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much sense.” You can see how it all fits in to place then start 
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in the book I would not have known how it worked. For 
close-up workers there are a lot of great effects and his 3 
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to leave them with your name and number. The nice thing 
about this routine is that it uses a group of people making 
it ideal for walkaround magic.  It also uses a principle that 
I've written books and produced DVDs about called "Out To 
Lunch." I'm always interested to see what others come up 
with using this technique.

He also includes a full 10 minute walk-around card routine. 
It can be broken down but this is Daz's go to card routine 
when doing any type of walkaround gig.  Most of these are 
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I was looking for a closer for my fair and festival shows – and 
I was correct – it just took me time to dive into it. As it turns 
out, it’s not as hard as I thought. There are some great and 
easy cheat sheets. And really, messing up can make it even 
funnier. Actually you NEED a few scripted mess up pieces 
to get it to work perfectly. After a dozen performances my 
confidence was 100% and I was able to milk it for all it’s 
worth. I used it in my festivals for about 3 years now, and 
just recently replaced it with Doug Scheers new Punctua-
tion Pandemonium. It’s always great to vary your shows, 
and while I love the Human Xylophone, and I know it will 
come back to my shows , it does take up room in my case. 
Nothing can be done about that – and it’s worth the space! 
Other than that tiny flaw – it’s a great performance piece I 
think you should consider adding to your stage show. Keith 
and others use it in birthday parties – I never did that – but 
the birthday song is a perfect fit for the pipes!

The price is again put to keep the curious away – but this 
is that type of trick that WILL differentiate you from your 
competition. People will ask “Are you the one that has the 
kids play the pipes with spoons?” Why, yes – I am.

 Norden – 95%

 Here’s another very entertaining routine for the family 
audience. You get 8 volunteers up on stage for a ton of fun, 
each one is given a metal chime and a wooden spoon. You 
arrange them in the correct order, having fun along the 
way, and then start playing some songs.

 The first time I saw Keith perform this I knew it was a win-
ner and I bought it immediately. The entertainment value is 
really dependant on your ability to choose your volunteers 
wisely and then think on your feet and interact with the 
volunteers. One time Keith had me laughing so hard that 
tears started to form.

It comes with enough songs to get you going, but I also 
found that there are many sources for more songs that can 
be played with 8 notes in order to add to your repertoire. 
You can play it straight and have fun, but learn from Keith’s 
ability to get so much more out of it.

I give this: 

 Gordon – 93%

Cakes and Adders – by 
Gary Dunn
Available All magic dealers
wholesale: www.murphysmagic.com

$33.50 US

This is a fun trick. It comes in Poker size (quoted) and Parlour 
size. I use the parlour size for my kids shows. It’s not really 
a packet trick, as I think this needs to be performed in a 
show. It really feeds off the reactions of the audience.  As you 
might have gathered from previous reviews, I am a fan of the 
‘look don’t see’ or the ‘magician in trouble’ routines.

This trick is based on the fact that there are candles for your 
cake. As you count out the candles and show them…one, 
two, three, four – the kids then scream ‘SNAKE!”. You reply 
no,no – CAKE! No, it’s a SNAKE! AHHHH! You get rid of the 
snake card and go back to counting the candles, now with 
one less candle, but that’s ok – and the snake appears again! 
You get rid of him and do it again – yikes – the snake is back 
again! Get rid of him! You do it again and….is there a ….no, 
you can’t look….oh whew…it’s the CAKE! Good thing that 
snake is gone…as you turn around the kids see it’s on your 
back!

The cards are gimmicked and the handling makes this 
routine a breeze. In fact I like the method so much I altered 
another trick to make it as simple as this one. The cards are 
well made, the DVD is great, and it all comes packaged very 
nicely. Gary really gets some mileage out of the trick in the 
video and it will inspire you to get as good as him! It plays 
for a good 4-5 minutes and it gets the audience involved. I 
give it:

 Norden – 93%

If you like kids to sit silently through your show while you 
amaze them with sleight of hand and your awesome techni-
cal skills, this might not be for you. But if you like a magical 
routine that will have the kids laughing out loud, pointing 
and shouting, and maybe yelling a little, this most definitely 
is for you.

I love this trick. Straight out of the package just perform it 
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the way Gary Dunn teaches and you have a winner.  Similar 
in appearance to some other “comeback” card routines, but 
with simplified handling, and with patter that makes total 
sense at a birthday party. It takes up no space in your case 
but supplies huge laughs and interaction with the kids.

Nice quality cards, attractive and easy to see graphics, 
simple handling with a well-known principle, this is a great 
price for the entertainment you will get out of it. Not much 
more to say other than I give this

 

Gordon – 99%

The Big Race – by John 
Kimmons (Kimmo)
www.KimmoMagicShop.com

$155 US (converted from British Pounds)

This is my new closer. It is such an amazing way to end a 
birthday party, or any show for that matter.  Here is what 
happens:

A child takes on three adults in a themed race game. De-
spite what seems like totally fair conditions, the child wins 
every time! 24 cards are handed out to be FREELY AND 
GENUINELY SHUFFLED by spectators.  Meanwhile, a child is 
recruited and is told that he/she must take part in a snow-
man race against three adults. There is fun and byplay as 
the rivals are chosen and encouraged to ‘trash talk’ the 
young volunteer.  The adults get to choose their favourite 
colour  (there is no force whatsoever). The child must take 

whichever colour is left.

The cards are retrieved and then the WACKY RACE begins!

One by one, cards are taken from the top of the stack and 
turned over to reveal the colour which will move along the 
track. The race gets very exciting and the children raise the 
roof in response. It looks like the child is lagging behind 
but then suddenly  jumps forward and catches up. Maybe a 
photo finish will be required! Everything rests on the turn of 
one card!

That’s the gist of the trick from John’s website. It works just 
like it says. It’s a photo finish every time. There is very little 
work needed – just one move that might now even be re-
quired. And it’s all done before the trick begins. It really is in-
genious. Some might say this does not feel like a magic trick 
– but I say even if it does not, it adds a game / challenge / 
audience cheering element to your show. 5-8 minutes of 
fun to end your show where the child walks away with a 
prize. A prize with all your info on it, of course!

The quality is amazing. The magnets are durable and the 
cards will last a long time. The graphics are top notch. The 
Race comes in many versions:
The Fish Race
The Spooky Race (Halloween)
The Winter Race (Christmas)
The Space Race
The Book Race (Library Show)

I own FOUR of them. Yes, four – two double sided sets. It’s in 
every show. And you can always customize your OWN race. 
I cannot recommend this any higher. The price is high, but 
this will keep it out of the hands just the curious. SO, yes – 
here it comes – I give this:

Norden – 100%

About a year ago I started working on a new theme for my 
show, and I’ve been looking at tricks I can work into this 
theme. It’s still a work in progress, and probably will be for 
a long time, but it’s theming tricks and routines around a 
character.

Mainly through Facebook discussions I’ve heard about so 
many people who play games as part of their show, and 
frankly I’ve been resistant to it. But I’ve been a fan of John 
Kimmons (Kimmo) for a long time, and when he released 
The Great Race Game it got my attention.  Then he released 
another version of it and announced more versions to come 
with themes around special holidays. That’s when the obvi-
ous realization hit me, this is a perfect trick to customize!

I already owned his lecture notes that explain it all and in-
clude artwork you need to create his original version if you 
prefer to make it over purchasing it fully ready from him. 
In order to customize it, it didn’t take me long to create the 
graphics I needed (actually I purchased most of the graph-
ics I needed), then I purchased the white board required 
and headed down to my local print shop to explain what I 
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and others use it in birthday parties – I never did that – but 
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The price is again put to keep the curious away – but this 
is that type of trick that WILL differentiate you from your 
competition. People will ask “Are you the one that has the 
kids play the pipes with spoons?” Why, yes – I am.
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each one is given a metal chime and a wooden spoon. You 
arrange them in the correct order, having fun along the 
way, and then start playing some songs.

 The first time I saw Keith perform this I knew it was a win-
ner and I bought it immediately. The entertainment value is 
really dependant on your ability to choose your volunteers 
wisely and then think on your feet and interact with the 
volunteers. One time Keith had me laughing so hard that 
tears started to form.

It comes with enough songs to get you going, but I also 
found that there are many sources for more songs that can 
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ability to get so much more out of it.
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a packet trick, as I think this needs to be performed in a 
show. It really feeds off the reactions of the audience.  As you 
might have gathered from previous reviews, I am a fan of the 
‘look don’t see’ or the ‘magician in trouble’ routines.

This trick is based on the fact that there are candles for your 
cake. As you count out the candles and show them…one, 
two, three, four – the kids then scream ‘SNAKE!”. You reply 
no,no – CAKE! No, it’s a SNAKE! AHHHH! You get rid of the 
snake card and go back to counting the candles, now with 
one less candle, but that’s ok – and the snake appears again! 
You get rid of him and do it again – yikes – the snake is back 
again! Get rid of him! You do it again and….is there a ….no, 
you can’t look….oh whew…it’s the CAKE! Good thing that 
snake is gone…as you turn around the kids see it’s on your 
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The cards are gimmicked and the handling makes this 
routine a breeze. In fact I like the method so much I altered 
another trick to make it as simple as this one. The cards are 
well made, the DVD is great, and it all comes packaged very 
nicely. Gary really gets some mileage out of the trick in the 
video and it will inspire you to get as good as him! It plays 
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the way Gary Dunn teaches and you have a winner.  Similar 
in appearance to some other “comeback” card routines, but 
with simplified handling, and with patter that makes total 
sense at a birthday party. It takes up no space in your case 
but supplies huge laughs and interaction with the kids.
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price for the entertainment you will get out of it. Not much 
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like it says. It’s a photo finish every time. There is very little 
work needed – just one move that might now even be re-
quired. And it’s all done before the trick begins. It really is in-
genious. Some might say this does not feel like a magic trick 
– but I say even if it does not, it adds a game / challenge / 
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fun to end your show where the child walks away with a 
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cards will last a long time. The graphics are top notch. The 
Race comes in many versions:
The Fish Race
The Spooky Race (Halloween)
The Winter Race (Christmas)
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The Book Race (Library Show)

I own FOUR of them. Yes, four – two double sided sets. It’s in 
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I cannot recommend this any higher. The price is high, but 
this will keep it out of the hands just the curious. SO, yes – 
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theme. It’s still a work in progress, and probably will be for 
a long time, but it’s theming tricks and routines around a 
character.

Mainly through Facebook discussions I’ve heard about so 
many people who play games as part of their show, and 
frankly I’ve been resistant to it. But I’ve been a fan of John 
Kimmons (Kimmo) for a long time, and when he released 
The Great Race Game it got my attention.  Then he released 
another version of it and announced more versions to come 
with themes around special holidays. That’s when the obvi-
ous realization hit me, this is a perfect trick to customize!

I already owned his lecture notes that explain it all and in-
clude artwork you need to create his original version if you 
prefer to make it over purchasing it fully ready from him. 
In order to customize it, it didn’t take me long to create the 
graphics I needed (actually I purchased most of the graph-
ics I needed), then I purchased the white board required 
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needed them to do. As an aside, do yourself a favour and try 
to establish a relationship with a local print shop, I love the 
one I go to and they seem to take great interest in what I’ll 
bring them next and accept it as a personal challenge to do 
a great job for me.

Be warned, in my opinion it’s not worth making this yourself 
if your objective is to save money. Add up the cost of buy-
ing everything you need and getting things printed, even 
if you use the artwork Kimmo supplies, and you’ll find that 
just purchasing it from him is a good deal (I believe you can 
also purchase them from Ken Scott in the USA).

There is nothing difficult about the game or routine itself, 
but I still managed to mess it up. But, I knew I had messed 
it up and having read Kimmo’s lecture notes I was pre-
pared on how to handle it and nobody ended up knowing 
I messed up and everything ended up working out exactly 
the way it was supposed to.

I was doing it for an audience of about a hundred people. 
I had two volunteers on stage, one child who was compet-
ing and another whose job was to stand there holding the 
game board and looking handsome. Both of them had fun, 
I had huge audience participation and interaction, and the 
child competing on stage won a prize for himself and for 
my other volunteer.

The only reason I can think to not rate this 100% is because 
I don’t want everyone else doing it, but at least mine is 
customized  and one of a kind, so I give this:

 

Gordon – 100%

OXBENDER Review

http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.VanishMagazine.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zewECA1WVO4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mp0G9Zjk5M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpN4lFHsb9Q
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJ8KDmr1XXU
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